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The .. ecology o~ tl)e ·eastern larch ,beetl~ ~1 ~nd~~·- ·. 
s llflplex LeCOnte, w'!s studied in _Nefundland. Over-winterec:1 
beet~es emerged .in- May'. One geneNt ion ·and· two broods were 
~ ~rQdu~e~ in both 198~ and 1984: - F~m~ies initiated. attacks 
' . . . ' 
· and ·males ·ar!:'i.ved up ~~ two days. later. One ·to four pairs of 
·. . ... 






' -~ •. ' .. : 
Eg.9 ·9~u:·e~ie_s were . vertical·, sl:ightly s-rn_u_o--us . ~-~'d - : (""·---· ...,.. ' . . .~- , .• ·. . 
. . . . . ·... --.... .. -~-· 
· . . a~eraged . ~1 em ·in · lerig~h. F~males laid zero to · four egg~ .per 
.. niche averaging 1.·4 ~- ;'Phe ·average. numbe.r of eg9s . per gallery. 
I 
1 . and per em of. gallery was 39-··and. t.o·,. respectively. Mean: '~ . . t' . . 
· , · : 
toM/.·.· 
-- ~. 
'• . "' ,. · ·. . . .. 
.·.,..,) 1:>rood density -wa.s 4~ fnd'ividuals per 100 'cm 2 • 




' . . • . ·: I , . 
Ab6ut 90~ of all parents ree rged and a small . . -
---- -· -- -·- - ~ ... --- -~-- - . -·---~ ..: ... --~-- --,----·:--~-· ------- ~.----·----
proportion\ .of · ~he~ _attac'ked ·a . second ··group of tre.es a,nd 
- - . / " . . . . • . 
produce~ .-~ ·- se~ona brood-•. Galle.ri.es ... i ·n secot:t~ ·brood : tr~es~ 
. . . . . . ~·. 
averaged. 26- em ·in· lengt-h ~nd. ·2.7 ~gg~ p~·r gall .. ery • . Me~p -~ . . . 
.. \• . . . ' . . . ' ' . 
I 
. ' 
. . . . ' . 
densi.ty a~era.ged . 23· in~ividuals per 100 cm.3 • Following brood · 
\ • \ I 
production 6-l--%-- ·of .• paren-ts r~emerged and .. li-kely died. 






·, Development· from · eg·g ·to · ~dul t avei:~ged 60 · and 70 days ~ . 
; .. for f i rs't ancJ second .broods, re.spect i v~ly. 
I ' ' ' ' ' ' \, ' 






- During egg gallery construction and oviposition D~ 
. . . 
----
simplex . flight. muscl~s .degene.rated. · ~light -muscles .were 
. ' . .. 
' 
completely ~egenera.t·ed i'n only 17% _of 96 . reemerged beetierr---: 
. ' 
in 1984. ~o .-reemerged bee~les . were : Observed · to f !y • 





. . . 






.... - .. .... - •. 





. ' Emergence, .i hos~· att.ack and reeme.rgence occurred be'tween 1 
. . 
10 :30,' and. 17 :·ao hours and at temperatures of 4 °C or· ·higher • 
. 'tl, - ·-- · . 
Peaks· of ·a.t.ta~k, which reflects fl.ight peaks,~ occurred at 
temperatures ·of · 10 _0 C' or higper. · 
_ <1 • II' l 
Only aQ~lts overwintered. Freezing temperatures ~aused ) 
h-igh ·mort'~l i ty among ~mmatu-~e stages . o·f the" ·second brood. 
.. \ - . . ! .\ 
\. · / Thl rty-·four perc~nt ·of-- new 
\~all and reentei:eid g~ll~rie~ a.i: 
·./ hibernation. · · 
·'· ·, 
brood· adult~ emerged in the. · 
' . . ,, 
the base of trees for 
• 
~The ,fourth larv~l instar had .t~~ighest _mortality· ~ at 
. . . 
. ' . 29.2%, and pupae the.lowest, at 7.6%. Total mortality was 
. ' ~ - . . . 
79%. ·a~d. ·82% ~or first an'd ~~conq bro.ods., re!P_ectively. 
· Pathogens £aus,d the : largest . ~roport~on· of moFtality . among . 
' .. 
. . . 
' . --~--~----~·~·-~e~~~eco~Q~st~ ~arv~e~~~4-1W~~~-~-~ejin~sl~ mo~fA~Ar~s~t~----------
I 
. ! ) . I . 
/ I 
·. -. -' r-· 
.. l 
/ ~.~ . . 
' . I : .. . ' . . 








-~ -- - ~ ' . . .· . ~ . 
. inst-ar larvae- ana parasi tofds ·among ·third and .. .Lour..tb-ins.ta.r. _ _ _ _ 




.. . . 
Fi~ty-two ' species of ins~~ts, spider~, mites and 
. . 
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1 • INTRODUCTION 
The family . Scolytidae is comprised of beetles that are 
sub~ortical feeders -generally fnhabiting the outer bark, 
I ~ ,. --
phloem or xylem of .trees. The phloem-f~1ing . genus 
_ __Qend~octonus contains 18 species, 13 of which are found in 
... 
No~th America (Wo~8 i982). Several of these 13 species are 
t 
-am~>ng the most destructive of .forest insects destroying in 
' 
excess of 12.5 million r:nl -<s billion board feet) of ~tanding · 
merchantable timber annually in North America (~right 1976)~ 
.Such ' sev~re losses hav~ f~cused t~e attention of 
' . . 
entomologists, for.:esters_ind the ge'nerai ,public on ; this 
' • , ~ . . • ~ . . . ·. ·. .... . ' , • . - I 
gen~s. Consequently most of· the · ~pecies, especially the more 
, . ' 
destructive ones, have been. frequently studied. However, , · · 
some .of the les·s destructive species of Dendroctonus have 
·--· r~ceived comparatlvely little · attention and basic aspects of ~ 
. ' . . . 




• ~ '•, I ~ 
.. .. . ~ 
·investigated. One ~uch species is the eastern larch beetle·, ~ 
D · • 
Dendroctonus sl'mplex LeConte. 
' 
. ·' 
LeConte ( 1668) described··D·. simplex· frc;>m adults 
" 
• . f • 0-4 
collected on tamarack· in Canada and the immat\)re stages were -· 
. . . -
·aesc r 'ibed by. Thomas (' 1965). T~e ·~as·te<rn larc.h .beetl~ ·occurs 
- . 
across North America from Newfoundland and the northeastern 
-states to·. British Columbia· an~ Al~~ka. Its rang~ ii li~it~~ 
by the natural 'range ot· eastern larch or tamarack, LariX 
1arcina· (Du Roi) K.Koch, its ·principal host· (wood 1982~. ··It·· 
~ill also . at~ack exoti~ species of Larix planted wit~i~ i~s 
. I f 
' I 










range, such as Sibetian. larch, L. .slberlca Ledebour 
. ' (McGuffin and ·Barker -~946)and European larch, L. -decidua 
' Miller (Sippel et al. 1961). ·It was ~lso reported on red 
spruce (Baker 1972) but this record ~$ questionable. 
Since-the first recorded D. sfmp'lex infestation 
(probably in On.t.ario) by Harrington ( 1884) there have been 
' •-,t' ' 0 • 
ma.ny r-eports of localized larch beetle infestations in · 
I • ' • ' 
2 
.. . . ' ' ' . ' \ 
··various, pa_rts of Canada (Annual Repor.ts of the "Forest" Insect 
' . . 
~ a~d · ~i s~a.~e S~rve~ - · 193g, 1946, 1960 to 1963, 1965, a~d 
' . . 1967; Gri~dale and MacLeod . 1967 to 1969~· Dr~uin ~rid ' Turnotk 
.,. , ~b . . . . . . 
. ·-- 19.62), A.l~ska (Bak.~ .r et ·a7.. 1975') and the· northeast.ern 
. . 
. ) 
·· sta te!=i . (Schwarz 1888}. · . . 
. . , 
. 
. . 
The first widespread outbreak of D. simplex began about 
1977 and h~s· killed large numbers of ·larcn·in eastern Canada 
0 (Annual Reports of the Forest Insect and Disease Sut:vey -
1977 to 1983) and the northeastern states (Lanier 19a 1·; 19~4 
personal communication}. 
Relatively little is k·nown\about· the biology of the· 
--
l~rch be~tle~ General sea~onal life ~i~tory and egg gallery 
patterns were first .described by Hopkins (1909} ~~o reported 
that weakened, ~~ing Dr fel~ed tamara~k wer~ attacked by 
emerging beetles in May ·and June. Only' one generation was 
produced_ per year and the progeny 6~er~inter~d i~ the adult 
stage. Swain~ (1911) report~d · t~o larch beetle generations 
. . . . 
,in one. year in Quebec alt.ho.ugh his 's·econc;1 :._qenerat~on' . may 
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. -
from first- brood trees~ Egg gal.lery formation and structure 
as-well as ovipo~ition were also described by Swaine (1911~ 
1918'). Larch 'beetle-Legg ga~leries were described as vert.ical 
and sinuous contaiffing turning niches, ventilation h~les and 
. . 
e_gg· niches in ~~ch one to 'tour eggs were laid. Simpson 
·( 1929) studied the life history of D. ·simplex in ca·ged larch 
billets tn New ~runswick. He reported t~at . paren~ beet~es 
• ' # ~ 
establ i she'd only·_ one -broodiyear i 'n 192 5 and .1926-,- th~ee. ~n . 
. 1927 and~· t'wo: iri 1.'928~ All -pr~geny ·· ov.er·winter.ed - as ·adults 
q ' • ' f • I • ' f • • 
. . · · _efcep~ for ·~lf~ _thi,rd brood ~'f _·1927 -~~ich · o~·~r~i_nter.ed . as:. 
~arvae. These di~d · in the ~p~ing before re.ciching.maturity. 
. ·ol)lY ~ne generati~n · occu~r~d - per ;ea~~ Prebble (19.33}~ ..: · 
. ,I . 
reported an average devel'opmental time',- from egg to adult, 
( -- - ' 
of 46 da~s . for IJ.~ simplex in New~ Brunswic·k·. ··He .also used 
head 'capsule widths to det·e.rm~ne that. t~e~~- -~ere fou~ larval · 





Recorded predators of-D. ~simp'Jex- are t~e clerid beetle, 
f ' I ' Phy116ba¢nus dlslocatus _Say, ·(Blackman -~nd ~tage . 1918) and 
larvae of · the : dolichopodid fly,'· Medetera aldrich II ~heele~, 
J • • ' • 
(Furni_ss 1976). Recorded · parasitoids of ·larch beetle iarvae-:-' . 
• • ., ; , ;, •I • • llo ~ ' ' \ ' ' • I 
. . : are the b~aCO!lids, ·. Cosmophorus def7drocton I ·Vie~eck, Spath Ius. . . 
tomlcf A.shm~ad · (Bu~hing 196'5) · and Coeloldes rufoval"legatus 
' 
.< Provancher} (Mason 19.78) and the .·~hale id·, Heyden la'.un lea· 
. 
·Cook and Davis., · (Bushing 1965). Furn·i ss ( 1976) recorded four · 
. ' . . 
species of nematodes th~t ·parasit'ized adults·-
. 
Ektaphe'lenchus obtusus Massey', Aphelencholdes sp., 
. . ' . 
Neocephalo~s sp. and Neod ltylenchus .sp. 
.. . . 
. ' 
,, . 
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An aggr~gation pheromone of 0. S:lmplex has not been 
--
.demonstrated, though it no doubt ~is~. There are two 
. I 
reports of .strong at tr~~ of ·females to Seudenol ( 3 
methyl - 2 - cyclohexen - 1 - ol}, an :aggregation pheromone 
. . 
--·-pt Dendroctonus pseudotsugae Hopkins (Baker et a1. 1977: · 
Werner et al. 1981}.· 
1~ ·Most S~olytidae attack and kill p~ysi~logically weak. 
\ I d' 
·· .... ) ..  t.rees. such trees. are us~aily ~~"'. _and :-~idely s~a~te~ed . 
·\. lRaffa and Ber."ry~an ''l980) keep1ng beet e populat1ons ·at 
···:··... . . . ·. . 
.:-- _ r·~l.ilt_~-~ely_ ·cpnst~n~ ·~nd : lo'w ·levels~. H~w\ev~t,. a· !_Udden . I ' 
~ . · ~ . · abqnda·nc~ ·of s~st;ept 1}?l~ trees or recenf ly . cut . logs enables 




., . . 
~.. . : .~ .. ~ 
' . . ·: . . ~ . 
' . -. -
to reach population levels of outbreak proportions (Berryman · 
' . ) 
197~, 198~). These species may t~en suc~essfully attack and 
.. 
k~ll_ apparently bealthy mature and overmature trees 
(Berryman 1982: Rudin sky 1962}. Drought and de fQ..Ua.t.-i on a:re 
\ 
two forms of s·t_ress that ,do~\Jlonl.Y weaken·. trees· and make them 
sus~~ptible ' to bark .beetle attac~ (Dewey et. a1. 1974; Miller 
. . . _.:;.-..-. ( . 
and Keen 1960; wrcifalan. ·1978; Wr·ight et al . 1984.). · 
. , ... 
The spruce budwr;>rm~ Chor./stonel..!ra ·fumlferana (Clem.), 
· outbreak in Newf .ou~dl~~d· in ·t~e mid to late .19.70' s was--at 
. -. . .· . .·· 
times s~ sev~re tJ:t'at 1ar.ch t -rees we.re also severely · 
· de _f~lia.ted, e~en thoygh. the -s .is· ·n~t usually ~e~ious .ly·. · 
. ... .,, ' .. . . ' . , 
·.·· ' 
damaged by .the sp~uce budwo_rm ~Otvos and Moody 1978·). 
' ' ' ..  ' ' . 
Cumulative e~fects. of two ... to thr~·e . years ;£ ·. d,e-foiiatio~ : 
• • •• •• 8' ' 
inclu4ed extensive bud moitality and, th~reby~ r~duced · 
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foliage on trees (Raske 1984 - personal commun ica't ion) . This 
presumably reduced tree· vigor and wood production but caused 
•1 it tle· mortality. Weakening of larch trees by bud worm ' 
.' I 
defoliation fr6m 1974 to 1977 in western Newfoundland and 
. --
. from 1976 to 1978 in cen~ral ~nd eastefn Newfoundland may 
, 
. 
have predisposed· ~he111 to attack by the - larch beetle emibl ing 
~ . r;;. . ; 
·beetle pop~lations to reach ou~break levels by 1976 ·(Raske 
I et a.l •. 19.7a). During the following eight·. years · this larch 
. . ' /' 
I • • f .. beetle outbreak 'caused much mortali~y of larch alr across 
I . I . . ' . I . . .·. ·. Newfouridla.nd .. with the seve·re-st · in.festation .oc.cur.ri·ng in . the 
I . • . -: • . . 
./ centrai region. ·Eac'h ·y~a·r f~o~ 1'97.8 to 1984 · g';Qo; . of up t _o 
sixty tree_s were attacked_ and kil;led and other-s injured (a .t 
. . 
many locations across the island: Although larch beetle 
. i nf.estat ion~ in c·ent ral Newfoun~land are reported tc> be 
... 
d~clining (Hudak et al. 198~), abrupt collapse of the 
oltbreak did not' occur in· 1984. 
Coincident outbreaks ·of D. simplex wit·h that in 
# 
Newfoundland were also reported-Tn-Nova-·sc-ot ia ·and Prince 
· ~dward I slan·d (Mag as i 1977), southern ~ew Brunswick (M~gas i 
. . 
· . 1979), south~r_n Quebec (~achan,ce et' a1 . . 1981) ~u1d the 
northeaste-rn s·tates. of the United . States (Lanier .198·1: ( 
Tei'Ilon-et al. 1980). The larch beetle outbreak in. eastern 
. J r 
· Canada 't)as been associatedtl.with t·ne lat:ch sawfly, 
. . I 
Prlstlphora erlchsonll (Htg. ), which·l.l~ttfly pred:isposed 
. . ----tr.ees to beetle at tack in the mar1 time pr.ovi nces . (Magasi 
. . .. , 
1977) and iii..Queb~c (Lachance et a1 . . 1982). It is thought 
.• -
.: that some predisposin9 age11t fostered the larch beetle 
· . 
..· · .. 













outbreak in parts of the northeastern· United Sta t~s but the 
natur~ of this agent is not known (Lanier 1984 - per-sonal 
• 
communication; Snowden 1984 personal c9mmunicat·,ion). 
. -
I 
Alt~.ough large popul~tions of D. simplex have been 
,._..;;. ..c:--~. 
assoc-1at~d with la~~~cline i~ Verm~t- -~d parts of New 
.Hampshire in recent ~{lr~~s (Snowden 1984 :.. personal 
c·ommunication; Te.illon et al. 1980; 198·1), ~ere· h some 
. . . -._. '\.' 
.;. 
6 
uncertainty as to whether the .decline was caused by D • 
· simple?< or some o.ther f~ctor (~ergda~l 1983; · Snowden 1984 -
. . . 
personal communication). Bergdahl ( 1.983) .has- isolated the· 
. . . . ' . . . . 
pinewood nematode,. Bur.saphelenchus xy1oph f 1 us (Steiner · and 
h-uhrer), from newly killed famara~k in Vermo~t. Thi~ species· 
might be resJ?onsible for the· e _x.tensive larch ·mortality that 
· has• occurred in Vermont and possibly other regions of the 
. . . ' 
northeastern states and .southern canada too. 
.. .• 
Approximately 50% of the trees attaeked· and killed by 
---· the larch beetle during the spring and ~ummer are detectable 
- ' 
-in late summer and early fa'll because their needles turn 
.. 
yell?w before those of healthy larch tre~ (Raske .et al. 
·1978). On a · yearly basis damage by tne laJch beetle may not 
seem .great, however, cumulative mortality over several years' 
may be· economically and silviculturally .very important. A 
. . 
surv~y in Newfoundland 'in· 1981 estimated the volume of larch 
killed by the larch be.et le at ·18, 500 · m3 . (Hudak et a1. 1 982'). 
Many other 'trees have,been killed since 1981 .• Surveys in· New 
·Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Pr·ince Edward Island in 198 1 
. -'··---
,• reported la~~h mortality by the eastern larch beetlf of 24%, 
'· 
( 
' ' -· 
_.,. 
' . ' J.· ' 
\ ' ·; :• .. 
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- 7 
64% and 13% representing 314,-~ mJ , 972,000 mJ and 11,600 
' m, of .dead larch ' in .. each province, ,respect-we'!} (Magasi . 
'· . 1982). 
.. 
r • 
Altho~h larch has · ~elati vely 1 i ttl:e current economic 
. .... 
importance, some believe it may become more valuab·l~~ in ~he 
. 
future because of its h-i-(]h-biomass per unit area and i,ts . 
high energy val~e per un·i t of weight (H~ll 1984) • · Wide.spread · ' . 
' 
mortality of l'arch by D. ~Imp lex h~s caused so!"~· coni:e_!:!' as . 
0' ·· · ~ · · ' ~o the feasibil·ity of: .growing ~arch for ·wood ·producti?n· It 
· ·, _has alsC? pelped us r~·al i~e ·h~w ' li ttl~ . ~e .. know abo\lt the ; 
• ~~ , ~ -. : • o .·. e . • ,·. , • ~·--
bionom'iCS ofan important forest pest, the eastern larch 
• 0 ' • .~ ~ 
beetle. Hence, this study -was i~·itlabed to investiga.te the 
. . . 
., -- --~ basic bio1.ogy of D. s.lmplex (ie-~asonal ·, life .history, 
population dynamics 1 fecundity, brood development and 
. ' 
mort.al~ty) in Newfoundland. S~ch inf .~t~on,. will be of 
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Z. HATER I ALS· AND METHODS / 
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The study site was located·: approximat-ely 8 ktn . west .of 
St,. John's near the junction of ~anuals _Riv·er and t~e. Trans, 
Canada . Hi<;Jhway. Forest com·po~ition·· at : the' site 'wa~ -mainly 
bla9k. spruce, P.icea mariana (Mill:), and ba~~am fir, Ables 
~ . ) ' . ' . _. . 
balsamea (L •. ) I . ~itho a large number of ~aster~ · lar~h 
. ' . . . ' . ... ~ . . 
"\ ~c.a'ttered. iri the . .forest and -bordering the r~ver and bogs~ 
0 • ' • • ... : 
T~~: larch'be~tle had been a~t1v~ in th~ ar~a fdr four t~ 
·.· 
-. 





. ·. ~ t;.'~e ··years a~d had killed 75 to l0o' ' 'trees that - m~y haVe be~n . 
. weakened by mechanical injury, fl~odin'g or defoliation by .;' . I• 
.. . ' .. . 





·· . . 
.. • 
\ 
' ¥' ' .. 
t 'he spnlce budworm. I~. October .!1982, approximately '.twenty · • , 
. .. .. . 
trees at·~he study site"contained ~verwintering bro~d adults 
~ 
which could attack uninfe~ted t~ees in. t}).e area in 198i . .. . 
. d--. 
Five· un,t,ft·acked trees were girdled each in early Apri! 
·. ( J - . . b . 
and mid-June . approxim~t~ly ~ne month before expecte~~{ir~t 
and second . a't tacks, respecti ve1y, ,to wea.ken a-~d he_n9e ... ' ' .. 
. 
.··· 
·• 6 .. • 





• I I t 
. , 
parameters wer~ mea·sux,-ed for each tr~e used ln . the stud.y: ···\ 
• .. 
total h~ht, he i·ght to top of i n~fested · bol~, diameter "8!1d'.' 
phl.pem thick~esa/at each ·s~~ple. height a-n·d· tr~e diameter at 
I 




Weather data (dai,ly mean temperature, precipitation.) 
, . I . . 
tor the ·st.udy perio~ was. obtained from m!.0ro~ogi.cal 


















' ... ~, . 
"' ·_,.. -. 
. ,·.,.,v ' 
t .. . 
. . . . ···-.. :~~-
-·'· 





I . , 
9 
. 
services at Torbay Ai~port approxima~ly 20 km from the· 




2.1.2 Samplin-g techniques 
' F~eld populat'ions of all 
th~ - ~ark of h6st tr~es 
' .




removing 100 cm 2 bark 
~ . 
1) mod1fied from the 
d~sfgn outlined: by Furniss ( 1962). +.~e - punch consisted of a 
.. ·',; ' •, -· . ... 
• . l • . • ~ ... ~ • .,., 








' • ' ' • • , ~ • • '\ '• • \ ' ' • ' • .. ' • 'f 
~·.· -~ .. a.ttacne<l to·.·a· 12 em l?n9 handl~ -' · bo ~ ~o.nstruct·~a : .from, soli g. ./'~ 
· · s'teel_.and:·. kiln hardened. usiryg standard . tec~niqtJes: Ha~mer _-:--' · · . . 
• 7 I : ' ' • \. • • J { .' 'I • 
: .~ .· ·-_.,blo.~'s ~e 're' · u~ed . to_: dr (v.·e ,,_:·h~~ cu;:t ing head. of .the ' punch 
,.. oJ ' ~ • • ' ,• .. I ' • ' ., d- I >• • ' ' ' - .' ' • I 
• ·, through ~the :bark 1nto · the w6od sever1ng :the phloem. Whi-le· 
I 
~ .._ - ' ' 'J. ., I --
1 r . !" v 
· · sampling,' a 3_0 ~m.·x 46..cm re_t:tangu_lar. cloth ·apr·on was 
c; 
attached' to th~ tree below .. t.he punch to catch sp,cime.ns that 
fell from th.e bark samples. · Th~ _.-~;t'fn )'las Feinf~~·ced with • 
. .. ·;'_~~~' ' 
stiff - .wi ·r~ aro'und: three s~des~ ~--bent \o . form ~ lip ex~ending 




0 ti \ 
was. l:Jemmed with twine to ·fa-sten the ap~:.on to the tree. · 
/ ~ ·_ ·. Spec·i_mens caught. i~ · the apr.on were. added to• o't:'her sp~cimens ·· .. 
f rOll\ ·the ~a_mp~e. 
-· - -
. . 
v : . 
• t • • 
· ~d~l~ · e~erg~nc~ an~ reemergenc;, wa~ sampled ·with 
. . . ~ · , . . : ' . . ' 
. emerge.nce t'rap·s. ·. (Fig~ 3)· si·m:i'lar. to those described by 
~ . . ' '. ' . . 
' . . .. : . .. : . ~ . . ' 
• 0 
.. 
· McClella.nd .et.:· a,· I. ·._{' ·1 978 )·. E~ch ~rap consisted of ·three 
tJ 
0 ,t•~ ' - .:~ 1 • ' •, ' , \' ' 0 ' I 
p~~ts: base ~l~f~; ·net and collectiori uriit. · The . base ~late 
: . ...  , 
t .. •• " 
' ' 





. . ,. 
. 
. metal ·with a ·11.3 .~m ·· a'iameter. hoie (•100 cm 2 ) c 'ut in the 






J . \.... 
-
. • ,' I ,' 











Figure 1. Ba~k punch used to cut 100 cm 2 circular bark 
sample~. /, cutting he~d (. r1 • 3 






















Fi gure 2. Cloth apron used to catch bark beetle specimens 
that fell from bark samples removed from trees. 
12 







Figure 3. Bark beetle emergence trap for sampling a 
' 100 cm 2 circular bark area. A. base plate ( 15 X .15 
em), B. net, C. fu~el, D. collecting vial. 
..... 
--
. .  
. .... 
























center. Eight small QOles were drilled at equal intervals 
ar~und the perim~ter ~f the Plat~ io accomodate screws. Foam 
padding (carpet underlayJ was cemented to the back of the 
l 
metal p1ate to en sur~ snug f i·t of the trap to the · bark 
--
surface. The trap net was a 20 em length of nylon stocki~g 
sta_pled to a _ 15 em x· 15 c,m piece of waterproofed cardboa'rd 
(300 weight illustration boa~d) and cemented to the metal 
base plate. The other end .of the net -was glued around the. 
mouth of a 10 em diamet~r plastic funnel •. A coilecting vial_ 
cap with a hol~ drilled · ~hrough its center was . gl~ed to t~e 
funnel . s~aft . and a callect.ing vial containing .70% .ethanol 
attaphed. Traps w,ere fast~ne.d to trees wit-h· screws and · 
. . :-
. 
washers. Vials were anchored· with elastic bands to nails 
embedded'in the tree boles~ 
2.2 LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
2.2.1 Rearing chamber studies 
, 
Mating and oviposition behaviour, ·gallery 9onstruction 
as weli as brood developme~t and behaviour were observed by _ 
~ 
use .of 'bark-sandwich· ··rearing c.hambers (Fig. 4> similar to 
t ·hat described by Schmitz (1972) • . Eafh chamber consisted of 
a 15 em x iO em piece of bark ~nd phloem. sandwiched between 
a pair of rectangular, transpar'ent sheets ·of plexiglass, 20 
' . . 
' em x 35 em. A 1. 5 em diameter hole, through which beetles 
I 
were introduced-- to the bark su~~ace, was drilled -through the 
centre -of one sheet. The unit was fastened together by 
- ' • 
.. 










. . . 
Figuie 4. B~rk-sandwich rearing chamber (20 X 30 em) • 
.. 
Top. top view, Center. bottom view, Bottom. si~e 
view .• 





















screws in e~ch corner and the edges were sealed with 
paraffin to retard dessication .. 
18 
4 A female beetle was introduced ·through the central hole 
which was then plugged with a rubber stopper. After 
"" ., ·. 
successful attack ~y the female a male was added, Two 
chambe\s were stored vertically at each of three 
-'- temperatures: .. _12 °C, 18 °C and 24 °C, and observed daily. In 
' . 
additio~ to observations of ·behaviour the following dat~ 
---- -
were . reC'oree·d:_ galler)Y ·e_longation rates at each temperature, 
. . 
the dev-elopmental, time of each instar bf each. individual and 
the-number of larval in stars for each i nd i v'idual. The 
developmental time of each instar and total developmental 
time from egg to adult was. averaged for ill individuals 
reared at the same t'mperature. 
', 
---
2.2.2 Larch bolt studies 
Four pairs of beetles were . introduced into each of 
-- ~ . fl':.· -
< -
.. 
. ~eve~~)arch bolts, 50 em 16ng and 20 to 25 em in diameter, 
two days after th~y were cut from living trees. The ends of 
' . -the bolts ~er~ sealed with ~araffin to ~l9w dessication • 
.,_ .-- --
Holer of . 2· to 3 mm diameter w-ere drilled at a 45° · angle .. 
approximately 5 mm intot the bark at equal intervals around 
. ' 
the peri.meter of each bolt, 8. to 10 em from the bbse. A 
<, 
female beetle was introduced into each hole which .was then 
' covered with a g~la~in capsule secured to the bolt with an 
insect pin. · This prevented esc~pe _ of beetles yet allowed 
' 114 ,' • 
frass to b~ expeiled. The presenc.e of frass in' the capsules 
___ .. _ ..... 
·, ... 
. .. 
. ' :· 
' 
' . . 
fo~· • • 
/ .. · 




i~~~~t< : I ' 
,. .. : 
. 
... . 
-- ~---- 19. 
.indicated successful attack. A female that did not -initiate 
/ \. .. 
. . 
attack was replaced. ·c>ne-day after attack initiation a male 
.~as added. If frass conti.nued to be expelled aft~r male 
introduction, attack was cons.id~r.ed successful, whereupon, 
gelat)n ~apsules were remov~d. Each bolt was placed in a 
screened rearing chamber of 40 em. x 40 em x 55 em and stored 
outdoors .. After beetle reemetgenc~ the bark was removed from 
. . . 
·all bolts, each gallery . system jpdividua~ly examined and t~e 
follow·ing data record:ea-r gallery . length and shape and number 
o.t.ii~e ·and dead progeny [i each ins.tar. 
2.3 LIFE HISTORY 




In late April 1983 emergence- traps were placed on four 
tre~s containing overwin~er•d .adults. A trap was placed .on 
~ 
each of north and ~outh aspects at each height of 0.5 m, 1 
.,. 
m, '2.5 m and 5 m .. lJ'raPs were checked every second morning 
and emerged beetle's removed, counted .and sexed (ma·les 
. 4 
•. 
possess stridulating teeth on abdominal terg~te seven wh~ch 
are lacking on femaies). Each specim~n was dissected to 
examine gonad and flight muscle · size and gut c~htents. A~ter: 
emergen~e was compl~ted - the '100 cma ~ark area covered by 
' , 
each trap was removed and checked fo.r:--rema in ing adults. 
t 
2.3.2. Host attack and reem~rgenc~ 
Three trees 6£ 25 to 30 em D-H and 8 .• 5 to 10 m in 
height that were girdled i~eai'ly._Apr;l . were used to ...-'· 
-~.· 









--· -20 • 
invest_i_ga·te host attack and reemergence. One nai'i W'as 
embedded in each cardinal direction of th~ bole at 0.5 m 
from ground level and at .1 m ~ntervals along the length of 
the bole to a height of 7 m. Every second morning after . 
start of host attack, a wire loop of 11~3 em inside diameter 
(=100 cm 2 ) was hung on each nail and the numb~r of entrance 
holes encirC"reaby .the loop tallied. 4 • 
• 
· When . host attack was nearly complete,· fc;>ur emergence 
.. . 
traps we~e pl~ce'd at·each·. height .o_f 0.5 m, 3m ·and 6. .m on 
. two 'of _the three trees. When parent adults began to 
("'"'' ·reemerg~; traps were .monitored at two- day intervals and 
. : __ +____ . 
.., 
reemerged adults tallied ·an-d sexed. t'lhen reemergence was 
. ' 
complete the 100 cm 2 bar~ area cove~ed bl each ~r~p was 
removed and the ~ber of live and ciead residual adults 
counted and sex~d. 
• 
The above procedures were repeated for the second 
attack and r.eemergence per_iods using two treet; that we._.-e 
girdled in mid-June. · 
•• 
t . . 
. ~ 
2 •. 3.3 Mating and egg gallery construction 
l 
. I 
Behaviour during mating and egg gallery for~ation a~ 
well as · gallery elongation.,rates at various temperafures 
wer~ observed ~sin~ bark-sandwich rearing cha~bers. ~ates of 
gallery formation by. females were compared before and after 
male introduction.· These observations were . supplemented with 
























'\., Field d.Pta pertinen't to this study were col~~::::d from· -~ . 
"\ bar\, samples used f'or the brood development study which is· 
dtsc'ussed .in the next section. Samples containing only eggs. 
. ' 
were used. The following dafa were collected from each 
' 
sample: phloem thickness, total egg galler-y_~gth, . number 
. . 
of egg n.iches and· number of eggs per niche. The number of 
6· : • • ,. •. 
a l ' • 
eggs·produced per pa1r of beetles per egg galle~y was -. 
estimated by subs~itut·ingjhe length.,;._of each egg gallery 
me.asured in· infested· trees i.n the field into the eqWltio~·l 
' , I 
. ' 
obtained ·from the regression ·of nuniber of~ eggs· per~100 cm 2 
I I • 
· sa~ple on . the total egg gallery length in the sample. 
. 
Behaviour of adults during oviposition was obse.rved in 
bark-sandwich rearing chambers. 
In 1983 changes in 'flight muscle, fat body and gonad 
-
I 
size were invest'i'gated i11 adults collected: during spring 
--
'. 
emergence and attack initiation~ from two to three, four to 
five gnd eJght to tw.elve· day old galleries: and at 
. ' 
reeme.rgence: In 1984 reemerged ·beet-le-s-were collected with 
. • 1 
. · - ~ . . 
gence · traps at Pynn!s Brook in weitern ~ewfoun~l~nd and. 
I 
· tor condition of flight muscles. Also, cut larch • 
• 
long, 20 to 25 em diameter) were placed at 
- - ·various -d;istances from three infested larc·h .tree_s to attract "' 
reemer~ing beetles. A bolt· wa' placed lengthwise on ~h~ 
. I 
ground 2 m from the base ot each tree, anothe~ 4 m from the 
base on th~ opposite side of ~he tr~e and a t~ird bolt was 
• 
a · 
-·· ' · 
• 
... 








I \ . 
) . . 22 . . 
suspended in the air from the grol..Jnd 3 m ·from the.· t--rie bole 
' , · 
. q 
and at a 90° angle to the oth~r bolts. Addi~iorially~ thr~~ 
larch; approximately 25 to 30 m ' f'rom t-he inf~st~d- t'~rees, · ) 
- ' I 
were girdled ,before be~tle reemergence: Bol bs · ar}d gir-dled 
11 .. 
. - -'-
~rees ~ere examineq e:ch day ~uring the.reemergence p~riqd 
and attacking ad.ul,ts were ~ collected. 'All specimens' usee} in 
'1 ---- ' . . 
flight muscle studies were fixed in~~lcoholic Bouin's' 
·----solution and ~xamined· for flight mu~le, gon·ad and fat_body 
. . ~ 





. ' i 0 ... ~ ---
h • • • • • wer~ selected for -study of fl1ght muscle size 
. 1 . . 
because they . were d_ist inct' easily reco,~izal;fle ... and . 
- - ' f • 
varied ·greatly in sfze b€tw~en the ~lyi~g and non-flying 
'1, 
condittion • . 
2.3.5. Brood development and behaviour 
a Q 
.... 
Two girdled .tr.ees containing broqd · wer'e selected for 
, 
st'udy of the de~elopment of the first. brood in fhe f i~ld. 
One tree (Tree 1) was located in a sheltefed.site and . 
·. 
• 
0. - ... --- -
constantly shaded by .neighbouring trees, -- whe.rea~·; the other 
(Tree .2) was in a·cleariog· arid sun-expci~ed:Each t~ee was 
. , . 
' . 
' sa~pled at =rive day .'·interval~ from commencemen~ 
I 
un.til ~ompletion of brood development. Sampli.l')g 
of attack' 
consisted o'f 
"' . ~ . . 
removing tw9 100 crrt·2 . bark ~isks from each tree a.tr each 
.. 
s~mple height of 0 to 1 m, 2.5 to 3.5 m• and 5 to ~ m · The 
• . . . following data w~~e ~ollected fiom each ' disk: .· numbe~ of 
~ ~ .. . . 
brood in ~ each instar, hea~ capsule width~ of larvae (t6 the 
I 
cearest 0.02 mm} and- the number of dea~ l~vae in ·each 
.. \ 0 
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' . '\ 
-
•'- ·- · 
, , . 
. 
' . 
instar and appareBt cause~ of mortality • 
~3 
• 
· ·Sampli~g of the second b.r-ood 'Consisted- of removing two 
100 'cm 2 bark disks ·every five days· fro~ a height of ~- 5 tG 2 • . ' 
m. of.\each of two infested, girdled tree-s. 
" . 
. D~velppmenta_l _,time of each in star was est imateq as the 
nu!l'~er of~day; .. b:tween' t:h~ d~te of : firsl~'appeara~ of ___ one.· _. 
. 
instar-:l'n .samples.tp the _qat~ o.f .first ap~~~.c·e . ~f the . · . · 
·.· . . - .,. . -.~ :' .· . . - -- ·-- . : . . . ..... ·. . .- ~f,\~ ·' t 
. . J .'. J.leX·t iOS~ar •' :lnS~ta·r · deve~Opn\~tal timeS ·Wer.e compared •. ' '• 
. . . .. . . .. . 
.- · .~ 
. . :· · . 
.· 
· . ~ .. · b_et~'e~n . ~~~cessive· bf~.ods. :i·n .t _he. _ fiel~ ·: ar wei~ as ···t:o ~t~a"t 6,f ~ 
brood re·ar.ed .at var~ous- tem~ercitures -in . the laboratory. ' .. 
•' 
. . . ,' ~ . . . . - . . . ~ 
_De~elop~·enta1 ., t 'ime , fr,o_m egg :to adult· .. ~!is 'estimated as · the . 
- . ' ... ' 
nu·m.ber .. o.f · d~y·s· between 'the f'i,rst ~ appearance o.f eggs:, in 
. . . ~ .. . 
the 
-." . ~ . . . 
samples to. the first appe·arance of bro~c;l adults 0 
' .., 
• A <;levelopment index·t._similar to the one· used ,by. Dyer . 
( 1969), was used 'to descr.ibe . brood developm·e'nt at each 
' I ,:. - -: 
. ' 
~ampling date numerically. Eggs1 first, s~cond, third,lour~h · 
' .. . 
il)s·tar larvaer pupa_e and broo_d adults .were assigned the 
_vaiuei o~<o sev.en, ~esp~ctively. The development ' index of 
' ' . / 
• 'r 
brood ·at ea2~ - sampling da.te was calculated by multiply-ing 0 
the pro~ortio~1 0~ all, live ·.bro9d in each dev~lopm~n~ st.ag~ 
.···. 
by the · nu~eric value assigned to that ·stage ajad . summing fo; . 
all ·stage!:t pre sew: in the S~fi\ples, 'thus gi vin:g a value· 
. ' 
betwe'eh one and· !;1eyen. 
-·----
' ". Brood behaviour dur~g·:~evelopment and feeding was 
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2.3.6 Overwintering behaviour 
--
I~ early August 1983, four emergence traps were placed 
.. 
• at each height of 0._~- m, 2.5 m and 5 m .on each of two trees ... 
containing the first brood of 1~83 and on 1 October four 
' ' traps ' were placed"at a height of 1.5 m dn each of two trees 
" containing the second brood. of 1983 to determine if brood 
adults emerged' from t_he ~pper r·egions-of infe!:?ted boles 
. . 
.. 
" ' . ' . 
_befor;-e w~~-te; · _to ~i~_ernat~ in galleri~.:~ at- the -bole ~ 
~raps were ~hecked every fiye dayi and emerged beetles 
,_. 
removed,. coun·teoQ_and·se'xed. · In late Oc~ober the 100 •bark 
. . : . . . . ... 
. area ~over~d by ~eacch- trap was removed and the nu~ber of 
. . . , . 
residual ·adults (live and dead) werelcqunteu and· sexed. 
Fli~ht muscle condition of · emerged beetles was examined. On 
3.December 1983 two 106 cm 3 bark samples were removed from 
• 
'each height·of 0 to 20 em, 40 to 60 em and BO to 100 em ot 
..... 
the tw-o .first brood trees previol!sly use~ · for win.ter 
, I 
emergence studies and ~hree other trees con~aining 
. .... 
. 
overwintering ,first brood adu)ts. All live and dead beetles 
in each sample. were counted and ~exed. Aiso on 3 December 
. \ . 
four duff 'samples·, 0.1 m2 and 20 em deep, were collected 
\ . 
neat the base of each of . the two first brood trees 
\ 
. r • I . '-.... 
· previously sampled lor winter em~rgence and ex~ined for 
·c>ve~winterin9 la~ch~e.etles. . · . · . .-· ( 
· { 
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2. 4 MORTALITY 
) 
I 
2.4.1 Brood mortality 
... 
The two trees ·used for .brood development studies were 
also used for brood mortality studies. The number of dead 
brood of each instar was counted in each phloem sample and 
' 
an attempt was made to determine the , cause of death. 
--
Cadavers that· w~ bloated, brown to black in color and 
wi th~ut apparent physical 'injury were ass·umed to have been 
- .. 
1, killed by pathogens. The type of pathogen·, ie. fung~l, 
bacte-r+al, viral or_ protozoa·n, was · not determined. Brood 
covered in resin ' and exhibiting ·no other apparent injuries 
were assumed to have been killed by resinosis. Cadavers fed 
. ' 
upon by insect predators and hymenopterous larvae were 
cl~ssified as kill~d by predators and parasitoids, · 
respectively. Larvae and pupae killeo by cold te~~tures 
were ~ da~ker color than live individuals and contracted 
- -. . 
- -longitudinally. If cause of death could not be ~etermin~d or 
' :J 
if doubtful it was credited to unknown causes. 
--~- . ", 
Tot·al ~orta~i-ty within eac.h instar (ie. instilr specifi~ } . 
mortality) .was estimated u~ing sample~ in which all live 
indi-viduals were of later instars than the one for which 
. ' . 
·mortality' was being ·calculated. Instar specific mortal~¥ 
' · (M~t) was calc\llated for each instar a·s ·follows: I 
, M' Di/(~x + N>_ where I>,c.a nu~ber of dead ... of. instar X and N= 
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mortality from egg to adult was estimated in two ways: ( 1) 
' instar specific mortality was multiplied by the proportion 
- -
of the original number of individuals that lived to reach 
' that instar and summed for all instars (2) 'the difference 
between the average density of eggs in brood trees and the 
average densit~ of new brood adults after brood ~maturation. 
2.4.2 Overwintering mortality and cold to~erance 
Four non-.gi rdled trees of·· 25 to·. 30 em I;>BH, · 8 to .. 10 m· in 
height and containing ·overwintering larch b_eetle -brood were 
.. 
sampled by removing a· 100 cm 3 bark disk from the nort~ and -
·' 
south aspect~ of ~he bole . at each height of 0.5 m, 2.5 m and 
-5 m. Trees ~ere sampled before wint~r; · ~n 19 November 1982, 
and ~gai~ after winter, on 21" April 1983. All live and dead 
specimens were counted and overwinte~ing mortality was 
calculated as the change in mortality ,etween t-he • two 
sa~·ng per1oas. Ov;;wintering mortal[ty was not determined 
for the-winter of 1983/84. 
·• 
To determine c.old tolerance, overwintering adult· larch 
' . bee~les were collected from host trees at the study site and 
transporte~ to the laboratory, wher~ fifty live- adults were 
placed into each of 31 petri dishes filled with moistened 
• • 
' softwood sawdust. Six petri dishes with beetles were ' stored 
. . 
' at eacn temperature of 5 °C, 0 °C, -5 _°C' and -10 °C; four 
dishes at -15 °C and three a·t -20 °C. All petri d i,shes were 
placed in plastic bags to prevent .,<'dehydration~ One- di·sh was 
I , ' 
removed from storage at each temperature after 2, 4, 8, 16, 
-·· . . 
-
.. ,. . 
(. 
• 
' : ;· 
\ 
' . 
k •. - ~ 
• ) ... · ' 
• 
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• . , f 
32 and 64 days, or until all dishes at a giYen.temperature 
.. 
were exhausted, at which time pronotal width and sex o · 
• individual was recorded and percent mortality calcul~ 
-
. -
Tne. entire treatment was· repeated for ,beetles collected oik 6 
. . \·, . 
October 1983, ~f November 1983 and 2 January 1984. 
To determine ~f acclimated beetle~ we~e mor~ t6lerant 
• 
tq cold than non-acclimated ones,. some beetles collected 
from ·the field .on 6 October were acclimated co temperatures 
of ~15 °C and :20 °C. This was accomplished by decre~sing 
the storage temperature of the be~tles fro~ 5 °C- to : the 
'desired· temperature .. by in'tervals of 5 °C every·· two days. 
-Four groups _of fifty ·b'ee each ~ere acclimated to - 15 °C · 
and three groups 
5 ASSOCIATED ORGANISMS 
-!' 
with the larch beetle were 
collected P£~~~rved in 70% ethanol and the following 
cted: date, devel~pmen~al stage(s), height of tree 
which · collected. and instar(sl o.f D. simplex present. 




One way -analisis of varian~e,was . used ' to ~ake 
. ~ 
comparisons between data. A~l tests were performed at · the 
95% ·level of significance unless otherwi~e noted. 
' . 
( ;.,_) ... ,. 
' ,. 







The data were allowed to determine the intercept of 
regression equ~tions and no attempts were made to force 
equations through th~ origin. Forced equations result in 
substantially highe~ r 2 because the r 2 in forced equations 
~ 
does not sub\_ract. out sums of_ squares due to"\the mean as · is 
done in non- forced equations. Forced equations also result 
. ~ -in extrapolation outside the range of the ·data and thu~ may 
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3,1 LIFE HISTORY 
3.1.1 Spring. emergence 
Emergence of overwintered D. simplex ·from trees in 1983 
lasted from 7 May to 19 June and peaked on 19 to 21 May when 
30% ~f total emergence occur~ed (Fig. 5). All live beetles 
that had overwintered in trees emerged. Peaks of emergence 
• ~ ·~., • I 
. - / 
-~- - coincided with perioCls of high daily mean air temperature 
. . (Fig. 5} ana· ·no beetles emerged on days when mean air 
temperatu~e was ~ °C or less. -·-.. 
. -·- ......... -- -· 
Diurnally, emergence was observed to occur betwe~n / , 
~~iJO, ar\d -1~:00 
· ;- There was a sex ·'l'atio of 0. 4 mal.es: 1 f~male among 
hours. · 
' I 
_emerged beetles during th~ first.eight days of emergence 
(Fig. 5) as compared to a 1.4:1 -ratJ,o for the remainder of 
. • ·_ /....---- _
4 
__ the emergence period a·nd 1.2:1 for ·the entire emergence. 
/ ' . · period._ 
, · 
~; ~ 
t.t~ : . ,M 
.. 
Of th~ beetles that emerged during the first ten days, 
77% came from the south aspect of the trees (iig. 6} • 
.. 
compared to 34% for the re~ainder of the emergence period 
and 4 7% for the ent i te emergence period~ . ... 
Peak emergence occurred on 19 to 2 1 May at . each sample · 
height (Fig. ·7) but differences occurred in total number and 











Figure 5. Totat number of emerged overwintered 
Dendroctonus simplex adults ·from feu~ larch in 
Newfoundland and daily mean air temperatures from 
7 Ma_~ to 19 June 1983 (n= 32 emergence traps for · 
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Figure 6. Total nu,ber of emerged over,{nter~d 
Dendroetonus s'lmplex adults from •north a~d • . south 
aspects of boles of four larch in Newfoundland 
from 7 May to 19 June 1983 (n"" 16 emergence traps 
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' . Figure 7. Total number of emerged overwintered 
Dendroctonus simpl'ex adu!'ts at four sample heights 
' 
of four· larch in ~ewfoundland fr;om 7 May to. 19 
.· .... June 1983 (n= eight emergence traps per height ror t 
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Table 1. Total number ,sex; ratio and-density of overwintered ~~r~tonus: simp~ex adults I I. 
I 
.. 
emerged from four sample heights of four infested larch in'Newfoundland from 7 May to 19 
·( ·• 




-. SAMPLE HEIGHT (m) 
, I TCYI'AL I 
' 
•• 0.5 l.Q 2.5 5.0 AvERAGE . ., 
' . 
No. of e~rged beetles (\ of totcrl) 90 ( 17) 104 (20) _233 (45) 93 (18) 520 (100) 
... 
' Sex ratio (male : female) . 1.3 : 1 1 : 1 0 1.2 1 1.9 : : 1 1.2 : 1 
' 
.... 
' Density of beetles ·(per 100 · Clll2) 11 
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The highest density 
!\ 
of . emergence was 29 beetles . per 100 cm 2 
o·f teetles caugh.t in at 2.5 m.·About 45% of thJ- total 'Aumber 
. ' 
,. 
emergence traps emerged from 2.5 m. Average density of 
' " 
emerged beetles. and percent of total emergenc.e was similar 
,r 
between the other three · sample n~~gbtt, at_ about twelve ·per 
100 cm~.~T~ ratio of ma~es to femal~s among emerged beetles 
. ' ~as nearly 2:1 at 5' m· and about 1: .1 at ·the ·other three 
. ~· .. 
. s~~ple heights · {Table 1)~ 
c. . • .... . 
• 
•• , . Ove.rw£nter.ed ..  b~·e~les co~i.ect:ed from ia~;h .. o~ 25 April, 
.. 
.. 
... --~ . 
• • : ·' ·, · · '· · ,. • •• . .... . • ••• • •• • • • • • • • • • • 0 
1Z 'days before· com~encement ·of '· emergence, posses~~d. empty '. , . . 
, ; • . r •• : , .• . ; : .. . ~ . • .. ' ' • . . , t •• • • • • 
guts, wherea~, mor~~han 90% of ·emerged · beetl~s had fooQ ·1n 
. . . (. . . . .. .. · .. : '. . . ' . ' ~ . . ' ·, . .. . ·. 
their g'uts • . The . gona~s· and_ ·-~~t •body of e~ged . _b_eet~es · · ·. 
. . ~ . ., . 
. ·a~pear~d· slightly lar'ger ~~n thOSe ~'f I be~·t. leS COllec't.'ed:. 
• • • .tf' _. I . I • ' • "- •, • • •,;. , · • • ' 
. . . 
·trom· t~ee~. on 15 t~ 25 April, 12 td.22 days before start of 
' - • ' • • I 
. ·. . .. . ' . . ··' . 
. . eme~gence. Also, the fli9ht muscl,;s o~ emergeg b,_eetl~s were 
. . : . . . . :. . . I 
much- :lar·ger than t~.ose of be"\et.les,.co.~~ect.e.cl\..On 25 Ap.ri'l ... and 
. . 
.were _judged ~pab~e. of sustaining J 1 i ght. · ·. 
· • 0 • ' ~ ... • ,. . . . . . 
. · . . Emerging b~t)es con~tructed · t _hEdr own exit ho-les, used 
. . . . ~ . . . :· . . ; . . 
/ ·:n-earby exit hole~ constructed by: ·.~fher indi vid':Jals .or used 
'· 
. . . ~ -· . . 
previously cons-t-r-ucted elt.z;anc·~ ·or· ventil'atiori holes. Upon 
• • • • • 0 • (' ~ • 
. . .) . . . ' 
emergence . beetle• tended to.falk ·over the bark surface for · 
. ' :...;, • "' , II •, . 
several.. mim.i_tes ,before attempting 'to fly with the wind. · If 
~ .,. .. . 
-----
th.re · ~~s little. or no w~n~: bee~les.g~q~r~liy terided :io .fly 
_ southward to,wards the sun i\. Mpst beetles obset'Ved . to eme.rge-
. . . . ' . . 
# • • • .. • • ' 
. fr.om. the lower 2 m of. ·bo-les·- flew to the ground within 3 m of 
• J . 
·the /tre~ base~ 
~ 
. , • , . .I 
' \ 
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·-
. 3.1.2 Host attack and reemergence 
Overwintered beetles thjt emerged in 1983 produced . two 
broods, one in late May and early 'June ~Brood 1 rand o~in 
. r~~ ~ 
July and A~g~st tB~~od II). Hence, there were two attack and 
~ 
two reemergence peri.ods (Fig. 8). Ther-et.?was an interval · of · 
. . •, ~eight·days from start of emergence, on 7 May to start of the 
. # 
first att'ack period, on 15 May. ' 'ihe interval .from the first 
reemer·g.t;mce, . on 25 June, to the first day. ot the second· 
~ • att_ack period·, 4 July, was .n~n.e dJ 
' ' • c 
. - ~he· .average . ~ime' that pare'rit beetles'. spent in trees~ . 
. , . J - . 
.· ' ,. 
the intervai betwee~~he midpojnt .of · the·d~ta~k period t~ 
the midpoint ~f ~h~ following' ceemergence period; ~as 30 and 
. . 
32~days in Bro6d ~an~ Bro~d ~I ~r~es, respec~ively. ~verag' 
temper:ture during._ B~d I an·d Brood I I •product ion was 13 oq 
and 16 .°C, respectively~ 
Attack 
The numbeA."' of a.t.tac~s by overw inter'ed D. sImp lex adults 
' on .host trees duri~g the first attack period varied greatly 
. ./ 
betwee~ 15 May and 25 ,June . (Fig. 9). Duringd the 42 day 
# ' , • . 
~ttack period, peaks of attack cbincided with peaks in mean 
' daily air t~m~erature. All but one attack peak occurred when 
mean air temperature wa~ . above 10 °C (Fig. 9). There ·wer.e no 
. .• 
. • . 
a·ttacks on days when mean air temperature was 4 °C or less'. 
. . ' 
.Trees were observed . to be attacked ' between 11:00 and\17:00 
'hours with· no discernable peak during that time • 
.. 
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Ffgure 8. Emergence,· attack and. ree_mer_gent:e periods of 
~. 
Dendroctonus simplex in ~ewfoundland in 19~ 
~"' \ Width of bars indicate general quantitaeive 
'"--·c1ialtge_s in the adult population .for the 
: . 
' 
of ~ach activity. Do~ed lines mark · the 
.pf each period. 
' ' 
___. .. -. 
41• 
,. 
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Figure 9. Total number of · attacks _by overwintered 
Dendroctonus simplex ad~lts on three larch i .n 
.Newfoundland and daily mean air temperature from · 
- . . • 9 
,_.,..-~a - ....._. -
,,May to 25 June 1983 (na 96 100 cm 2 ~amples for 
all trees combined). 
. ' 
'· 
.. i · 
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The number of attacks ~t 1 m intervals along the boles 
of three girdled larch varied with time and height (Fig. 
10). Tree ~oles, .10 to 11m in height, were attacked from 
ground level to a height of approximately 8 m. Large exposed 
~oots and limbs w~re also ~t~acked. The central portion -of 
the bole, from 2.S to +m, was generally ·attacked f'irst with 
attacks on the lower po tion o~curring two days later and . 
.,. 
~hose on t~e higher ~ortion 12 to 18 days late~ • 
. 
Mean attack.dentity was lowest in the upper . part of ·~he 
infested btle, from 6.S ·to 8 m, where. phloem thickness and 
·bole "di.atneter were smallest (Table . 2). There was no 
; ' ~ 
significant di~ference in attack densit~ ·between the two 
.lower sample heights. Average at~ack ·density for the entire 
~ inf~sted bole was 2.4 ± 1.2 at~acks per 100 cm 1 • No 
succes~~ul atta~ks occurred in areas wh~re phloem·was 
thinne~ than 2 mm, although some abandoned attack ..holes that. 
extended inward to the wood surface· were found. There was no 
significant difference in attack. density · between the four 
cardinal•directions of 'tree· boles ·or between sample trees. 
-· • 
Ali trees in the study plot tlfat were attacke,d in 1983 
died the same year. However, two trees that were attackeq by 
\.'! 
. a fe~ pairs ~n 1982 survived and were attacked again in' 1983 
' 
and .k wlect. 
I.observed only four beetles that were 'pitched-out ' , 
' . . . 
.. _,___ 
ie. killed by resinosis, at the study site in 1983 •. There 
\ ' ' 
a peared 


















Fig"\x-e 10 • . Total. .number of attacks by overwintered 
pendroctonus simplex adults at· 1 m intervals 
along the boles of ·t~re~ larch in Newfoundland 
. . 
f· 
f~om 15 May to 25_June 1983 (n= twelve 100 cm 2 
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Table 2. Mean (± standard deviation) phloem thickness, tree 
diameter and attack density by Dendroctonus simEtrx at 1 m 
int~als along the infested boles of three girdled larch during, 
. . " . ,. . . . 
the -first attack "period in Newfoundland ~n 1983 (n= 12 100 cm2 
, . . 
• 
samples at each "height for all t~ees combined). 
. . 
"HEIGHT OF MEAN (:!:so) PHLOEM MEAN (±so) MEAN (±so) ATI'ACK 
BOLE (m) THICKNESS (mm) DIAMETER (em) DENSITY PER IOO cm2, . 
7.5 2.5 ± 0.4 16.1 ± 3.9 0.8 ± 0.7 




3.0 ± 0.5 -20.3 ± 4.7 
.. 
2.7 ± 1.6 
4.5 4.0 ± 0.5 • 21.7 ± 5.5 2.8 ± 1.5 




'2.5 5.0 :!: 0.5 24.7:!: 5.5 2.5 :!: 0.9 I 
.. 
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by Brood I trees in 19~3 • 
• 
B~etles were observed to land on trees oth,er t~an 
not attacked./ 
larch · 
and on larch that, suQsequently, were 
,..) lr 
The second attack period lasted 25 days, from 4 to 29 f 
- -- --July (Fig. 8). In the study plot in 1983 only two girdled 
? 
, trees were attacked f-roril·~round level to a height of 2. 5 m. 
:- .. -
The total·number of attacks on both trees was 40 to 50. The 
'(a~erag~ .number of attacks .PH WO em.' wa~ ·2.0, 1.0 a·~.25 
at 0.5 m, 1.5 m and 2.5 m, respectively. In 1984 only ~hree 
. , . . ' . 
' . 
girdled trees and cut larch-oorts. were attacked durih·g the-- ............., 
second att:ack per-iod· at- P-y.nn-'s Brook. Trees we-re attacked 
from ground level t'c;i a height of 3 ·m and the " total number of 
-------attacks was 15 to 20. No ungirdled, stand~ trees were 
.. 
-attacked durin"g the second attack periods of both years. 
Females initiated attack. After lan.di-ng--on a larch- tree 
• • 0 
she moved a(ound .the surface apparently searching for a 
. ' . 
sui table ar.ea• ih which to c;o~ence boring. Many bark sea les 
and crevices were usually examined before boring commenced • 
• ~orne beetles arr1ving at hosts late in ~he day were observed 
, 
to . remain in bark crevices overnight to commence .boring the 
next qay. Females avoided smooth a"reas and bored under ba 
scales or in bark cievices. Attack sites we~e 
di sce'rni ble by the accumula t io-..s........._,__-=-:""-"'-' .......... ......._-""'-'"-X.l:.u-...-.,. ........ ~ dust 
6r frass on bark scales b~neath th~ boring site. 
tended .to bore into the.-barf at ~"n oblique angle which\ 
\ 
. . 
resulted in atta~k holes being oval i-n ·sh~~ 
J r 
. . 







Males usually arrived up to tw8 days after start of 
boring by females. After landing on a host a male moved 
around the bark surface. When an entrance hole was found he 
waited outside for two to ten minutes, occasionally 
~ 
str idula ti ng, be fore entering the gallery. If the male /"-...,. · 
-~· ' 
arrived early and the gallery was not long e~ough for hi~ to 
enter he. waited outs ide unt i 1 tQ..e female elongated it. 
Sometimes a male left an attack s'!te after a brief period of 
stridulation and l~oked fqr ~nother on the same tree. 
" Up to four· pairs of beetles used ·a s~ngle. ent-rance hole 
but each pai.r cc:>nstructed their own egg gallery in a 
direction away from that of the other pair(s). Use of a 
single entrance hole by one, two or three to four pairs of 
beetles ·occurred approximately 60%, 30% and 5% of the time, 
respectively. The ratio of number of pairs of attacking 
adults to number of entrance holes was approximately 1.6:1 
o.{ • 
Reemergence .---·----
• Reemergence of parent adults"'.from trees in which they 
' . established their first brood lasted 32 days~ from 25 Jun, 
. . 
to 27 July (Fig. 11) , without a dfst inc t · peak. Most 
.. 
reemerg~nce peaks and declines coincided with' temperature 
increases and . decrea.ses, res.pectiv.ely. Diurnally, 
. {l ' 
reemergence· occ~rred b~twee(l 11:00 and 16:00 ho.~rs. 
• • • • 
~-
. . 
Reemergence at 6 m started four days later than aJ;.-·~ . 
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simplex parents ·from two larch ' in Newfoundland 
and daily mean air temperatures from 25 June to 
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· .. Figure,;a2 .•. Total - n~mber -of reemerged p~rent 
... 
, . . 
I 
• 
. ' ' 
'-(' 
~ -~ Dend~octont.it ~Imp rex at . ·thr~e ·sa~le. 'heigh~;; .~f' 
. ·. . . . .· . -- . . ... 
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~ .. 
.6 m, at 6.4 beetles per 100 cm 2 , than at the two lower 
sa~~~e _ heights where den;ity wAs.8.4 to 8.8 per tOO em~ 
(Table 3). Percent reemergence was similar for ald hei~ I 
at 90%. The ref ore·, mortality of ~dul ts e~stabl i s:ing th\j r . 
first brood was 'about 10% • . There ·was an approximate 1: 1 sex 
ratio among bdth reemerged adult~and those that died before 
' • I 
-· reemergence (Ta~le .3~). N~mber of reemerged q~-~tles .... r ·r 100 
em~ did hot differ significantly between the four c~rdinal 
... ) ' . 
directions of tree boles. Both sex~s usually left the 
gallery.at ~bout the same-time. ·Reemerged b~etles fell to 
• Q ' .. • • 
, 
'the groun.d ·at the . base of ·,trees. None .. were observed to fly • 
.. 
The secon·d reemergence period !_9_sted 25 c;ia_Y-~, from 5 · to 
·. . \ . . 
30 Au<3ust (Fig. 8) .. There was 61% ree~~rgence at 1 m. 
TherefQre, mortality of beetles est~blishing secorid broods. 
• , z \ .. • 
. , 
• was 39%.· Beetles· that reemerged_ frolli"Brood II ..... ·l:rees died. 
. I 
3·. 1. 3 'ting and egg .gallery const.ruc,tion ... 
' 
... . ---
After tJ!,e m(l::_j'?.J4. fe~al~ in the egg galle:y., 
the female . ~o~~~ngate -t~e gall~ry .. either up or 
down the bole Of· the tree and the male. ,•fo)l:owed close _ _ . . 
\ 
behind. Mati'i'v occurred ·after the adults were in the' e9g 
·• 
· A'a"J..lery. .· * 
' 
Mating . ,. ' ..' ( C ;;' 
~Larch beetles 11ere observed to '·11Ultf1 . ~~Y in t·h; distal 
end of·. egg ,al~~~ieS4. Mating occurred f i v1 io thirty minutes . 
af ter_)-he__male entered the gallery ... ..ffter entrance the~ male · ·· 
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Table 3. Total _ number .. of Dendrocto~us s~~ple~ · pa~~nts that reemerg~ ~nd ~~ 
died, perCent reemergence and density of pa~t. beetles at three sampll. ~s ~ of. two infested larc1 in Newfournil~ from : ~s June to 27 July 198~ (~=j·.~~o·cm2 • 
samples at each height -for all trees combined). 
--
.. I . 
-
... k· . I . .. ~ . . . 
I ' 
No. of reemerged parent· beetles, . 
No. of ~tad . parent'beet1es 
Total 
Percent reemergence 
oe~itY, of beetles 
: 








(per 100 cm2) 
. -
.. SAMPLE HEIGHT 
0.5 3.0 \ 
M F M F 
, 
31 . 31 29 32 ..... 





33 33 37 











' ,_ GRAND 
6.0 TOTAL 'IOTAL 
M F M F 
~ 
25 21 85 84 169 
3 2 10 9 19 
I 
..... 
28-., ) 23 ·95 93 , 188 
r 
/ 1\. _./ I' 




















~oceeded to : location behind the female and star~ed to 
jo~! her with hi~ head and front legs. To facilitate ( 
mati~he male backed into a turning niche, turned around, 
. 55 
and backed up the gallery towa~ the female where he ~ 
.. - · --
. ---
continued courts~ip by stroking the tip of hei abdomen with 
, '----, , 










.,.,_ . ... 
' .· ~. ' 
~- · . .. 
occurred (Fig. 13). During copulation the ma~e continued to 
-· . 
stroke the female who remained inactive. On the average 
cbpulation iasted 92 seconds (SD=29.5, n=14) and none. was 
. , . 
longe~ than · 1ga- seconds. Follo&ing copulation ihe f,male 
. . . 
• .-1 - - ' : 
\re_commenced 'gallery construction while the male ·turned 
around :nd ~eturned to. _a )Po~ition be~i~d : the f~.le·. Th~ 
averag~ )umber· ·of copulations ·per beetle pair a[ld . . the 
. / : 
average ti~e interval b~_tween copulati_orys. was not . 
. - . 
- determined. ·one pair was obset.ved to mate four ·times within 
,~wo days and thi shortest inte~val between· copulations was 
one hour. · It was not determined whether a 'female required 
• 
"'\ more t-~a~ne. mating· t~ compl-~e brood 'tpi:"c)~uq-t ion. -H~wev~r, 
. . I . . -. 
' the male stayed in · the egg gallery ·with the female until 
. . 
--
.. completion. of br~od production and mating was obs~rve~ 
periodically until reemergence. It was not determined 
. . . I 
I • . ~ 
whether a · femai-e · required ~ ma.te to PJ.""~duce _a seco!.!§____P.rood 
I 
•• 
~ _ in.a diff,e.r.en£tr.ee. However" fe~l~s . that produced second \ 
\ 
broods were accompanied 'by males. in the field, -less than _1% •\ 
. , . 
. . . 
• . o-f t _he g.aller i_.es· ob~e1ved contained ~ fe~ale only an:cr" 
~ . . 
~: ga_ileries with -"'nlY a male were not enc),.~mtered. Most 
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galleries were observed to contain two males with one 
female. 
.. 
' Egg gallery construction 
. 
Only the female contributed to egg gallery elongation • 
She bit off small pieces of phloem from the dist~l end of 
the galleryJ ate some of it, and pushed the ~est . of the 
t 
'phloem bits . (frass) behind her where the male ga'~hered it 
.l . 
into a pile with his . :legs aria pusl)ed it out 0~ the entra'nce 
h6le. Before male arrival females kept galleries clea~ by 
-~ushing the f'rass 6ut of the entrance holes. No -males ~wer~ · · 
~served to ingest fras~. When· 4 to 6 em of gallery ~is 
constructed .the male packed .. t'he f rass in the lowe~ .. po-rt ion . 
•, 
of. the gallery. T.hus, 4 to 8 em of the distal end of the ·•· 
0 




. . \ . 
Egg galleries were slightly Slnuoo~ps and v·ertical '(Fig.--
~ r - , . 
T'4), i'.e. parallel 1!"o;_,the grain. They extended upward from . th~ entra~ce ·h~le ap~lox·i~a-tely 80% ·of the time and downward. 
-... 
l 
, 't •' / J . . 
the other 20%·. Galleries were .... co_nstructed prima~ . in tthe 
. ' . . 
· phloem, continuously in contact with the cambium-and very 
sdoring. ~~e .wood i~ ~reas'_where· ~hloel)'l. w'as ~h~·n. lightly 
·_Aver.age egg gallery diameter was approximately 3 mm bu~ 
varied according to the diamete'r ot' the beetle that 
constructed it. From the e·ntrance hole' ~p-proximately 75% of 
all egg galleries · .as~ended. (or desce~ded~ d6gonall,y before· .. 
turning · dire-ctly ·upwa~d (or .'ciowrtward). · Ther~ ·was n~ · diagonal 
.> 
portfori in the other 25%~Branch galleries~~xten~ing : fr~m 










Figure 14. Egg gallery patterns of Dendroctonus simplex in 
the phloem of eastern larch, Larix larcina, in 








the main gallery ·were relatively uncommon .. When branches di'd 
. . 
occur they rarely exceeded 8 em in length but did contain _ .. 
egg niches arid eggs. Turn~n~ niches, approximately 3 mm wide 
and 3 to 5 ·mm long 1 we·~~ cut by males inte- the ,fides of egg 
galleries at irregular int,ervals I which averaged 5 em. Ma l es 
. . 
also cpnstructed ventilation holes ·leading t? the outside ~t 
irregular i nterv~ ls, •which averaged 4 em, along the galler y. 
I - " . - . -- ~ - - -
Ventilation holes wet:~ construc.te.d ·only after the""'"'entrance 
, 
hole was plugged with frass. Ventilation hole~ appear 
smaller and more circular in shape than entrance ·holes wh.en 
- - ·· .. 
. . 
v.iewed . f~om t .he e·xternal surface ·Of the tr~et Many 
ventilation holes . were · covered. by bark sc.a les. Ma l eS..,.Jiere 
' . . . 
observed to ingest ph"loem . bitte~- off durrr1~i't.~r·n' ing ni~)ie 
... 




.... When a pa~.? of beetles entered arr attack ho1e used by 
' ---, another _pair( s~· they constru:ted a!'. egg· gallery away from ·or 
, 
/~ . . ----\, , J· ~ .. :la·rallel to the other gallery(s). Less c:ommo.nly. a pair would 
_ .... 
walk for a short · distance along a .ga~lery constt'ucted· by 
anoth~r p~~r b~fore branching off and starting~ gallery of .: 
their own. Intersection of galleries was fairly common (Fig. J • . . 
14) especially · i;., densely attacked trees. This made · j · · 
, me·asureinent of length of ind.ividua l galle,r i es·. diffic-ult~. ~ 
. . . / ' . 
measured in the field (Table 4).~11 ·Only 31 galleries wer• 
"· ....,., ~ \_ ~ 
w-ere at; heights of 0. 5 to 2. 5 
..,._ . .... 
m in trees thus preven~ing a 
compa ~~i son o_f_ gallery- lengths 
, 
between tre~ heights_ •. 
- . 
. Galleries in Biood 1 ~ trees (m,an~ 41 em) were significantly 
ionger than those · produced in Brood II trees (meari~· 26 ·cT> . 
. ~. 
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Table 4. Mean (± standard devia~ion) and range of egg .gallery 
-~le~gths of oendroctonus .. simplex in "Brood I and Brood II trees in 
-.Newfouniland field popiJla~ioris in 1983 and in caged larch bolts.- .· 
l 
MEAN (± SD) \ . LENGTH .. 






Brood I trees 24 41 ± i3.8 20- 85 
. 
' Brood II trees 7 26 ± 7.6 16 - 36 
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. ~ .. 
•' ( .... 1 r. 
.. 
·~ l: 1 . . .. . . .. .. ' . 
.. 
. ' 
' ~ ' 
.. t' ,, •, .,. 
62 
., 
but not significantly different from those in cag~ lar~hl 
....... __. 
. bol.ts (mean= ~5 em), nor were the latter significantly. 
. 
different from those in ~rood II trees (Appendix A) . 
--Egg gallery elongation~ra~es by D. simplex in bark 
sandwich · rear,ing chambers increased with increasing . 
,.. temperature (Table 5) • Between 12 °C arid- fa ° C gal:-lery .. 
.. 
~longaticn rate doub~ed. However, the difference in rate 
between 18 °C and 124 °C wa!? relatively small. B~fore males 
I • , .. • 
were introduc~d to the chambers females ~longated g'lletie~ 
at average rates o.f 0.;·5, 1.0 and 1.·1 em/day at 12 °C, 18 ~c· 
·and 24 o·c, res~ectiyely ': After male introduct ion• the 
respective .!J~l ery elOrl9ation. rates doubled-:~0''1.0 ·, ~.0 and 
2.3 em/day. . , . 
,3.1.4 Oviposition 
• ' . 
' ' 
' ' : . 
' \ ' 
.r 
______ .. 
.. ' Females commenced oviposition approximately .three to 
. .
' ' five days after start of egg gallery construction and 
' 
I· \ ~ 
stopped two to three days befoie reemergence. Eggs were 
depo~itea at irregular int~rvals Jlon~ both sid~s of 
~ , galleries except for t_he. f i'rst and last 2 to 4 em. Before 
oviposit i.ng the femai.e ·excav~ted a small rounded depress 1on ,· 
• 
· - ; _ .. . 
. 
1.. 5 . to 2 mm deep, into one side 'of the gallery at the• di st'al 
end. This depression'1lecame . the egg nich~r. The female . theJl' 
. . 
. . . 
bac.,ked down the gallery to a previously. construe ted t'urn ing 
.;, , 
niche' re.versed' backed to the .. distal e~~ of the :gallery an.~~ 
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·. Table 5. r-tean (± standard deviation) ~9 g~'!llecy eiqngation 
.rates· by Dehd~cX:tonus ~imp~~i·e~* fn bark-sand'iich 
reari~· ch~rs at three te~t'~t~re~. \ ·r . ~ 
• o : f ' I 
• .. 
. . . '• ... 




,r.: ' I I • , • ·"' • ' ' , , '.f ,. 
. '. . . . . . .:-·.·NYM,BJi:R,QF··.DAYS.'.· . f.u;:A~: ·_(±sp)_· 'GALLERY ; 
.··r~ERATuRE. (OC)' .• · OF. ·GALLERY ·' · _,..., E:tONG~Tl()N i3ATE 
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the .distal end and con't.Jnued to --
' ' 
/ . I . , 
: . 
,• ' 
.· . . 
· .~ 
elongate the gallery before· excavating .another niche." The·' · l" ' . . 
. . . \, 
beetles ~ppe~red to npt pack the e.gg niches \r/i th fra'SS'-- • 
de~i·b~tely but this soon· was done incidentally by the mal~ 
ri 
during the proc'"ess of :frass clearin~. _Of 1273 eg·g ni"c~es 
-. 
exami n~d 17%, 42%, 26%, · '1 .,; and 4% : conta i~ed zero~---c>ne, t!_O. 
' .-~ , 
· three· and four eggs, respectively . .Rhe mean number ·oft- e-g'gs : 
- . . 
· per niche ~ E/N) and me~n number of n i~ches per ~ent ime~er · of 
~ . ... -
. , . 
gallery length {N/cm.) we'r·e~apl?toxir;nately · 1.4 and 0,7, . \. , ·. 
r~s_pectiv~ly, and· varied iittle wi~h tre·e .he-ight or .between 




.~.· . r:· ,. 
' I '"' ' - - .. ' ~ 
-~----. 
· ·· ~ fi'rst and. · second broods .. (Table 6). Dif.ferences in E/N ·ancr: .""'/·· .. ' 
..... . 
• I · I ~-' . N/cm betw~en - ar6o.d I· sample trees,· between· sal!lpl e heights 6 f- · ' · · 
. . . .. . 
. . 
. .... -Brood I t r e-~,s and b~t:een fit: s.t:.:.a_nd. sec'ond b~o~.d s ' w~ re ~ .. n.ot . . •• ' • . 
. . 





- .  tJ ~ 
'I' .... 
' . o ;I 
.. . 
.I 
,· . . ' . 
~·: . : 




lhe me'an numQer of eggs per' centimeter of gallery 
lengt'h (E/cml' was' ·near 1 .0 fo; e~ah ~ght :nd· both brOods 
{Table 7). However,. E/cm in .cag~ .. 1aSb9lts, · wliich_ 
averag-ed 2. 0, was· sign if i·can t ly· higher than for BroQd I , 
· trees for all heights combined (App~ndix D). · Addit'io·nally., . 
. ... -·· 
---· 
' .-
there ,;;fs:~ a sign if :-1cant cH f feren·c·~~- ·in E/cm b~">twe_en.-;;_~· t~~ .' .' ' , 
·'Brood I sample trees {•ppendi x D). ~he . tree with ~he pigner · ~ 
---
. ' 
' - . . ., 
1 
• • \':/em rati~- ~ls~ haj;-s1g'ni.fi9an'tly. thi~~·er phl oem .and J~wer . · --· 
4 . . . ,..· . . 
e~9 galle'ry length per 1_00 cm:a 1 0f . p~loem . are~ (GL). Th~ · , ' aiftere~ces .;n E/cm with tree heigh~ ~;.d -'be~we~n. ~r~~d \I .and , : 
Brood II tr:e.es .. were not · SJ.gnific~r;tt . (Appendi-x 0), ~lth~ugh 
.. 
the r e ~e r e signi t-ic,t di ff-e_re·!{c; ·8~ . i·.n phl'oem t 'hickne:ss w.i th· ·:· - ~ · ·· 
. ., tl- , , 1 , n . , • , 
'tree height and Brood 'I'I treel.,had · .si.gni.f ica·ntly ~lo·we~. GL •· · 
' ·--- · - \ . . . . ,. ~ 
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~ . ; 
. ..... Pttr _nich_e ( E/N) ~and_ n"ich_es 
. ... ~· 
pE!r em of ga1~ery _l~rtgth. (N/crt.) ~n 100 em phloem ··:· 
~amples f~q~ _ each ·~~ight . of ·drood· · I 
. - .. --
J . )_ "" .. 
and B~otid II ttees in Newfoundland ffel d 
· -populations ~n 1.983· • 
• .a. .• 
,. 
• ... • t • ..,. . . .. ~ · •• t .• - " ' ~ . . .. ,. ,. . ~ . - I 
' 
-
- • \ . 
\ 
I ,. . 
. -~ .. / 
I' ' ~· .. !· J; ... ' - ·• -,, .. 
· -~ 
.. .. '\. ' 
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- I I t : E N N 
.9..0 -· . ' . 
.. / . ... SAMPL·E ~ . .. 
BROOD B.EIGHT ·(mr_ ·NUMBER·.OF· NUMBER OF.· · . 
. 100 cm2\ S).M:PLES . !' , NICHES~ MEAN ±"So:· MEAN !-'"SO . 
SAMPLED . ~ I\ l " . ' .. 
' 
. 






I 0 .J/ ,1 4.00 ~-46 ± 1.07 24 - O. J 8 .±· 0.31 
: ... 
' . 







·. .... . 
. 
. '
• S?'f 6 · 328 1.44 ± 1.-o1 • 20 p. 69. ± " 0.31 
-· 
.,. ·. .,. ~ 
~ 
-'£,;" ., , . ; Av'erage .. .. 1171 1.44 ± 68 . 0.70 ± 0.28· " 1 . 02 -. 
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Table 7.- Mean ( ±standard devia~j.on) number of Dendrocton~s . ~ · 





~ •, ' . . " . 
phloem ~amples from each sample he_ight of ~lrood I and Brood 
II · ~rees i~ ~ewfo'undlar/ fi~ld ~Po1.\tions ·In. ·1983 .an~ for 
, I ..... -
-~ ' 
galleries in'caged 1arch · ~lts. 
l 
. 
SAMPLE . NUMBER OF I}, . 
BROOD HEIGHT (m) 100_ ~2 S ~ES t 
.. 
I/ 0 - 1 I 64 
. . 
.. 
" . 2.5 · - 3.·5 64 
•\. 
II 5 .:.-~ 58 
,. ' ' 
- .. 
" Average 186 
. 
II 0- 2 50 
\ 
,j - - 21* . ....... 







' \ • I 
.. \ /-:----, . ' ~ ) 




~ E I em 
-1.0 '± 0.33 
~ 
' 0'.9 ± 0.26 
( 
l.JO ± 0.28 
1.0 ± 0.3·0 
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than Brood I trees. Multiple regress1on of t/cm 9n GL and 
phloem -thickness (N:186) yieldld an·~·value o~~.64, ie. 
/ . ' ' 
. ' 




Regression df .number of-eggs per 100 c~~ ~ample (E) on 
,GL yield~d - the reg~~ssi~n equation: E= ·~.09 + 0.833 GLi 
. \ 
,wh~re N• 2~6 and r• 0.~1~ ~he equation ·was ·considered 
satisfactory · for estimating · n.umoer of eggs from g'~flery - --
length b~cause S2% (. r ~);: of . the· va~ iat io~ ·in numb~~ ·of eggs 
·I • 
yas expliined ~Y the r~gre~sion. 
·. 
The total number of ~g·s produced by eac? pai_r 0-;...- , . 
beet.les in · ~n egg .gallery was .esti~~ted by · subs.tl.t.uting the 
' - . . . . - ' 
. ~ · .len~th ~f each of the ~ 31 galleries measured in the field 
-~ ' " • · . t ;:!" J, 
in.to-ole above regression equation. T~WRQe.rt:· f· eggs 
pr~duced : by ~ach _ pair of . beetles in c~ged . ~ar~ , bo~ts _ wis 
~tai'ned d~tly_by counting all. live _and~, d prog_eny in 
· ~ · e~_ch. g~lleJ;"y ~ The number' of e~gs per · gal'~ery was ' ( 
signilicantly diff~rent betweep Brood I trees (mean• 39 ~ - ~~d 
Brood I I tree~ .. (mean• ~ .and · bet~eEm Brood I trees and . · .• - ~ 
. 
. · c~ged larch bolts . ( tnean.;, 70) (Appendi ~ E) • . Pai-rs of .beetl~s 
' . 
Jlro_duced an .aver'age of . 44~ - mor~ eggs i~ ~heir first egg 
• ~ • I' • ' 
galleries tha!l' in .theit second galleries 'and parrs·· of 
b~etles :l\ca,9id la~chjbolts p~odU~ed .79% more' !eg~ in the i r 
"' first egg gallerie than ~were produce~ in first egg ~- · · 
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Table 8. · Me~n J( ± . I . standard deviation) and .. ra~ge ,pf number 
"'· 
r 
of eggs laid · per pair of Dendroctonus simplex adu~ts ' per 
galle_ry\ ( E/P') i~ · ~rood I ·and. Jrood 
anq in f(iaged larc~ bolts. '? II trees in the field 
Brood I trees* 
·Brood I I trees* 
NUMBER Of 
~, · L I GALLERIES . ' 
. 24 
.7 
Cagetplarch bolts** 21 
· ~ . 
' ' . \ ~ 
MEAN (~SO) 
E· I p ·~ 
. 39 + 11.5 














\ E/P was .. ~im.~ted with the regre.~sio~ .equation~ E = 
. s·.og + 0 ~ 833. GL: . e: · = no. e<J'9s ; GL ·= l~ngth of e a ch 
g~'1lery. m_eas.ured · in the field 
- .... -. 
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- ._, . A·· 
Mean b':"~od density, approxi~fel~ 49. ~ividuals per 
100 cm'1 for ·all sample hei~hts ~mbined in Brood I sample 
ttees, ~-aried little .with tree ¥'i9hf {Table 9). Differences 
;',.""' , · ·· in brood ·de~_si~y~tween s~mp~e lt~ights "of Brood . . I 1trees and 
. . r . between Brood I S8~ple trees were not significant (Appe.n'diol!' 
. ~Wever.~od . . II. tre,;s .had .signific~ntly }ower. bto~ 
----·· 
\· . densl.ties _<£ 23 individuah per 1~";i\• .) tha~'llrQod I • , 
trees (Appe·n~H~ . F) •. Regression of brood d~nsit.y :on phloem 
:thic~ness re~~lted in 
' 
" ~ phloem thick~es·s is. a. 
. .. . . 
an ·r 2 value o£.. ·0.02 (Na ~6l. _Hence, 
. -- ' -poor ' predictor of brood ' densir.~y • 
. , .· 
W~en overwintered adults emerged · in the sprtng and . 
~ . 
comme·nced gallery construction in new trees they possessed 
. . . . 






• '(Fig ._ .JSA), a la~~e fa.t bojY •that occup1ed~most of : the, spac~ 
. in' the i.b~omen · ~nd ~educecl gonads that occupied icelati ~~ly . . / 
/ 
lit~le spa~e .~n the~ abdomen. Ad.ul-t ·s . take_n fr~~ two t:.q th-~:."':"" 
d~y-old galleri.es, . b~fore . commencement ._of -.ovipositio~, ha~/· •. •• 
, . . ; . ·. ,... . . . . . 
great~y reduced _fligh_t muscle~ <.Fig. 15B), smalle.r fat body · .,_ 
.' ' 
and enlarged-gonads.· Testes of maJ.es -had.increased only 
. . . : . . ,, '"'--" . 
,.oslig~·tl~ in. ;!size bUt:. the Ovarioles f female'S took _~up . 
~ . . . . . . 
. ·of the abdomilta.J.. space · and · protruded· to the me'tathora 
• ' •...........;.-- ' I I • 0 ,, 0 ' 
,_ ... . . 
. · .. ~·· · The •.. flig~t mu,=les of.·~_ul . ts taken f' rom four~~ fiv~. 4ay-o1~ 
' ... ·,· galleries, just af~er _!='ommencement ~f -~viposition~ we'~e much 
1 
I ' .....- 0 o • • 1 • 
,·. ·, .. 
more ... redu~ed and ·had almost disa-ppe.ared . ex~ept. for a few 
·~ •.. . . ' . . :' . . ' . .·. . ' ' . . . 
strands ( P'ig, . 15C) • Fl igh~· muscles were no.t .v'isi ble . in 
•l ' adul'~aken fro~ eight tojwelve day-old galler(es· (Fig. 
~ ' 150)~ Gonads filled most of.the spaqe i~ the metathorax • 
~ 
-
I ~ 7 ~ ., 
;& ·~ 
\ · , I I :' • . ' .. . a. t • J-
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T~l~ 9~ Me·a~ (:!: standard deviati&} and·ran~e of ·~ndroctonus . 
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. simplex brood densities for each sample height of Brood I and 
' . . 
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SAMPLE NUMBER 'OF MEAN (±sO) NO • 
HEIGHT (m} :100 .em2 sAMPLES BROOD I 100 cm2., 













•·' . 1\ 
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.. 52 ± 17.5 
' 
54 50 ± i8.4 
• 
.iot 49 .± 18.0 
.. 
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7 -: 97 
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g ·- 9Q . 
3 - 95 




























. , ' ~ 
~i gu·re 1!?. Degen~;a t ion~~- f 'light musdles .(metathoraci s # 
~ 
ine'aianus :and lateralis medius) in Dendf'OCt'onus 
,. 
;_ .... _ .. 
simplex adults. A. ·muscle -condition at emergence 
and host at~ack ; B. female taken from a two to 
three day-old . gallery be.fcrre ·s.tart of 
· loviposit.ion, ··c • . female taken-fr..om a four to ·five 
.._ 
"';. . ; 
day-old ~allery just after start of ovipositiori, 
•. 
D; · female taken from an eight to-twelve· day-old .-
·. ' ·. - .. . - . .f . 
gallery. (magnif.:ica~ion• ' 28X) · J 
•• • • • . , ... 
. . - - t · ' 
"" 
· ..r-.. ~e~athorac~s m~d·iailus, L- lat~ralis medius ·. 
' .. 
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~ , ., ,. r 
. . . 
• • 4 
formerly occupied 'by flight m~scl.e~. 
• • 
.· There was no . fli-ght 
. . •. 
. . . , · ·.· re.emerged . beetles · (seve~ 
rn\,lscie. regeneration in the· twelve 
- ..;. . 
maies, five females) exami.ned . in 
.. ~- " ' -~· . . ' . 
. ~ ' . ..... ' 
.1.983~· Of :96 reem~~ged be~~les examined at ·Pynn's .Brook fp . 
1~84 · only )7~ ~ad fully ~evel6p~d · fiight . m~scl~s and · were 
·. . . . - . . ' ' . . 
73 
judged c~p(l~le of flight, 33% had. small flight muscles and · 
. . . \ ' ···'- ' ' 
\ 
50% h'ad ·no flight musc~es •• All live .reemerged .·beetle~ · · . . -.:-
... . . . . ,. . . . 
6bserved (about ·fifty ~o sjxty) in both.je~ts fell to the 
. ~ 
·,.~ ground without ~t tempt hag to fly. Th~ · ovariole~ of reemerged 
. . . ·· . 
· f.emal.es· contain-ed no or a .few smalf 'oocytes. Sixty reemerged. 
~ ' . . 
' beetles attempting to construct se~ond galleries were, 
' , r , t\ 
collected from c;:ut larch "Dolts. p~ed at- various distances 
' . ... . ~ . 
... :· . . ' . . ' .,, . 
fro~ f~rst brood trees at Pynn's Brook in 1984. and from 
th.ree girdled t'i-ees att-he· . ~arne locality: Beetles with small·. 
: or . no· flight ·mus~cies comprise4 7i% of the tot.al' .o( t6 ·. 
' .. · ~ . -
., 
_beet le.s CO"!iec::t~d :fr.om · l;>ol t_s pl~ced 2. ~ away.·. \r.orr ~i rst · . 
broo~ trees • . The si~ beetles collected from ~ bcilts 4 ~ a~ay, 
the nin~m· su~pended bolts .3 m away and' the thirty. from 
' ' . . . ........... . . . . " . . 
. .. the girdled trees 25 to 30 m ·away all .· had ~u.l•ly develope~ 
.. f.~igh~ muscles. Fi~ghJ mus~les of 'beetles that es.tablishe.~ 





' ' . . 
, .. 
~ . secortd~·br..oods in the field in' ··1983 were : not !~xamiMe·d. . ·.( 
r-t .. .. .... 
• deve.l"opJ!le~t art'd beQ.~1i i ~ur:: 
' , ,. , •, I • ,.\ 
' t 
. '·'-- 't ' 3. 1. 5 Brood 
·, 
. -
_('f .' .... ~ -0~ ·~· 
. ' 
.t; .. 
" ' ' . . • ·. ' ' . . . . . . . . . t ·.. ' ' '. . . . . • • . ' . .< ' . .·· . \ . . ... 
··Like .other •spec ies of 9endroctonus, Q-' ·'5 Imp lex develops 
' ' ' • , ' ' · '• . It• ' 'I' • ,'' , ,' . f ' • " 
~ . .~ t . ~ . . . 
.. ·, frOfJ\ the ·egg stage ~through . fo\,\r latval . instar.s and a pupal . · ~ 
• ' •• , ' , , , • • ' 't. , .. • I'~ ' 
, • ,. . • ' • >',' I , 4 ' ,' ( ' . ' ' 
stage to th~ . adult (~ig. 161~ ?reshly laid eggs were ovoid 
' .'.. ' ' ' ' ' I"' . " • .:., ' o ,I ' ' ' • 
' .- - ) r I '\ .t~~~ • ) . ' j ;, ._ .. ' . . .. · •' . ' 
-1· .. ... 
.. 
. 




·~ .' .. . • I ' ·. 
·-" ' 







. ' ' 
• 
. ·. , ... 
Fi gur e 16. Developmental stages of Dendroctonus simplex 
(magnification= 9X). A. egg, B to E. larval 
instars one to four, F. pupa, G. adult. 
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in shape, f.o to 1.1 mm long, •0.6 to 0.7 mm .- wide and white 
.. 
in color. Eg9s · passed~ ·througb several · recogniza_ble _phases 
\ . • du_r ing deve-lopment • . They" were eveni}'l mi 1 ky white for\ th~ t · . 
~ . . ~ 
. y 
·~ . 
. .• . 
~ 
. f (~~t day ~nd ,the·n .s.howed . a· slight .sol idi·f ic'at ion -~~; the' 
... 4 . cen_J:er and - tran~parency around·· the margins ~nd ends as • 't~e 
. ~ • I 
.embryo developed. The -egg · stayed· this way : unt;-il' _ about two· · 
days beifor'e ·e-closion when chit-ini zed ma·ndibleSbecame • 
v.i~~ible .through th~_hor~Jn. O~e da·y before ec.losio~ 'other 
he~d a~pend~ges became visible~s we~l~ During . ~~losion the 
chorion was cut wi~h the mandibles and the larva crawled. 
out •. Freshly emerged· l~rvae · ·had poi~ted a·bdomt~s and wHite 
h~ad .~apsules. Som~ w~re obs~rv~~ to . ea~ part of the 
chorio.n. ·Ne'wly emerged. ~arvae bega~ feedi.after three to~ 
six ·hours by tunneiirtg away from the egg ·gallery • . With the 
. ~ 
firs~ intake of. food the alim'entary canal 'turned a red-brown 
. I . ' . . 
color whicn ~as visible through the transparent .larval 
./ 
cutitle. bu~1n~ · fe~dirig larvae .oiten reversed dire~tion~ to 
. ... ----- . 
pack loose frass . behind them . leaving one to · two body lengths 
. . ' \ . .. . . . . ~ . 
.at t~~ ~istai end of tbe feedi~g gallery free ·of frass •. . 
•Larvae ~en aiso obSeFv_ed ttf ·ingest; ·nem~todes; fungal "{~phae 
. al)d the1~,r own excrement, Although feeding galle·ries ,) 
·. . ~·. . . . 
·.somet'imes inter.sected and larvae came into close .' contact, no 
. ' . . ' .. .. ' . ' .. '. . . . ' . ' .· - ' 
anta~dniatic ·behaviour w~s obaerved. No . ~n~e~tion Of dead pr 
. .. ') • . 4 •• ' ' 
· · •· li~e eggs, .· larv_pe .or j)~pae . . by· other. · laJ;"vae .itnd adult·s was 
' · . 
observed. 
\ .. 
I! • ~ • . I !t I . ' • ' 
' .I ·• 'rqe· ·.~idt~ ·of laF'val .feeding .. ;all~r.~e.s iricre'a'~ed , w _~th : . 
~~t'eac-h .-successi.~!! "inst.ar (Fig. 17~ · anc1 varied_in ·t"(tal ~eng~h_ 1• 
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Figure 17• Larval feeding galleries and pup~tion 
·, 
' .. 
\_ ' ' 'I' ' . . \._, .. . ·. . . . 
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cham~ers of ~~drocto~us s~ple~. stipplipg 
indicates packed frass·. F. larval feeding 
gellery, P. pupat iom chamber, E • . egg niche, T. 
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. .... ' 
·. 
. 
' ··;r~m 2 to 12 em. • , t, J . ~ 
·l-
~~~.vae mou.l t·~d· i .n the distal . ends of ·~eecfi n~ qafleroies .• 
• • <.) • • • ~ • • 
. Newly moulted· larva'e posse's sed· \il)~ te. head capsules 'whic'R.· .. . ·. · · 
0 . . • • . •• . • • . • • • ·• - . • 
• I • 0 • •:. • ~ • • • .. . •• • • :I ·~ - I • 
·. · darke·n~d · ~Q. a· light· color.: ·within "'a qay .• Some larva.e ;we~e ; · .. : · ·· . 
. . . ' ' . . ' . . ', · .. . · ~ ... 
?b.~erv.ed' to eat .-par~· ~:)£ . the~ :~ . ~x.uvi~ bu~t n<;)~ ;"J:~~· o~d · )e:«i~ ~ .• ·.· · )~ ·.·~ ;.· 
. . capsul~s . : Th~ iast ·laryal .i'n'st~a~· elfcav'ated · ar{ ·oval · p\Jp.at·io~ . • ~ 
1 
0 
O ' 0 ~- 0 0 O ' , 0 1 lo •, < J 0 • 
' . . . .. . ""'. 
chamber (Fig .. . 17) an.d blockea,- t}:le tunnel : entr·~nce ~6 . the · · 
·. , 
· --, chamb.er. wit·h tr.ass.' Approximatel~ two days·: b~fbre 
· l~ry~e ~t.oppe(i feeding·and the.ir dige~'ive·tql~ .. t~ 
. . . 
pupat io·n 




. I , 
•. 
. .. 
·The lar~a: . became inactive and were believed to ·ha·ve,_entered ~ ·: . _ . 
. • : .\ • . .•• ~I' 
. . ' ' A pl~t of head ·ci!~Sule widths g._f 492 Br<?Od I l.a rvae_.. ·v. : 
a prepup~l stage. 
.. ' 
t ·rpm tield.:Pop6lations di.splayed f~ur distio,t ~paa.ks .• .~ . 
corre~po~ding · to fo;r ~arval ' instar,s (~ig,;·18 ·~~·Meq~ ~he~~~ \·· . :· .. ~ ·. ; ·. 
c8psule. widths of ,.s~~c~ssive i~st8rs <.Table ~~) ,ln~rease~~J./ ·>-·· :• 
geomet'rically w~·~h an ave·rage growth fac~r .of .1. 33. · M~~n . '\t . 
head ~aPsill~'; widths oh[. Slm~I~X i:rva~ inst~l'~in · j < ' : 
Newfoundland were, o£ ·t~e averagT, 17% latg'!r :than. those 
""' . I ' •· .,, . . .. . .. ' 
' . l , . 
recorded .by Prebble ( 1.,.93,.3.> 'for New ~runsw ic k "t?opula !ions.. 
. ::... . . ,,.,._,. ~ . ..,. 
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Table :.10. --Mean (± standard deviation) head capsule widths of Denckoctonus simplex larval instars 
in· Newfoundland and-New Brunswicki(Prebble 1933) • 
~ IN STAR 
LOCALITY I 
' i I . 1 2 3 4 . r 
fl 




Number of larvae measured \17 93 -- . 142 140 ~ 
. 
Mean (±SO) . 0.41 _± 0.027 0.56 ± 0.003 0.76 ± 0.038 0.99 ± 0.036 
New Brunswick 
\ 
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·vnd thorax. Upon emergence a~ul ts~ ~ere light •ye"ll;Ow ;;, colo~ 
an.d the cut1c le was so.ft ._ These. callow adults remained in . ·-
. . . 
the pupal chambers for two to ~hree days .. u~tll tne ~cuticle · 
harden~d ·and ~urned a light br,own color, The·y then e_xt~.rided 
. t - --- -
tht:. lar'!al_ feeding galleries at a · rate of- less than 5 mm per -
day; After "\en to •e i g~t days adult c; uti c le had t u~~ed . . 
black wi'th· reddish elftra ~- · · Examin·ation 't)f 14 brood .adults .at 
. . . ' . . : . . . . . . .. "':""' : . . . .. . .. .-
this time .indicated 'that they- ~ad poor~y d~velope~ fligpt_ .-
.mu~c~es incapable. of sustai~r~ .· fl~gh~. · \ . · . · . .- ·----/ . .. 
... . . . . ·. ' ·. . \ ·. 
• I. \ 
\ , • I Sexual dimorphism . of aaurt b.ody· size ... was · evident~ . 
I ' ' ' \ • ' .. ' ' 
Pronotal width was UJed'as a~ index_ of bod~ size. ~ronota~ 
widths_ o~. ;,les av*'r~ged 1.8_ mm .(SD= 0.13, N= 2'44) and w~re 
signi f ica.ntly smaller· than those of · females which average·d. 
: - . \ 
. --., 
1.9 mm· (SD~ 0.12, N• 198)~ . 
I 
one ·generatio 
D •. s lml2}_e~- \con~i _sted -~-£ 
year in· 1983 (Fig. 19) and 
• 
• 
1984 •. The tw in different trees. ·:Q.r.ood 
brood trees and - enie'rged the .fo!-lowing ,, . 
. . . 
. 
. · ·spri.~g··. ·NO i'mmature instars overwintered. Duration o( third 
. . 
and fou~th larval instar~ and pupae in Brood II was much 
t :' 
l'onger tha~ · in B~od.I (F_ig. 1'9). 
> . . . . 
The mean. development~! time·s of D •. simplex instar·s \') 
. . ""(" . . 
. r\eared fn..._.- bark sandwich chambers generally .pecreas4d with. 
.  
. . i ' . ~ 
increase in tel'!'perature (T_a·ble 11). The greatest di f_ference 
was between ' ,12 °C and 18 °C. Oevelopment_ai ti~es. ~f the . egg . 
- ' . 
.• 
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. ~ ·. 
•• 
.. j . ~ ' .. 
... ........ . . 
· .. Figu're 19. Seasonal l.i fe hist9ry of Dendroctonus 
simplex in Newfo~ndland in 1983. Heights o{ pe~·ks 
. . . . 
,, correspond to' p~rcentage c~mpos it ion of . total 
. . . . .· . .. . 
. · ·~opulation · in sample tr~es ·a:t --e-hac-aat:_e_;_ ' ______ _ _ 
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FALL 1982 - SPRING 1983 
. AOUL T EMERGENCE FROM /' 
... 
' ·· EGG 
\ 
\ 
CIJ LARVA 1 : -••-.;... 
.W . 
w· . 
-a: .. LARV'A 2 

















































tAA~ 23- J.ULY 17· 
. " 
JUNE 12 - JULY 17 .. 
· JUNE 22 -- 'JUL V 27 
., 
J0LY ' 2- AU0.--1 
JULY 7 - AU.G. 21 
-r-,. 
. . 
JULY ti- 'A.UG.3,1 
UL Y . 22 -_SPRING' 1984 
--- -------- -- · --
' 
.JULY 22- AUG. 31 
r 
·JUL·Y 27 - SEPT. 15 
AUG • 1 ~arly NOV. 
• • AUG. e. - early NOV. 
AUO. 21 - urly NOV. 
SEPT • 084 
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I , . 
. . I ·. . . . • . . 
Tabl~ 11. ·Mean (:t standard~eviation) dev~oprienta1 time ·of ~ach Dendr~tcin~ simp1~ instar at 
three temperatur~s in th~ .~abo~atory - ~d·r~r~ssi?n of d~vel~~tal time (Y) .of each instar on 
rearl~ temperature (X). . I . . 
· . I 
0 
· · · • 
I 
INsrAR DEVELOPMENTAL TIME (da~) ±so (n) . 
r2 .. 
i N 12 oc;: 18 't 24 't . 
'· I . 
1t.8· ± s.~ - I ' (49> "' Egg 9.9 ± 0.5 (00) 6 .. 9 ± 1.0 . (26) 106 . 69-0 
'· 
' 
Lan-a r .. ' 10.7±2.8. (16) 4.2 ± 1.0 (20) 3.6 ± 0.5. (29) 65 62.9 
:" 
Larva II 8.6-± 1.2 (18) 3.9 ± 0.8 . (18) . 4.2 ± o;9 ·(21) 57 58.4 
.. 
Larva III 13.4 ± 1.9 (17) 4.3 ± 0.6 (15) ·. 6. 7 ± 1.4 (12) . . 44 48.3 
.· . 
Larva 
·IY. 17.3 ± 2.3 (11) 11..0±0.7 (13) 11.2 ± 2.2 (14) .. 38 '48.1 : 
,. .. J . . 
Pupa ~t ± ~·.7 (12) 8.5 ± 0.5· (15) . 6. 7 ± 0. 7 (16) ·~ ~ 
' ; 
Life 7 .7 ± 3.3 . (13) 41.9 ± 1:6 (14) 39.2 ± 3.0 _(16) 43 77.1 
-











Y= 32.3 - 1..13X 
~ 
" 
Y= 16.0 - 0.546X 
Y= 12.0 - 0.354X 
· Y= 19.1 - 0.613X 
Y= .21.8 - 0.482X 
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_·populations (Tab).e 12) wert! similar to qevelopmental . times 
- . 
of the . same i nstars at 12 °,C in the laborSl tory (Table 1 f), 
"'- .......... ~ ~ 
whe·reas, developmental t i¥S of the other i nstars of Br·o.od I 
. 
~ere•approximately equa~ to developmental times at 18 °C. 
Develop~ental times of th~ egg and first three larva~ 
·ins~ars ~of Bro~d II (Table 12) were __ ~close t·~ those of-.the · 
~ • • • ,_,..-- • ill • • 
. same i~sta;s _ at - · 1·8 °C in ~'ne-fuoratory . (Tabi~ 11}, w.hereas~ 
. . . . t . . 
the -fourth_ larval instar dt Brood II had a develop~ental I . . ----~ .. 
· tim~ close tb that obtained\~t 12 °C. The Brood II pupal · 
• t. ' • ' \ • < 
' · ~ "·d~ve.iopm~ntal .time ~as. ·much long~r . than ! that at 12 °C. The 





. \ . . . 
po'p'u~at · ns (p..;-obably first broodl recor_ded by" Pre'bble. 
.( 1 ~ 3) (Table 12) were compa·r·able to those· obtai ned at 18 °C 
.. . \ .. . 
in 1t~e laboratory (Table 11). 
'.) , J 
l \ \ 
Regression -of developmental · times of each instar on 
': 
rearing t~mpe~ature yield~d r 3 · ~alues not less tha~ 0.48 
(Table -~ 1). Hence, the regression equations (Table 11) were 
. -. .. .. ... . .,. 
\ con~ide_red s.a~isfactory for 'estimating instar dev,elopmental 
time .fr·_om rearing temperature. 
,, 
~verage.air temperature· for the duration of the egg and 
I ~ 
the first ~nd ~econd.}ar~al inst~rs in tield populat~ons was 
. . 
. ' 
rcughly the sam~ for both broods ' (Table 12). Howe~er, 
' ' . . \ 
avei'age air -temperature. f~r the. duration. of the 'third and 
. . 
fourth larva~ instars and pupal stage . of Brood· I I was about 


























~· . · . . ! 
Ta~1~2.' Es.timated developn~ntal t-i~~s* (DT) and mean air 
. tempera~ur~ ~-(MT) f~r t~e duration·. of ,efch Dendr~~tonus .. sim~le~ 
~nstar in ~tfod I a~d 1 Bro~ ... II in Newfp~dland fiel~ - ~pulat.io~ls 
.in 1983 . and· ~ean ,deveiopnentai ·'times ·f6r fieid populations in 
. \ . ! ' ' . 
New B;unswick in 1929** (Prebble 193~) 1 · . . •, 
\ . .. 
\ 
. NEWrollNDLAND NEW BRUNSWICK 
' BROOD I ·! BROOD II ' INSTAR 
\ I--








. \ 1: .. o 5 14.5 5 Larva I I 
Larva II 10 15.7 ' l 5 I 13.8 6 
• I 
· Larva III · 5 16.3 t: 10.0 6 Larva. IV 10 16.2 9.9 10 
. 
Pupa 5 14.7 0 a.a 7 
~ 
· Life 60 -13.2 0 11.1 45 
* interval between the date of the 
0 
fi st appearance of succeeding 
instars - • 
. 
' · . 
** llke1y flrst brood., 
, I 
- \' --- ---· 
I 
J .. ' •,, t!l .. . 
' ' __. . 
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. . ·j . ·I 
' I 
. ' 
. 1.\ . 
Tl\e development index for D •. simpl-ex brood at eacq 
sample height in Brood I trees was gene~lly constant, at 
88 
'1.0, from 23M~~ to 22 Jurie . b~t then incr~as~d rapidly until 
. 
·.brood development was complete at a-ll three .sample heights 
. I 
· on 5 September- (Fig. 20 )· •. At each sampling 'date the brood 
1 development index was ·similar for the lower two ~ampie 
: - . • I . I • r . . , 
I heights of .. 0 to · 1 m aQ4 2.5 to 3.5 m. Hti~ever, bro~~ 
· \ cievelopnten·t af !5 to 6 ~ · ~e~er~ll·~ ·lagged· ·b~hind. thal at the 
. ~:·ot.her · . sample hei··~hts. and . . was ~ot ·C: ·~mplete.d ·un,til 15 {days 
I • • .. . . I . 
' . ' . - . . ' . . . ' /· 
after comple·t ion. of developm_e.nt at·. the other. two he1ghts . 
. . . 
\()oig. 20). 0 
\ . 
\ The development index for--oro~d in each !rood I sample 
t~ee (all heig~ts . combin~d} was constant, at 1.0, from 23 
> Ma·lf to . 22 June But increased rapidly until completion of 
I / -;/ 
de~.elopment on 5 September (Fig. · 21). Brood development. in 
. . . /,, ' 
. . 
TrJe 1 generally lagged behind that in Tree 2 and was not 
' ' 
comple·t.ed. until at least five days after complet~ of 
dev~lopment in ' Tree 2. · 
• 1 .. • 
. ! . 
3. 1 ~6· o_verwinte~ing behaviour 
. 
During the winters ·of 198 2/83 and· lt983/84 D. sImp lex .·' 
overwin~ered only . in the adult ~tage~ Many· larvae and pupae I . . • 
' . ' 
were. killed . by cold as temperatures decreased in Oct~ber and 
' . . 
. . 
early November. ti ,_,; ~~ryae· afld pupa·e .were absent from ·£ ield 
· po~~lations ., · .by mid-November in . 1983 ~d ·1984.· It i.s· likely'~ 
" I • . . 
that no pa.rent ~dults overwintered •. Overwintering occurred 
------
\ 
• ! • 
... 
I 
' ' \ . ·. 






























brood ~t three s~mple f 1ights of two Brood-~-­
trees in Newfound~and/field popul~tions frqm 23 
M~y to 5 Se.ptemqer J 983 (n=~ four 100 cm 2 samples 
per heigh~ per sample 
I 
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brood i:n ~.wo Brood ~ . samp_l~.s ~n N!'wfoundland 
iield p~~ulations frqm. ~May to~t~mber 1983 
·') - . 
(n~ s"ix .. 100 cm 2 






samples per tree pe,r·--sample 
""· trees comblrred). 
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only in the brood trees. 
In 1983 new Bro-~1 adults.eme~ged from brood trees 
between 20 August and 20 October with peak emergence. from 10 
-to 20 September (Fig. 22). An average of · 35%~£ live brood 
adults ~merged ~rom the two sample trees. Emergence was 47~, 
33% and 24% representing 5.8~ 6.3 and 2.4 beetle~ per 100 
em 2 :at n~~ m,~2.5 m and 5 m,'respectively. The density of 
live beetles t~id' riot ~merge was 6.e;, 12.9 and 7.4 per 
. -;; . ~ . 
100 em 2 for . the three respective sample height~. No Brood I I • 
adults emerged. E\n~~e:_ci beetles possessed poori.y . d~veloped 
flight. m.\:lscle~ and 'were juaged -incapa.~le of fli.ght. Some · 
·emer_ged'_ beetles walked alon·g the' bark surface in a ·gener~~l 
down~ard direcition and 6thers fell to the ground at the base 
. . 
' 'I ~ of the tre~es. ·No beetles were observed to enter galleries ·at 
the bases of trees. Beetles were absent in duff samples 
cpll~cted on 3 De~ember near the bages of t~e two sampl~ 
trees. .. 
. . 
Galleri:-e~· .in the lower· 25 to 30 em of the boles and i.n 
large · roots were~examined on 3 December and many hel9 la~ge 
.·aggregatio!l.s .of ·b~ood aldults (Fig. 23). Adult den.sity at 
three ~.ample height's ' wi .thin--t' m of the ground · decreased with 
in~r.eased h_eight .and ·was almo.st/ three · time~ higher at ~ to 
20 em than at 80 to 100 em (Table 1.3). ·Bee.tie density ·was 
s .ignifiean.tly different between tl'~e thre·e sample hl\ghts. It 
is not· known if Brood I adult·s emerged from all infested 
' 
,trees ·at the study sit~ to congregate in galleries at the 
., 
. . 

























Figure 22. Total number of new brood adults emerged 
from two Br9od I trees in Nc~foundland field 
pop~lations of Dendroctonus simplex from 20 
August to 20 October 1983 • 
. -
• 
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F igur e 23. Aggregations of hibernating Dendroctonus simplex 
adults in phloem samples taken from the base of a 
larch in December 1982 in Newfoundland 
(magnification= .7X). 
·----
Table 13. Mean(± standard_ deviation) density of· overwintering Dendroctonus simplex 
adUlts at three sample heights of five larch trees in.Ne~ound1arid field populations 
' . . . ... 
on 3,December 1983 (n= 2 samples ·per height per tree). 
, MEAN . BEETLE DENSITY PER ·100 em (±sn) SAMPLE. 
f 
; 
HEIGHT (em) . TREE 1 TREE 2 TREE 3 TREE:4 TRE~ 5 ·AVERAGE 
. ~· 
-
0 - ·20 34.5 ± 14.8 ·23.-0 ± 4;2 26.0 ± 7.1 32. 5 ± 5.o· 28.0 ± .2.8 28.8 ± 7.41 
' . 
~ 40 - 60 20.5 ± 9.2 19.5 ± 2.1 23.5 ± 5.0 15.5 ± 2~1 15.0 ± 0.0 18.8 ± 4.9 
~ 
80 - 100 10 .. q ± 2.8 15~5 ± ~.0 . 11.5 ± 6.4 10.0 ± 1.4 8.-S ± 2.1 11.1 ± 3.9 
.. 
I 













3.2.1 Brood mortality i • I I 
The.re was high mortali-ty among D. simplex brood in 
' . 
' Newfoundl~nd field . populations ·in 1983 caused~~ several 
ag~n~s. Instar specific ~q~tality and the proportion' of 
mortality due•to each causal agent genera~ly varied between 
. ' 
i rista rs, between heights of · tr.ee~, between tr~es .and between 
.. ' - . 
f~st and second broods. 
Egg,. larva 1 and pupal mortality 
In field populations third and fourth larval ~nstars . 
had the highest mortality and the ~upal inst.ar the lowest 
(Tabl~ 14 )(. ·. Average mortality of Brood I larvae increased 
- . 
sharply as percent composition of ' brood in sample~ by~third 
and fourth· larval iqstars .inc.rea.sed . (·Fig. · 24' ). 
. t . • . , • ..._.... 
~ . ,\ 
. . . 
There were significant differences in·mortality between 
. . . . I 
r • ' , -
sampl~ heights of . ~rood · I tr~es for ' third and fourth larval 
~I\ ' 
. ... . instars . (Appendix G) with mortality at 0 to ' 1 m 
~ig~ificantly lower tha~ . at · ~he oth~r heights (Table 14). 
. --
Mortality of the ot.her instars did not differ ~igni f ~cantly. 
' . . 
. between ·sample heights. Mortality of third and fourth larval 
. ' . , 
· instars and pupae in field population's di ffer~d · - . · • 
t . . • 
significan.tly· between the two Brood I ~ample trees. (Appendix 















· j . •. 
r:.l .. 
! •' 
Table 14. Estimated instar specific -~~~ality t6r each ·s~le h~ight of Brood' I 
._ 
and Brood II trees in Newfoundland field populations -of Dendroetonus simplex in 
1983 and for broods in caged l~rch bolts. 
/ « 
PERCENT MORTALITY (NUMBER OF 100 cm2 ·sAMPLES) : BROOD SAMPLE 
HEIGHT (m) 
EGG LARVA I LARVA II LARVA HI LARV0, PUPA ., 
I 0- 1 8.8 (33) 9.4 (29) 8.2 (24) 9.6 (18) 
[ .v:-: .~ 
19.6 (12) 6.5 (12) 
I . 
" 2.5 - 3.5 8.8 
I 
(31) 9.4 (27) 8,.5 (24) 17.3 (21) 33.0 (12) 7.6 (12) 
't' . . . 
II 5 - 6 8.5 (32) 9.0 (27) 8.8 (24) 19.. 7 (15) 37.5 (12) 9.5 (12) 
0 
. ' i .. / 
.n Average .8. 7 (96) 9.3 (83) 8.5 (72) 14.8. (54) 29.2 (36) 7.6 (36) . 
··. 
~ 
II 0 - 2 14.9 (35) 9.3 (16) 7.9 (15) 10.2 (11). .33.3 . . (9)- 6.4 {10) 
Bolts 
-
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Fig.ure 24. Average· mortality of ·oend,octbnus simplex 
J • - l ' ' 
. . 
br~od in 100 cm 2 phloem sa~~les ~nd av~rage 
percent _compositi.o~ of bro;~Y . .third and fourth· 
. .,., 
instar larvae. in Brood I sample trees iQ ~ 
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significant differenceS· for the other instars. Only egg 
·mortality differed significantly between Brood I and Brood 
II (Appendix I) with egg mortality in Brood I, at 8.7%, 
lower than that in· Brood II, at 14.9% (Table 14). Broods 
reared in caged l~rch bolts ha~ significantly low~r 
mor.tality for all .instars than ·did Brood I in field 
populati.ons (Table 14). ' 
I . . . 
. ' 






~ -: .· . 
~fc.~ , • ·- , , ' . 
7 . _ca·iculated b}' d·i vidi ng average · derts_i ty of brood adults 
;· trees before· emergence' for hib:rnation ·. i 'n t ·he ' fall by 
. . \ .. 
(, . 
average . density of eggs laid: by parents, were consistent~y 
, ' ' . 
higher than estimates . calculated by multiplying percent 
~ortality in .. ea·ch instar ·'(Table 14) by proportion of 
• 
original number of adults that lived to reach that instar I . ~ . 
and summing for' all instars (Table 15). Total brood · . 
mortality ~t 0 to m was lower by about 1~ to ~0 percent 
' • (1 
units then ~t 2.5 to 3.5 m and 5 to 6 m. Total mortality for 
Brood l and Brood r·r field populations was similar, however _, 





__ _ { 
"' 
. . ' 
Mo.rtality due to pathogens, predators, ·hymenopterous 
parasi to ids, resinos is and low temperat tires were 
. • ' 
~ecognizable in fi·eld populati-ons. Pathogens ~.:au~ed the 
. ' . 
largest recognizable proportion of mortality among· eggs, the 
second larval in_star and pupae of both brood~ ·(Table 16) • . 
,, 
.. - . --
.. 
. , .. - I ' .. 
. . 
' . 











Table 15. Total mortality from egg to adult for ·each sample height of Brood I and Brood II 
sample trees in Newfoundland field. populations of Dendroct~nus simplex ·and for. broods in 
caged larch bolts. 
' 
• 
• AVERAGE NUMBER / 10~ em" 
SAMPLE PERCENT MORTALITY · (~ER OF SAMPL ) 'IOrAL** ' BROOD HEIGHT (m) EGG LARVA LARVA LARVA LARVA PUPA BROOD ~TALJTY 
I I~ III , IV TOTAL* EGGS ·i~· wt· . ADULTS '(,!'.\( . 
! . \t.~ { 
I . 0-1 8.8 8.6 '6.8 7.3 13.4 3.6 48.5 I 57 (36) 20 (9) ' · 65 
' It 2.5 - 3.5 .8.8 8.6 7.0 13.1 20.6 3.2 61.3 · ·sa (36) 11 (10) 81 
. 
... 5 - 6 8.5 8.2 7.3 15.0 22.9 3.6 65.5 56 (36) 8 (13) 86 
. 
I ~0 • 11 Average 18.7 ~.s..., 11.2 18.9 2.9 57.2 57 (108) 12 (32) 79 
.... 
II 0 -.2> 14.9 7.9 6.1 - 7.3 2~.2 2.7 60.1 22 (50) 4 (4)\ 82 
' 
. 
Bolts --;- 5.0 1.7 0.8 0.7 o.s 0.1 8.8 - - --
.. 





* Estimated by multiplying instar specific mortalit~ (Table 14) by the proportlbn of the 
brig~ number of individuals that. lived to reach 9fat inst~ an~ summing for all instars 
' 
. . ~ . 
** Estimated by diviQing average bt~od a~u1t density in brood trees before winter emergence by 
I 
average· density of eggs laid by parents 
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' . 




Table 16. _Percent _of total ~rtality within each instar at~ributanle to each causal agen~ for l 
Brood I and Brood II in NewfouildJ.and field populations of Deodroctonus simplex in l;983. 
-
--
' BROOD. B~OOD ;r II ' ., 
-
c -. 
PERCENT OF TOTAL MORTALITY· 
. . 
· INSTAR NUMBER PERCENT . NUMBER PERCENT OF TOTAL MORTALITY. PERCENT 
-
DEAD - SURVIVORS DEAD ., . SURVIVORS 
. , PT "PR H .·R T P . P'J.' . p~ . H. R T . I u ...  i 
. 
' . 
421· 22.3 '* * 77~7 91.3 70 i5.7 
. . 










37.4 Larva II. . 149- 18.8 ~-r 20.1 10.1 - 46.9 91.5 32 3L3 - - .· 18.8 •12.5 92.1 " 
~ - \ 
' 
. . 
Larva III 379 13.5 1.6 67.~ - - 17.7 ~-2 19 . 25.0 - 40.0 15.0 20.0 89.8 ' - -< .. . 
.iarva 
-
IV 503 . 9.7 o • .s 72.4 
- -








Pupa · 67 49.3 3.0 
- . - -




< .-Weighted ' 17.54 l8 .. o: 1.3 38.0 4.9 37.8' 42.8 22-3 ' 18.3 ~-4 11.2 17.0 48.1 39.9 - -Average 0 
. (f Q 
-
. 
~ • r 
.. 
PT- pathogens;. PR- predatorSi cH- hymenopterous parasitoids;1 R- resinosis; T- ~ow temperatures: 
• - . . • () t ' . . .. 
u - ~own causes; '* -·could:.. not .. be··rec6gnized and included in unknown causes. 
- . 0 - ...... '> 
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·~ . . 
Hymenopterous parasit--oi-ds generally· caused the lal;'gest 
..... 
proporti.o!'l of m·ortality among third and fourth l.mrva). · 
, ' 
instars and resinosis among first instal- larvae. Mortality 
, • • a ~ •• • ·~ ... ~ 
of ~ggs due ·tO resinosis .WaS not. recognizable but W_aS .fUf'ely 
significant. _L.ow temperatures c(iu'!;ed the most mqrta 1 i ty 
among 'fourth i nstar larvae .-0_f nrood · II. (Table · 1 6)., 
. . . 
• •• • Ci • 
Parasitoids and path~ge_ns caused. the l~rgest refognizable 
- proport i Qn ~f !flOr.tal ~-~y in Brood.· I and· ~rood I I , 
• ~ I ..,. 
. • ' 
resp~ct i vely (Fig.- 251. Mor.ta~i ty due to resinosi s in Brood · 
# • • • .. : 
·n ·.was twice tl)a f for : Brood ~ and mcfrtal1 ty due to 
. _/'.· 
. . . . I t~ . . • . \ 
_ pa~asitoids in Br~~d II · was only one-sixth of that ·for,B.r .ood \ 
I. ' Low: tempe-ratures caused 14% morta.lity in Brood I I b.ut 
·t 
nGne in Brood I. Parasitqids caused. t~e largest recognizable 
l • • • • 
pr~,Portion of ·mortality at e~ch _sample height of Brood 'I 
' ~ 
'trees but their ef·fect was twice as high ·at 2.·5 ~o 3.5 m a~4, • 
.. 
5 t.o 6. m than at- 0 to 1· 41. (Fig. · 26L Mortality caused by.th~ · 
oth.er agent~ (1 j.s . similar for ali ~ample l\eights.· Parasi~oids ·. 
also caused t e larges.t r~cognizab~e propo-rtion of mort,ali ty · 
. . . 
in each of the two Br~9d I .sample t.re.es (all sampl~ ·neights 
combined) but was .higher in Tte~ 2 than in ,Tree 1 (Fig. 27). 
-- ~ . ~. 
Mortality caused by the "other ag~nts wLs simi~ar · between 
sam·pre tree-s. 
/ . 
Brood· adult mort a 1 ity 
.... 
Mortality ampng teneral brood adults in' Brood I tr'ees · 
I . 
be•fore winter' was- 6.1% (Nc 51 dead beetles) and B. 7~ (N• 2 ' ' 
dead beetles) in Brood Il t r~es. ·Most of - t~i~ mortal i t.y 
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Figure · 26. Percent mortality attributable to each 
'.• 
causal ;1gen~ at_ three heights of Brood I sample --... 
trees for Newfoundland. field populations of 

















































Figure ,27. Percent m~rtality attributable to each 
causal agen~ in two Brood I sampl~ trees for 
Newfoundland field ~oP.ulations of Dendroctonus 
• J. 
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1 1 2 
appeared to be· caused ~Y pathogens. There was no significant 
differ~nce in br~od adult mortality between Brood I and 
' • 
Brood II, between sample heig~ts of Brood I trees or between 
the two Brood I sample trees. No teneral adult mortality was 
observed among broods· pr~duced .in· caged larch bolts. 
Brood adult mortality caused by woodpecker predation 
var iea between years and trees. During the winter of · .1982/83 
• • 
there was very little ·woodpeck.er predation at the study 
site •. However, during the · ·1983/84. winter ·woodpecker 
~ . . ' ... 
·· ·. pr~dation · ·wa~·· h.igher and 
\~ . 
all 13 trees containing brood 
w~re . fo~a~ ·~pon ·by woodp~ckers, 
-
adult.s' at. the study site 
from 1 m above 
' . J. ' . . ' ' 
ground ~evel to the tbp of. th~ infested bole. 
I ' 
• 
From less than 1% ·to approximately 10%, with an estimated 
avera~.3%, .of the bark surface of infested bole of each 
tree was removed by woodpecker foraging. As much as 60% to 
80% of the bark on some trees can be removed ~by woodpeckers 
- ' . 
' . -(Ra?ke 1984 - per5onal communicat:ion). 
, 
Mortali~y caused _by low temp~rature is discussed in a 
separate section. · 
0 
3.2.2 Overwintering mortality and cold tolerance 
I 
Oyerwintering mortality 
'Increase in m6rtality of overwintering adulti between . 
the two sampling dates, 19 November 1982 and 21 Aprii 1983, 
. . 
wa.s assumed t~ be ov~rwi~'tering 'mortality. Ther_e was an 
overall inerease in mortality between the two sampling 
. . . 
. ·' 
1 1 3 ' 
dates, however, only two of four sampl~ trees shQwed a 
' . 
significant increase (Table 17} -. Overwintering mortality 
averaged 7.8% for -all sample trees. Adult mortality at 0.5 m 
and 2.5 f!1 ·increased significantly between sampling dates but -
did not at 5 m (Table 17}":"'There was a significant inci1!ase 
in .mortality among beetles that overwinter-ed at the northe-rn 
. l 
a~pect of trees as opposed to the southe_~n. aspect where 
. . 
ther·e was no significant increase _(Table 17) • 
,l' . ... 
... _ ............. 
• t . 
' ' ' I 
Snow level was · never higher than 30 em around the· bases 
•• 








AdUlt' D. simplex collecteq' from field populations on 6 
October 1983, 1\'1 .November 1983' and 2 January 1984 and stored . 
at selected ·tempe-ratures for various lengths of time 
generally showed an increase in mortality at ea~h 
tempe~at~re ·as treaiment duration increased (Tabie 18)~ 
Mortality· among beetles' collected . from field ' populations on 
. . 
. . 
6 October and 11 November . generally showed the greatest 
increase during the firs~ two days of treatment at e~ch 
temperatur;.~ • . As treatment duration i .ncr.~ased beyond two days 
.._,. _ . __ 
· mortality rate gradually decreased. Mortality was lowest at 
. .... 
0 °C and was increasing~y hig~r at 5 °C, ._:-.5 °C, -10 °C , -15 
°C and -20 °C, respectively. ·Mortality among beetles 
--
collected from field populations on 11 Novembe~ was 
generally lo~er at each temperature and treatment duration 









Table 17. Mortality among overwintering DendrQctonus simplex. adults in Newfoundland field popul"ations in 
fall 1982 and spring 1983 by sample tree, height and tree a~pect. ~ \ . 
SAMPLE SAMPLE ~ 19 NOVEMBER 1982 21 APRIL 1983 OVERWINTERING \ TREE HEIGHT (m) NO. 100 cm2 PERCENT NO. 100 CI"!l2 -PERCENT MORTALITY*.* F-RATIO 
SAMPLES MORTALITY SAMPLES MORTALITY ( (%) 
I 
. 
1 All All 6 1.3· 6 12.0 10.7 8.19* 
' 
• 2 w· II 6 11.7 6 14.3 2.6 0.02 
.3 II II 6 2.8 6 13.2 10.4 11. 75* 
4 II II 
-6 1.5 6 8.5 7.0 2.26 . 
I . 
Ave7;age I Total 24 , 4.6 24 I 12-.4 7.8 9.09* 
i 
All 0.5 All 8 4.6 8 14.2 9.6 7.17* 











II All North 12 4.3 12 15.0 10.7 7.32* . 
I 
Sou+ 
< 12 9.9 s.o 2.51 II .. 12 4.9 
. 
\. '* significant at p<. OS 
** difference~in mortality between the two samplfng qates 
I . • ;c 
• 1 
: '- . 
. · .. 
r , 
I ', 




Table 18. Percent mortality of Dendroctonus ~implex adults 
at various temperature ~nd duration treatments (n= 50 beetles 
.Aer sample) • 
\ 
' 
PERCENT MORTALITY AT EACH 
DATE BEETLES TREATMENT TREATMENT DURATION -(days) 





5 2 0 ' 10 . 6 10 30 
-
. 





-5 I 32 '36 · 44 26 52 so:. 
6 October 1983 
-10 .58 30 
" 
46 ---48 72 .100· 
-15 100 100 100 100 
-- --
-
I -20 100 100 100 - -- --
5 0 0 2 14 12 28 
4 
0 0 0 o, 6 10 4 
- . 
- !2·--· '. 
-5 30 28 30 32 22 
11 November 1983 
.:..1o 30. 34 50 48 40 ' 68 
f 
-15 62 68 70 ·16o -- --
-20 84 100 100 -- -- --
5 0 0 0 2 10 10 
0 0 0 • 2 2 2 6 
-5 0 2 2 0 4 6 
2 January 1~84 
: 
-10 0 0 0 2 4 6 






















than for beetles collected on 6 October and mortality among 
b~etles collected C?n 2 Januaray was even lower. 
Percent mortality of D. simplex adults at -15 °C and 
-20 °C generally differed between acclimated and 
non:-acc 1 imated beetles for each treatme-nt 'dur~ t ion (Tab.le 
- - -~ - -- .-·-
' . 
19). It took m~ch longer fdr mortality to reach 100% among 
----- --
acclimated beetl_~s than arri"o11g · no~-acclima~ed ones. 
})~onotal ·width!;as 'us~d- as an-:--f'ndex :-of. beetl~ · size. ·For 
-------~ . ' . ' . 
eacli treatment durati-.On--at ··-::. 5 · ~c and ·-10 °C a·verag·e size of 
I living beetles was laiger than t~a~ of dead ~~et~es. The 
-
difference ~~s significa~t fdt ~nly one treat~ent duration 
at ·-s °C but for four treatment durations at -10 °C (Table 
2Q). However, average size of living beetles for all 
. treatment dutations combined at each temperature ~nd for the 
gra~d average of both temperature treatments combined, · was 
significantly larger ·than that of beetles killed by the 
treatment's (Tabl.e 20). 
I 
· Percent mortality among males was highe1r than among 
·females for most treatments (Table 20). Ma le mortality was 
only three percentage ·units hi~her than female mortality for ~ 
all samples stor·ed in -5 °C 'combined; whereas, male 
mortality was 15 percentag! un(ts higher ~han femal~ 
·mortality in all samples stored at -10 °C ~~mbined. 
Sex and beetle size. appear to be ·related to morta lity. 
Females tend to be larger a·nd more l~kely to survive . 
~ ,. 
.. 




Table 19. Percent mortality of acclimated and non-acclimated 
Dendroctonus simplex adults at two ~old temperatur~.treatments for 
various treatment.durations (n= 5q beetles per sample). Beetles 
. were collected from the field on· 6 October· 1983. • 
. 
PERCENT MQRTALITY ·. TREATMENT TREATMENT 
TEMPERATURE DURATION 
. ~CCL~TED* BEETLES NON-ACCLIMATED. BEETLES coc)· · : (days) · 
\ I 100 2 I 28 c . 
~ 4 76 100 · 
-15 
8 92 100 
\ 
16 100 ~ 100 
. 
2 74 . .. 100 
. # •• - ... ~ 
., 
. 100 -20 4· 98 tf 
.. 
8 100 ~ 100 
. 
/ 
* Acclimation 'was accomplished by decreasing the storage temperature 
·of the beetles from 5 oc to the desired treatment temperat~re by 
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, Table 20. Average pronotal wi~th of live and dead adult 
' 
!.,oendroctonus simplex and percent mortality among , males and females 
for each treatment duration at -5 °C and -10 °C (n= 50 beetles per 

















LIVE' ·DEAD MALES. FEMALES 
1.81 (39) 1.75 
l. 79 ( 35) 1.. 76 
(11) -. - z3.+ · 
(15) . 28.6 
I ' 
1.82 (36) 1.79 (14) 
1.82 *(35) • 7']. . (15) 
1.80 134) .76 (16) 
1.81 (3g.) • 76 ( 11) 
1.88 (39) .84 (15) 
1.86 *(33) .78 (17) 
l:S7 *(25) .80 ( 25) 
1.85~26~ 1.:78 (24) . 
1.83 (30) 1.79 (20) 
l. 79 (34) 
l. 79, (135) 




























* Pronotal widths of live individuals significantly (p<.OS) l arger 
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3.3 ASSOCIATED ORGANlSMS 
Fifty-two species of i~sects, sprders, mites and 
- . . -
' pem~todes we~e associ~~ed with D. ·simplex in eastern 
. -...., . 
~ewf?undlan~ in t983, of which as many as nineteen ~ay have 
:. . . \_ 
· b~en - predators an~ as many as eight ~ay have been • 
parasitoids (Tabl~ 21). Most~ the remainder were-.-
com~etitors, s~~venger~ or fungus feeders. -y 
• 
3. ~. 1 P_red~tors, 
~. ~, 
~he spec ijP observed to pre? -upon D. s_;mplex wer_e the . 
1 beetl·e Rhizophagus sp~, ~arva~ of a fly species o.f Medetera 
' • ,, ' J • • • 
and larvae· of 'a strati omy id fly species. Th.e most COTJlmon• 
0 Q 
predator was Medetera sp. ·• I n 1982 Med.etera larvae .and . 
.. 
pupae overwipt~red i'A the '· same ~rees as D: s 'impJex_, ~merged 
as adults be~ween 10 and 20 June · 1983 and arrived at tr:ees 
. . 
containing D. simplex. bro·o(3 by 12 June. Stl"a-tromyid'a.iu3 
' Medetera lar:vae-·were observed to prey on D. _$implex larvae 
--from 27 June to 21 · August and overwintered io trees with · 
~ 4 thei~ hosts. No stratiomyid~dults were observed . 
, . I 
.,. . 
Stratiomyid and· Medetera larvae were observed to feed upon 
. ' .... - . ,.. ,, 
d~ad b. slmp(ex laJiv~e and adults in the spring. \\dult 
.. 
· Rhlzophagus were found in galleries prey.ing on 0. s,lmplex ._ 
' -±-arvae and pupae from 17 June to 11 Augu~t • .. Adults -were .. a 1 so 




;.No . larvae were observed. Predators w~.re' not to·und .i'n D. · 
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Table 21.. ~socoiates of Dendroctonus simplex"- in eastern Newfoundland. 
,c.- competito~: PR- predator; P- parasitoid: ~s- scav.enger~ 
... ~ --
' II - hyperparasitoid. , 
,;._.- ' ,::;, 
F ~fungus feeder; A - .adults; L- larvae: J- juveniles; E 








COLLEcTED ROLE- .J 
.......... . 
.. .. •" ·, .. ' 
·Cerambycid~e - .- . 
.. Stic:.toleptura canadensis '( Oli v .. ) 
. . ·· 





.· .. " 
L c, PR'* 
I 
', 
. . .. •, - · ... ~ 










· ...• 2 
• 
A c • .. .. ).:·:, / . 
I • • 
. Histe·ridae • · · .. 
· · ·: Par6ma1us bist~iatus Er. 
· t" 
., Lat.hridiidaEf" .. . 
. ~ corticaria; sp. 
-Nitidulidae 
' .. . 
~ ·· Ep~raea truncatella Mann. 
• Pti_lidae sp. 
-






Crypturgus pusil1us (~11.) 
.Dry~s autographus (Ratz~) 
Polygraphus·rufipennis (Kby • .) 
-, 
Scymaenidae 
stenichnus. sp • . 
. Staphylinidae 
!._ · Aleocharinae 
0 
3 spp. 
At~ta sp. \ 
Atrechus macrocephalus (Nordm.) 
carphacis .. nepigonensis ( Ber.nh. ) 
. · Nudobius cephal~~ (st') 
Phloecinomus pusi'i'lus Grav . 
Placusa sp. 
' 
. f"'~ ' 
-
.. 




... ~-- - •. ,,1 
. 
2 A 





















































Table 21 cont'd 
Quedius laevigatus Gyll. 





;Aprionus asemus Pritchard 
oolichopodiaae 
. • ·Medetera'sp. 
Lonc;:haeidae 
. -·.-.~~ yonchaea maniola McAlpine ? 

















Tetraphleps uniformis Pars.hley 
; 
., 







coptera atricornis Ashmead · 
I •• Ichneumonidae 









1 · A 
2 A 
2 A 
A: 300+ ,L 
1 A 
·' 
l ' A 
4 A 
7 ,A 




1~ A: 100+ L 
4 A 
1 A 



































Table 21 cont'd 
·Pteroma1iuae 




Rhopa1icus tutela (Walker) 
Xiphydriophagus meyerinckii (Ratz.) 
Torymidae 
Liodontomerus sp. • 




ClUbiona canadensis Emerton 
Erigonidae 
· Grammonota sp. 
•. 
Sis~ottus montanus (Emerton) 
~ montigenus Bishop and . Crosby 
Pocadicnemis p~i1a (Blackwall) 
OPILIONES 




Oodinychus sp. soeiat~roup 
Parasitidae ·. 
• I 
Paragamasus sp. · 
NEMATODES 










20 A: 100+ 
8 A 
. 1 A 


















P pr H 
P o~ · H 
P or. H 
p 
P or H 
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The three predator species. appeared to be more abundant 
in the lower 2 m of tree boles, however, there was 1 itt le 
quantitative data to confirm thi·s • 
• 
Other species suspected but not observed to prey on D. 
sImp lex were larvae of the /t lies Lonchaea man lola' and 
' 4 . : 
Xylophagus abf.iomlnalls, the Bugs Tetraphleps unfformi,s and 
. 
T. canadensis, the hister beetle Paromalus blstrfatus and 
the staphylinid beetles. The staphylinids Atheta ,liP·, 
. ' 
Carphacls __ nepigon~nsis and the three unidentif-ied 
aleocharine species·were.obs~rv~d to eat dead insect 
material~ All .the suspected predators of D. s-i-mplex were 
collected f roin beetle galleries e ·xcept 'for L. man fol a and X. 
' ' . 
abdomfna.Tis adults which were collected from the bark 
surface of·D. simplex infested trees. Of the staphylinid 
.. 
species - Phleonomu$ pusllJ~s, ·Atheta sp., Quedlus • 
lae-tus, Nudobfus cephalus, P1aCU$a sp. and the three 
unidentified aleochar1ne species overwintered in the same 
trees as D. simplex where they were most abundant in the 
lower 2 m of infested bole at densities of up to to~ty to 
fifty per 100 cm 3 , mal.nly-.-aleocharines, in some . trees. Mapy 
staphyl~nid larvae were found. /n D. simplex galleries but 




Of the teri species of Hy!'llenopt,ra only the larvae of 
.. 






~ ~~~ ,• 






canadensIs were observed to feed on D. slmpl 
xylopha.gorum being the ' more abundant. The ot 
are believed to be either parasitoids of D. 
other insects associated with D. simplex or 
\ 
,, 
hyperparasi to ids~ 
Larvae and pupae -of the t~ree ~pee ies . observed to . 
parasitize Dr· s ;lmplex ove~w.irrtered in the •same- trees as 
. . . 
' ' . 
their ~s·ts· in 1982., resumed development in the spring of 
. ' . . 
. . I . . , 
124 
198 3 and emerged between 19 June · and 8 July. Eggs and larvae' 
~ere obs.erved in D. s lmplex iarval mines by 21 June and 27 
. . 
June, respectively'. · Adult R .• xylophagorum were observed to 
mate on the external surface of trees containing D. simplex 
.. . . ' 
brood. Mating of tbe other. Hymenoptera $pecies was not 
obse.rved. Some R, xylophagor.um females entered ·larch beet lit 
. egg galleries v~a ven~ifation or entrance holes~ presuma.bly 
1 , • . 
to ovipo1'tt, while others oviposited through the bark. on·ly 
one egg was laid on or near each host (Fig· .. 28). AdJ.Jlt R. 
· .. tutela and S. canaden,s.ls were not observed in egg galleries 
.. 
but oviposited thro~g~ the bark. All observed D. simplex 
I 
larvae with parasitoid eggs l~p on··or near them were 
imltlobil~, apparently dead~{.ralyzed. Larvae .. of "'the three 
known D.' .simplex parasitoids were ectop~rasitic .('Fig. 28) on 
. all D. s lmp1ex larval .instars· but wer~ much mo r e abunCian·t on 
thi rQ and fourtn insta~s. Parasi toid larva·e were· found in 
all _regions of the infested boles· of Brood I trees but were 
. . I 
most abundant in the middle and upper re.gions. The aver~ge . 








Fi gure 28. Egg and larva of Roptrocerus xylophagorum 
(Ratz.), a common hymenopterous parasitoid of 
Dendroctonus simplex in Newfoundland. Top. egg 
(magnification= 28X), Bottome larva feeding on a 
D. simplex larva (magnification= 20X). 
-) 
· . . 
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eight and eight at 0.5 m, 2.5 m and 5 m, re~pectively. 
' Densities of up to 28 larvae per 100 cm 3 were observed. Very 




The beetles ~ _ stfctoleptura canadensis, Hyloblus 
. . . 
pfnlcola, Crypturgus pusfllu$, Dryocoetes autographus and 
Polygraphus ruflpe~nls are phloem feeders that may~ occur in 
. ' 
larch tree.s a~'a, ·therefore·,· __ possible competitor's with D. 
simplex. · However, all of th~~e : · species, except S . 
. . 
canadensis, were rare in D. ·simplex infested trees. The 
. . .... 
' · 
o scolytid .species were all collected in emergence traps 
• in~icating that they emerged from beneat~_ the bark, however 
. ...,. -
.. J • 
no larvae were observed. Larvae of S. canadensis were found 
in three trees c.ontaining D. $imp1ex brood. They were first 
observed· on 6 July and_ remained in trees to overwinter in . 
the phloem layer. This s~ecie: was the most abundant 
c~mpetitor in 1983 and was likely also an accidental 
predator of D. simplex. The two H. pinlcola .weevits w_ere 
collected from the bark surface of a tree, containing D. 
simplex brood,· as they were commencing gallery construction. 
3.3.4 Miscellaneous 
Of the· insects 'found in D. slmp1ex e.gg galleries - the 
beetles Corticarla sp., Epuraea truncatella, t~~ ptilid and 








Scatosc lara sp. were 1 i kely fungus feeders. · Ad_ul ts of these 
species began arriving at D. simplex infested trees i-n July. 
The scymaenid beetle Stenlchnus sp. was likely a scavenger. 
The commonest of these species was E. truncatella. This 
species entered trees inh[bi~ed by D. simplex in late July 
and !earlt August and spent the winter. ~ggs were laid ih the 
spring and par~nt adults emerged· in May and June. It is not ~ 
......... 
known if they flew to other trees. Larvae developed in trees 
. . -
afte~ larch beetle ' emergence and emerged as adults in late 
July and early August to seek new trees in which to 
overwinter. 
No spiders we~e found in D. simplex egg galleries 
although many juveniles and some egg sacs of Clubtona . 
. 
canadensis and Grammonbta sp. and mature qdults of 
~ . 
Slsicottus monranus, 5. monttgenus and Poc~dlcnemis puml1a 
... 
were collected from the external bark !tl:J.rface. Eggs of the \ 
harvestman OdteJlus ptctus were found in trees ~~~th 
overwintering D. simplex. Eggs and juveniles were also found 
in egg .galleries in Brood I trees in spring and early · 
summer. 
More than 95% of overwintered D. 'simplex that emerged 
.._,.... 
in the spring of 1983 had phoretic mites ~ttached to their 
vehtral ·surface (¥ig. 29). Mites were not attached to 
u ' 
beetles in egg~ga~leries but many were observed -moving 
throughout the galleries and larval mines. 'Predation by 
. 
mites on D. simplex was~t observed. Reemerged beetles _did 
t. 
... . : .. . 
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F igure 29. Phoretic mites attached to the ventral surface of 
the thorax of an emerged Dendroctonus simplex 
adult (magnification= 50X). 
f 
~·-·-· --- -~ 
129 " 
not have mites attached to them. 
( 
· Phoret ic nematodes of the genus Cf1yptaphelenchus wer~, 
f-ound in clusters beneath the elytra of overwintering and 
emerged D. simplex adults (Fig. 30) but none were found 
unde~ the elytr-a of .-adults in egg galleries or re.eme·rged, 
adult.s. Large numbe.rs o4~ these nematodes we .. re observed 














F igure 30 Aggregation of dauerlarvae of phoretic nematodes 
of the genus Cryptaphelenchus on the ventral 
surface of an elytrum of an emerged Dendroctonus 





4. 1 LIFE HISTORY 
4. 1.1 Environmental influences on activity and beh~viour 
Temperature is consider:d to be the most important 
.. 
·abiotic fac~ inf-l:.uencing bar~ ~eetle activity and 
13 l 
behaviour. It has been shown to'' influence the basic 
components of bark beetle lif~ history·- emergence ··(Borden · 
and Foe 10-er 1973: Gray et: al. 1 972), host at tack (Lucht et 
' a1. 1974) ,'reemergence (Gagne et a1. 1982), oviposition 
(Haack et al . . 1984 ~ Wagner et al. 198 1) and development 
~ I 
( Annila 1969) • All compone!"lts p f the 1 i fe hi story of D • 
• 
simplex in Newfoundland exhibit strong relationships with, 
temperature. 
- ··- - -
Spring emergence, flight, host attack and reemergence 
~ Coincidence of 0.· simplex spring emergen<::e peaks with. 
periods of high mean paily air temperature (Fig. 5) 
indicates a temperature i nfluehce on emergence. More beetles 
' . 
emerging from. ·the sun-exposed· south side of tree boles than , 
.., fro~ the -shaded north.lside during the lTrst part of the 
.. 
emergence p~riod "(Fig. ;6) is -evidence that temperature is 
important in l3overn i ng start of emergence. Before 
' 
overwintered beetl~s e~erged' their fl·ight muscles increased 
in size to enable f 1 ight. Since fat body, size did not 














-development was likely provided by fe~diing.\ Food in the guts 
of emerged beetles is evidence of feedilng before emergence. 
I 
The sun-exposed south sides of t .ree bo1es ·h~ve the highest 
I 
/subcortical temper'} t ures in winter and 1ear ly\ spring ( p'owell 
1967; Danks 1978). Therefore, larch be+ les bverwintering in 
the south. side ~ikely commenced 'feeding\, flig!_:t."musc'le 
development and· erne rgence. earlier than ~eetles in the north 
side. Differ~n~lh._emergen~e with respe1t to ttree ;:pect ha.s 
be.en. observed for other Dendrocton'-'5' sp~,cies (Lucht et al . . 
J I •' 
• I 
1974! Safrany i~ f!nd Jahren 1970') and for 1 species of 
. 
Trypodendron. (Dyer 1962) and Ips (Gehrkenand Zac kariassen 
. 1 977) • 
Earlier emergence of females than males (Fig. 5) ~s 
likely not temperature ' related but conforms with the 
~..generalization , .. hat the sex which. selects a:nd attack:; host ) 
trees emerges first (Stark 1982.). 
« 
It is not known why1 emergence at 5 m started two. to 
' . 
'four days lat~r than at the lower he'ights (~ig. 7). 
, 
Temperature influences on larch beetl e · flight, host 
attack and reemergence was also evi~~nt. At t ack peaks, which 
reflect peaks 'of flight, coincided ,rith pea~s in mean daily 
air te~perature (Fig. 9) and ·most reemergenh e peaks and 
I 
~ I 
declines coincided with temperature ·increasles and decreases, 
respectively (Fig •. .1 1). 0 
. (I 
•· f e. 
·~----
_J 
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Occurrence of emergence, attack· (and hence flight) an~) 
reemergenceoetween · 10:30 and 17:00 hours each day suggests 
that these processes are also iQfluenced by temperature on a 
" 
0 diurnal basis since these hours are usualJ,y the waimest _o_f 
' 
the day. However, D. sf/:nplex emergence m~y al'so be 
.. 
influenced .by' circadian rhythms as has been reported for 
' . 
Dendr'Octonus pondero~ Hopkins · (G.r.ay et al. 19?-2; Watso~ 
. I : 
19.70). Circadian rhythms mar· .a+so occur for l~rch beetle . 
I 
flight, host at~ack and re~me.rge.~ce • 
. · 
A pr~qu1site for .bark .beetle. acdvi'ty is temperat\.t"'i;..es 
~ r 
above the lower threshold for . that activity. Threshold 
, 
temperatures usually vary bet;wee~ .... ~s.J:..~_viti.~pecies and 
localities (Annila 1969; Rudin.sky ·and . ~ite 1956). Lower . 
. ', I \. 
I I • ...... l\ "\ 
,.,.threshold temperatures for larch ~etle 'activities could not 
. \.... . . 
be precisely determined s i nce only mean dai·ly·· air . 
. , -- . . . ~ , . 
' . . 
...... . 
temp~~a .tur:ef¥ w·eee ~c:bta i ned for these . st ud.i-es. The ref are, 
alt;l{ough larc.h beetle emergence and host attack did not 
I ~ 'y • 
o¢cur . on days when mean air temperature was 4 °C.·Or le~s 
(Figs: 5, ~the th~eshold tempeli·atures for . these activiti'es 
is likely sli'ghtly h i gher tha_IJ... -4 °C beca4se air ~ temperature 
.,. ~-9' the 'part of~the day when th~se ~ct i v ~des· 'occur. is . 
ge~erally pigher tha the mean for the entire day. Emergence 
"" 
'\ · 
· of most Dendroctonus sp~C:}e_ s begins at 7 to 14 °C (Wood 
1982). 'Erne rgen.ce, host at t ·ac'k and reemergence involve .the 
basic activit~es of walkin~ ~ndfunneling. _There'"fore, 
threshold temperatures fo _~ ,.. all three _processes . is li ke3 
about the sa~e.~reshold temperature for flight i s ·~e~y 
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• 0 
,., 
slightly higher. Peaks of host attack, which reflected 
f l.i ght p~a ks, _occurred on da,ys when mJan -air temperature was-
10 °C or higher (Fig. 9) suggesting that flight threshold 
t.emper·ature was · close to . 10 .. °C, likely sligh.tly higher. 
,H~wev~r, most larc:h be.etl,.s may. ·not ~~-Y _unt-H:-air · 
· tempera.t_ure is much h~gher . than the threshold. This has been 
reported for several species. of Denc:lroctonus. and other 
. . · . ', ' ' ' .. ' . . ' 
~colyt _id >gen.era · {~man an~ coie. 1983: Annila J 969: Rudin sky 
•'· and. _vi·t·~ .19s6;· ·wood 19B2:r. Atta~ks ·that .oc~urred on days 
' wh~n ·:a ,i( - t·e~p~r!tures 'we~~ h·~gher· · than ~he .~hr·e~hold fQi: .. 
• ' • ~ o ' ' ' • : ' ' I ' ' , . ' '\ '• 
.. • attack · but. - l.o-~er .than· the ·flight ·thr.eshold .could have. been 
.. ( •• • ·~ • ~ • c:. • . • • ' .. . • ~ .; • •• ' · ' - ' • • f; 
· · initiated by beetles that Had· f ·lown to· new4losts ~~ previous . 
( . . . .. . ' . ' ,., . . . 
days but h~~ .failed to i.ni~•te· attack!· 
~ . . () . ~ 
. . 
In· margi-'~~1 ·c ·l ·i~~s. bark beetle !=lct ·ivi~i,~~ may pe 
. • .. '- • . 'I • 
'__..: ...... grea~ly prolorige¢1 because -temperatltre fre_q~en~ty · drop_s below 
. • . ... ! 
. \ 
.· . the thi:'esh:old·.·: s·pring t,limate,on th~ Avalon -~Di.n~ula is 
~ ·. 
· char.acter i~~d .•Y freq~1J~ p_e.riod~ o·~. r_ain, fog and mean 9 
.daily ~i~ · temperat~r.es·below 10' °C ~ 'warm·periods-tend to be ' 
• ·, ' • ~ 1-. .. • • • '\ ~ ;- • • • • • ,_... ... 
. of-- short durjl t ion . . ari~ warm _ s~nny periods even . . shotfter '· { . . . ' . 
(I!:a ·nf _ield . t_983) ~ This matc,iinal cli'mate ·wa·s refl!cted by th~ 
.. . . -- ' 
e ... rra·t i~ sp_ring emE}.(_ge.ric~ - '0~ ~ D l sImp lex which lasted 44 days. 
· · .· T.his. r~s~lted. in .a lo·n~ flight•perioQ· and a long attack 
, ' ,. . • ' -~ • ' • ' I • , • • 
p_er.io9 · of··. 4~ days .·{Fig •. 9) .• fimilar results haYe been 
• • ' " j • • 
. repo_rt~d ·t-~r -Try/xxlen~ron ~~d ·Ips· ~me~gen·e:~· , fi. ight , ~~a · host 
attack ·i·n F'inland ~(A.nn1la 19G9; Annlla et ~1-. 197~) - . The · 
. . - ·- ' ' . . 
;. ,.,-- . .----:- . ' . 
r . fir.st 0. $/mple:x reemerg'enee period, which o~curre'cJ. in 
_... ..... " ~ . . ' . " . , " ' \ 
s~~er, wa~ . only ~2 . . days long. llkely._ 4.ue to . tn,:. hig"-r 
: ~ ~ 
...... 
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less variable air_tempetatures (Fig. 11) • . The short duration 
'of 25 days for eacn the seconQ attack and second reemer.gence 
.. 




• 1.-.h . ,. .. _ ,., 




The int~~val between·start of emergence or reemergence 
• l , 
. 
and start of the following a.-ttack period is. liKely related 
to t~mp~rature, · aithough ~ind speed ~nd the proximity of 
su.i tab.le 'hosts may .al~C? be· imp~r~·~nt ·.jhe e~~ht. day interv~~ 
·· 4rr~m t_he start of spr1f'!g emer,g~nce ~the flrst attack may 
r • j 
·be due.ito .the · four · days of cold weather just after emergence 
began (Fig. 5 )·. ·~owever ,·. the n i.n; ~ay . ,interval . _from , the 
' - . .· ' 
start of ~~e firs~ 'reem~~gence peri~d to the.start of the 
' 
secoQd attack period cannot be explaine~ by inclement 
t weather since air t:mperatures were high at the time (fig. 
/ 
11) .,h' ~. 1. 'l d d ' 1 b'l' . f • T 1s 1nterva 1s r~ ate to 1spersa a 1 1t1es o 
reemerged~ adults which is \rscussed .in .a .separate" sect'i on. 
~ __..... 
,._ ,. 
The length of time that beetles spehd in hosts before 
. . 
reemergei}Ce. is dependent ·Upon egg gallery ·construct ion and • 
ovi~ositiori rates and {s~ ther~f6re, te~perature related 
since egg gallery construction ·rate va·ries greatly with · 
temperature (Ta'ble sf. Although not investigated, 
ovipositi-on· rate · is .likely also temperature related, as is 
. . . 
• I 




aT.· 1984; Wag·ner 'et al. 1981 >. Although dai.ly. air ' 
. . . \ .. 
temperature du~ing first and 'second brood pr.oduction in 1983 
' 
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.. 
a~arently not en,ugh to cause a signific~nt difference in 
• 
average ·brood production rates between first and second 
broods ~hich were 32 and 30 days, respectively. 
Number of brood~ pe~ year 
I 
--
Temperature ·appears to b~6t yery important in 
influencing tht!' number of D:-""'slmplex broods produced- per-
year- iri. Newfound-land .• Larch beetle ·adults may be capable of 
. . . . ~ . .. ... 
. • · . 4 1 .. _ l . -
· producing . more than one brood· ·per year but most may be 
. . . • t -
- . 
:· prevented · f.Jom dol.ng so by their i.nabilit.Y_t'o fly to new ~ .. 
' I • • ' • 
ho~ts foliowing' r'e·emergence bec~us~ fli·ght' muscles did not .: 
. . . . . . . . . . ·.. . .. \ 
com~let~ly regenerate. A sample size of twelve bee~les in 
1983 was too · small to judge .fhe proportion of reemerged . 
... 
adul t.s capable of f 1 ight. Ho_wever, ~nly 17%' of 96 reenier_ged· 
beetl.es collected in 1984 hiid fully deyeloped fli 'ght muscles 
and were judge~ _ capable of~light. Therefore, . most beetles 
' . would have to walk to· new posts to establish a second brood. 
This greatly limits dispersal of a population ~fter initial 
establ ishme~in a location. The di·spersal .range of yllking 
·beeflea· is apparentiy ~mall since only the two girdled tre~~ · 
. 
. . 
closest _(2 to 3m away) to. Brood . I t~ees were,attacked by 
reemerged ~eetle's 'i~ 198'3 even . though there weie four other 
. -· . -
.- girdled and eight to ten non-girdled trees within a 20 m 
./ 
radius. ~lso, in 1984 re~~erged p~rents lacking fully 
. d~ve)()ped flight 1\lUScles att:9cked only ·the larch bolts \ 
. ' 
Bl•ced t _m fr~m first . brood tree~ but not material farther 
away whi~h was only attacked~y beetles with fully developed 











flight muscles. Thus, most reemerged parents are effectively 
excluded from the second attacking population~ The 
proportion of reemerged beetles capable of flight is 
probably too small to overcome the resistance of and, hence, 
. 
successfully attack standing, uninjured larch' and may be 
• 
able to establish second broods only in standing weakened 
' tre~s, fallen trees, stumps and logging sla~h. The 
- - · 
t 
~ 6bserfation that second broods were produced only in girdl~d 
... 
. . 
trees and cut bolts in both 1983 ·and 1984 and that no 
s·tandi ng, uninjured trees .wer.e at tac·ked_, lend§,. ..support . t<:> 
' · . . 
this theory. 
~ Lawko and Dy~r (1974) report~d that 8~% of re~me~ged . 
... Dendroctonus ruffpennfs (Kirby·) were unable to fly because 
th~ir flight muscles were too small. They suggested that 
some beetles may have been forced out of their galleFies by 
resin flow before they could regenerate new flight muscfes. 
) 
However, this does not explain lack of complete flight . 
muscle regeneration in D. simplex since little resin flow 
~ from la~ch waa observed during the study. Lack of fully 
. \ . . . . 
developed flight musc~~in reemerged D. sfmP.lex has n·ot 
. ' -been reported previously • 
. simps on ( 1929) reported one brood of 0. sImp I ex pe.r 
year in 1925 and 1926, three. in 1927 and two in 1928 in New 
lrunswick. However, his . studi ~ s were done using .caged larch 
bolt,s and beetl.es ~that. reemerged adults did not 'have to 
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two broods of D. simplex in one y~ar (locality unknown) but 
the second brood· was produced in felled larch lying close to 
stumps from which adOlts were reemerging. Othei felled trees 
lying slightly farther away were not attacked. This ~y 
suggest that reemerged beetles qid not fly. 
~ ~ood development 
The e.f feet of temperature . on D. sfmpl,ex brood 
.. 
·development rates is . evident fro.it la'bo~atory ~t~ies where 
• instar developmental time decreased. wit.h increa'fed rearing ·. 
te~p~rat~re (Table ·11). However, instar developmenfal times 
were difficult to meature for ·field popul~tions. Est.imate;' ... 
' of inst~r developmental times for field populations, 
calcula t~d as the interval between dates of f.i rst . appearance 
~ 9 
· Of succaeci~ng ' instars in field sampies (Table 12), are 
likely inaccurate because: (1) the interval between samples 
• _(ii~e days) was · long and (2) estimates .were based on the . ~ ,r· .. & 
. . 
small proportion of the tdtal populatio~ that mo~lted to a 
new insta; before the ofhers and may not be: ·representative 
,. ,. . 
of t~e entire population • . ~9wever, thete is ~vidence of a 
I ' ... 
~ temper.ature. influence on- 0.. simplex development in fieid 
. populations as .developmental time of the !pupal stage in' 
"' . ... ' 
Brood ·I·I was much lo~ger·than for the same instar · in Brood I 
(Table 12) •.. The developmental times of the third and fourth 
latval ~~sta~§ al~o mai h~ve been longer for Brood II but 
~ .. . . . . 
this was not- evident from the field data for develo~~ent 
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estimation method. However, tbe duration of these two 
139 
instars, as well as pupae, in field populations in 1983 was 
/ 
much longer for Brood II than for Brood I (Fig. 19). This 
implies a slower development rate, likely due to . low 
temperature which averaged 6 °C lower for the duration of 
these instars in Brood I I than in B~ood I' (Tabl\ 12). The 
differences in brood development, as measured by a 
development · index,' betw.een the t~.o BrQod I samp.le tree.s at 
. .r• . -
·each sample ~e-riod {Fig. _21) may -.also be att.ribu_ted to. 
. . 
temp~ratur~. Tree.#l · was const~ntly ·shaded arid, thei~fore, 
. . ,..,.- . . . ...... " . . . 
l . . ' 
subc·ort.ic_al \teiJ!Peratures we.re .likely lo-wer than those .of the 
. . . .. . ' 
~n-exposed Tree 2.where D. simplex development was alway~ 
slightly ahead ·of that in -Tree 1 (Fig·. 21.) • Similar resul·t s 
have been reported for Ips typogf"aph_us L• (Annila 1969). 
Estimates of instar developmental times for Brood I in 
' ~ . 
1983 were generally similar to those reported by Prebble 
(1933) for New Brunswick .field po·pulations (li.kely first 
brood) in 1929 (Table 12). H'owever, developmenta~ times for 
I 
the egg .and first and secorid larval instars were almost 
-. twice a_~ long as ·· those measured f .~ew Brunswic~ , _. ) • 
popul~tions possibly because of lower spring temperatures 1n 
Newfoundland. " . 
By influencing 'br"'od development rate temperature 
influences the proportion of a broo~ that matures .before 
• 
winter. Thi!i proportion is . importa.n·~ because only the adult 
stage is cold hardy. The · number of brood that rea~h~ 
\ 
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. . . 
adulthood before start of w1nter thus directly affects the 
·size of the attacking population the following spring. Some 
D. simplex la~e were reported to survive winter in c~ged 
·lar.ch bolts in New Brunswick in 1927 (Simpson 1929) but 
" 
these boits were likely at ground level anQ covered with an 
~ 
insulating layer of · snow auring most of the winter. However, 
sno"r levels around bas~s. /of trees on. the Avalon Peninsula 
during most years are ~sually less tha~ 50 em ~nd fb~ roost 
of th~ ·winter ~now do~s not cover any ol the · tree base. 
- I . There is generally much more snowfall. in most othe.r parts ·of 
the-. range 'of D. simplex which .may insulate larvae in the 
. -< 
I · 0 lower bole ~f standing trees and in stumps and fallen 
' . . 
material enabling- them to 'better· survive the winter. 
Nonetheless, several workers report young adults to be the 
principal ~verwinterin9 sta~e in mai~land. Canada and the 
nor'theastern 'United States (Blackman and Stage 1918;- Swaine 
191l; Wood 1963). 
Vol tini·sm 
~ .. \ ' 
\ . 
One -larch beetie generation was~roduced in each ·summer 
' . -· , 
of 1983 and 1984~ Other workers· also report one generation 
per year in other parts of the species· range (Bla~kman and 
. . j 
·stage .1918; Hopkins 1909; Si~ps9n 1929; Wpod 1963). Swaine-
• " .. . , . 
(1911) .reported two generations in ·one year in Quebec but· 
h~s "second ge~era~ion" may have been a · second .br9od. He· 
observed some brood adults emerging in August and ·at.the 
\ . . 

















that the brood adults were starting a new generation. 
I 
However, these new attacKs may have been caused by 
" 
reemerging parents. New brood adults also emerged in late 
summer · and early fall in Newfo~n_dland (~ig~2} but lacke_d 
fully deve-loped f]Jght muscles and were judg~incapable . of 
flight to ·new hosts. They did not produce a second 





_.... _.... .. . 
" 
re-entry for 'hibernation at the base ·of trees has been 
Emergence of new brood adults befor~ winter and 
-~ 
• ' 
reported for only D. rufipennis within the genus 
Dendroctonus. This habit enhances survival because to 2 m 
of tree base is usually covered by snow in winter keeping 
~einperatur:~~ there· near 0 °C (Schmid and Frye 1977) ·-~f)C?.W 
I 
cover also protects beetles from w9odpecke~ . predation 
(S.chmid•and Frye 1977). However, snow . cover_ed only 20 to 30 • · 
·[ 
ciAo£ tree bole ~or only 'two to · three weeks d~r.1 ng the 
-
winters of 1982/83 and 1983(84 at the study site and this 
gave beetles overwintering at the tree bases little 
. .... 
protection from cold. As a result, ov~rwintecing ~ortal i ty 
of D. simplex at 0.5 m was "at lea$t as high as at other 
height·s during the 1982/83 winter (T~ble 17). How.~ver '· there 
was no woodpecker predation below 1 m. Movement of D . 
. 
simplex to lower p~rts. of t'ree boles may have I survival value 
in regions where snowfall is greater. 
• 
~ ' 













I do not know why only 'a portion of 0.\ simplex brood 
t 
I 
adults emerged to hibernate in tree bases. ~mergence of D. 
ruflpennfs for hibernation at tree bases w.ls 3% to 88% for 
the years in which investigated (Knigh 
_,... . ...-. 
The decrease •in mortality of D. simplex adults at 
• I 
various temperature treatments from early fall to winter 
(Table 18) indicates developm·ent of .cold hardiness-;' Lower 
. ' ' 
. \ . . . -
/mortality among acclimated beetlei th~n among _pon-acc~imated 
. ones (Table .19) also suggests· ·an incr~ase · in cold tolerance. 
The· method b~ . which D. simplex increases cold h~rdiriess · i~ ·--­
not known. Cold hardiness in some other scolytid species is· 
.._, ~ . . 
. . 
increased by prod.uc.tion or increased production of 
cryoprotectants such as glycerol and sorbitol {Amman and 
' . 
Cole 1983; Gehrken .and Zackariassen 1977; Ri~g 1977). Larger 
size or higher concentrations of cryoprotectants may be 
involved in the higher survival of females than males. Such 
differential survival of cold has be~n reported ro~-u; • 
pof)derosae (Safranyik 1~76; ~atson 1971) .where higher le~els 
. { . . 
of sorbitol in females may account for their higher surviyal 
- . 
(Ring 1984 - personal communication). The larger average 
size. of lardh beetles ·that survived cold temperatures (Table 
20) may simply reflect the larger average size of · females. 
"~etter ~urvival of cold treatments by larger beetl~s than 
smaller ones has been reported for D. ponderosae (Safranyik 













At most, only two broods and one generation of D. 
f 
simplex per year occurs in Ne.wfoundland. Climate is the most 
. -important -factor influencing seasonal l'ife history of D . 
. -- . 
si~1ex. The climate generally permits be¥les :o .lay two 
complemel'lts of eggs per year • . However, the number of parents ...... 
. ~· ~ . 
. ~ 
a·ble to establish a· second brooq is much smaller than for 
• t' ' ' - . 
the fi~st - ~e~ause most r~emerged beetles cannot fly to new 
. hosts. Such a small number. of beetles may not be able to t-' 
., -
overc~me the resis~ance 6£ ryeighbou&ing, healthy trees ~nd 
may be capable of producing second broods only in . breeding 
·material which has little or no resistance such as injured 
~ees, stumps and fallen material (windthrows, logging 
slash1. Also, a large proportion of the second brood will 
likely be killed by cold before reaching maturity. Hence, 
" . 
the second brood does not contribute significantly to the 
~ 
ov~rall population the foll~ing spring~ Since climate is 
not c;.onducive to- produc.tion of a second la·rch beetl.e Jr~od, 
lack . of complete f~~gbt muscle regeneration in most 
' - -- . 
. -· 
reemerged beetles may be a result of selection . for a single 
brood per year in Newfoundland. \ . -......... 
I • 
4.1.2 ' Host selection and colonization •• 
, 
,~ike most scolytids D. sfmplex is selective. in its 
colonization of host plants with respect to both host 



























larch trees weakened by factors sue~ as defoliation 
flooding, fi~e ancl ~ogging (Drouin and Turnock 1967; J 
Grisdale and MacLeod 1962; Hopkins 1909; Wood 1963; {982). 
•> 
Attack susceptible tree's··-comprise a relatively ·scarce and f 
temporary resource whose suitability does not e~tend beyond 
one beetle gen~ration and whose distribution through6ut the 
environment is scat.tered {Raffa and Berryman 1980). • 
('h~refot'e, larch beetles muSt detect and exploit ·r~so~s 
which ·have an unpredictable spatial and temporal 
-·~ 
distribution. 
The mechanism of ·host sele~tio~ for many .species of 
.,. 
. 
~colytids has been postulated.to be initiated by host odors 
. 
which beetles detect and follow to the sou~e (Andersen 
1977; Moeck et al. 1981; Heikkenen 1977). This is termed 
"primary attraction". An alternate hypothesis is random 
ini~ial landing of bee~les on vari~us hosts and non-hosts. 
Beetles landi~ bn suitable hosts, detected by gustatory 
. . - ----.-- , 
cues (Raffa and Berryman 1980), initiat~ gallery formation 
- . 
a«d produce an aggregation pheromone, whereas, beetles 
landing on non-suitable hosts redisperse (~ynum and Berryman 
1980; Moeck et al. 1981; Raff~ · and · ~erryman 1980; Wood 
I 
1972). Such a strat~gy ensures that a larger proportion of 
the host population will _be investigated and that few 
. ... 
susceptible.hosts will escap~d~tection. I obs~rved !acch 
beetles . landing on tree specl~s other tha~ larch and on 
. - ' 
larch which, subsequently, were. not at tacrtred. Thi ~- may 
"' . ..._. .. 
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The defences of larch trees selected for attack by 
pioneer D. simplex must be overcome before colonization is 
successful. Like many other conifers species, healthy larch 
~ ' defend by extensive pitch product ion in response ·._t'O·,bark 
-~ ' \ . 
beetle attack (Drouin and Turnock 1967). The tox-ic resin 
entraps a~d kills or expells oeetles attempting to bore into ~-
the· tree. There was very little pitch production by 
ungirdled larch attacked· by D. simplex at .. the study site in 
1983, perhaps indic~ting a highly weakened state. However., 
' . . 
•. <I 
there was much· pitch production by many naturally attacked 
• 
trees acro~s Newfoundland in 1979, 1981 (Ras)e 1983 -
p~rsonal communication) and 1984, causing many unsuccessful 
colonization attempts. 
Many scolytid species use mass attack to overcome tree 
defences (Wood 1982). Mas~ attack is facilitated by the 
production of aggr·egation pheromones ·by the pioneer beetle-s· 
. ... 
(females in the genus Dendroctonus). 'Aggregation pheromones 
. . 
are produced in the midgut ahd transported to the 
environment by f.rass passing through th~ gut (Wood . 1982). 
. -- . 
. . 
Th~se pheromones attract beetles of 'both sexes to the same 
tree where they also construct entrance hole~. However, not 
all larc~ beetle fema_les' cons~Jucted their _own :ntrance 
ho.les •. Some u'sed entrance hol~s constructe? by other females 
~ich likely conserved energy by rel iev.ing the female .of the 
task of boring through the outer bark and overcoming tree 
resistance. The near s iinul tan.eous at tacks by beet 1 es 
responding to aggregation pheromone overwhelms tree defences 
.. 
. ' 
- . _ _._ 







' ' . enabling succ~ssf~l coloniz&tion (Wood 1982). The larc~ 
beetle also mass attacks trees and pre~umably produces an 
. 
aggregation pheromone, although one was not demonstrated • 
. .. -- -· 
boles with phloem thickness of 2 mm or more (Table 2) and 
observations of abandoned entrance ho~es in regions. with 
146 
Ve.fY thin __ phl.oem suggests that females may also respond to, 
physical factors such as p_hloem thickness. w~n selecting ·a 
site to start gallery ~onstruction. It would~e ~ore 
b·en-eficiaL for beetles to construct galleries in thicker 
---
. • . . W · 
phloem since tu~neling~in . thin phloem would .necessitate deep 
scoring of the wood surface which . would utilize energy that 
could otherwise be put . into reproduct i_ori. ·:Also, brood 
produced in thin phloem may be more su~~ep~le to 
dess ica t i_on. ---
. •. I 
.... " . •' 
4.1.3 Mating and egg gall~~Y construction 
. 
·Males were genera~~Y not present when-1emales initiated 
g~llery construction. Femafe behav.iour before male · arrival 
differed from that after male arrival. Galleries were kept 


















probably exposed the aggregation ne in the frass to 
the environment for dispersal as as prevented galleries • 
from becoming blocked with frass would obstruct male, 
entrance. ~~lar behaviour has been reported for 0. 
.. . 
ponderosae (Amman 1975; Rasmussen.1974). When males aQ;ived 
they cleared the frass and constructed turning niches and .. t 
~ <' 
vent~lation holes whic~ · likely enabled females to put more 
~ . 
ener .. gy into egg production (Amman 1975:-- Rasmussen 1974'; Rei)} .• , 
1958a). Also, egg gallery'construction rate doubled after " 
ma)es arrived. 
... 
Stridulation by males before entrance into galleries 
... 
may serve to stop production of aggregation ph~romone by 
fem\.i~s (R~~insky 1 ~~~ . ~r may ~o~ ter~ i to~.~a .i 
beha~r· d1scourag1ng other ·male.s from enter1ng male 
't . 
occup.led galleries thereby distributing the male population 
\ " 
more eff~ciently (M~Ghehey 1968). ) 
. .. 
~ 
There are sever~l possible factors that det~rmine egg · 
gal_lery len;th and ~pe. The vertical nature of D. simplex 
:galleries may minimize severing of vertical resin ducts and, 
• •• hehce, resin flow· (Stark 1982). The sinuous ahd branching, 
t 
• • gallery pattern may reflect a•tendency for 
' . 
females to avoid 
o~er galleries. by t'utrling away from ithem. . ,,, As more phloem i& 
~tilized avoidance of other galleries become's diff-icult 
resulting in galleries intersecting 1nd . anast~mosing. The 
great variatio·n ''In egg galler.y length ('f:able. 4) . may~ ·be . 
related to available unused phloem.- Femal,.es in i l. ia t ing -- · 
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'. . l . 
galleri~s toward t~e end of the attack per~od may find 
I 
. 
1 it tle unus~ ' phloem. and be forced to construct si'iorter. 
,; .} \ . . 
galleries.- (Wagne·r et ·aT.. 1982}. ~!though larch beetle attack 
1 
. - . 
densi ~w.:_s much lower for Br9od I x·. trees than for Brood I 
. II t' •· ~ • 
trees (Table 9), ·average egg- g·allery .. lenqth was shorter 1n 
' . ' 
B~-~od ·I I t;.fees '(T~ble '4J •. P.ossiqly this was due to greater 
}esistarice-of Brood It trev, colder t'en1pe.ratures or lower 
""! . 
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. o~IJ.ggs· lai~ ~s a density depe~den·~· 'funct'i~~ ··o_f. at.t:ack _i~g · 
adultS ( ie •. crowdi,.g) .wit:l\ adults 'effiCi.ently ·u~illzing · · · .· ' 
~tb~~- · reso~rces. by p~oduci~g ·more. e~gs per pa .i'r ·. (~/P). and.'·· . ·. ·· . . · 
' ' 
. . .. . ! 




. t ~ • 
. · .... condi,tiohmman and, Pac;e· 1976; Cole 1962_/ 197.3; Coulson et . ' .· 
• l" ~ • r . 
· ·ar. 1978;- McMullen and Atkins 1961). Proxim'ity of otheJ" 
, • '- ~ j • 
. · gailer ies · may b-~ det~ct~d 'by_ ~udi t .ory signa.l.s ( st'r idula t i 'on ,· "' ~ . r . • 
tn the· phloem · ) . · .bo~ing n6ises) . or qtialitaiive.change~ . . ----- . . . . . . . . # .. ' • .. '-. . .• • 4 " .-
· .< (_dehydration, spread o~ :lllicroorgani.sms introduce~ -~ 
· ·;_ beet.s.~ ·ch~mical . c~'anges etc .-~~gn~r e.t. a( ~) • . The _I'· 
' ' o' ' f ' : I ' • ' • ' ': .; ~ 4 
ef.fects _ of . ~r:ow_d _,.g .~on,. o~~os1t~o~ ~•Y_ : b~ . offset - ~Y . ~ , 
increased 'fo~d .supply (-ie. 'thicker phloem>:. Thus c>Viposition ·· 
. -.. 
• • • • ' • " <• 
' ; I ' • ' • " • • • ' f • • • ' • ( 




. , . ' . . -
• • • ,. f • 1,. <\ 
{Amman 19728'•} ~ Ther'e .is evidence--to support ana· contradict 
~ ....,.-- .. r • " ' • ~ ' ' ' • ' , ' , i ,__.........-
' • . . .... .. . +. ,. ·~ ... ...... 
that ·o . . slmplextexhibits ·sin1ilar· responS"e to crowding ~nd- ·· 
' ·' .' .· · . - f,. "' ~:~~ isupp~y> ·7!~rs1 of .be~tles.rod)lced t.o larch bOlts:, 
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. - ~-t -.J 
::__~Foduced significantly higher E/P ~bl\._,8) . a~d E/cm (Table 














· respond~ng to the much more crowd~d donditions 
_I trees 'by producing fewer eggs and by spacing 
" . in t~e~rood 
. t .. 41 
eggs !'arther 
apart. Afdi•t ionally, the Brood I tr"ee ~h~.,t exhibited th~'·- ~ . • 
. ,higher E/cm also possessed significantly th.icker phloem and 
T 
"'. lower: egg gallery length per I l 00 em :a (GLL <:an· index p"f 
·,crowding). · However, r~gressibn of E/cm on phl'qem thic.kness 
!· \ 
and GL accounted f'~r~nly 4% of .total vari:ation indica'ting · 
~ . .  . 
that the two . predic~Qrs had yery _little. influence on E/c~. 
. ~ 
The conside.rable .~nexplained v~riance in. E/cm m~y-· be 
. . . ' . 
.. . .. . . . .. . . . . 
. attr-ibuted. to unm~asured . var i'ables . such as • tr~e · · re:s'istance 
• 
. . . 
(~&pin J)~~~uction') ·, phloem. quality ·.(moistUfe content, 
\ 
microor.gar{isms) and .air tEfmpeE;"ature (exposure) ·(Amman 19~a, 
·\. . 
. , 
1972b;·· ·Beanlands 196·7: Wagner et. al. 1981): 
~ \, - -
• 
.. • - !-~ -
. Alth~ugh Brood II trees were ~ess densly. attacked' than 
. ' . ~ . .. ,_...,;, .- .. 
Brood I trees there was rio sigri'ifica~~ difference ~n E/cm 
~ . 
' . 
between the two (~ppendix D). It i.s not known,. why. t'ewe~ ~ggs 
0 •• • , • t 
were produced ' per· pair of beetles in Brood IJ'trees than inA 
. .. ' 
B.rood~ trees (Table . 8). 
..... ' ~ ' : . . . 
• c: · . 
which .was: observed to 
. . . : .. 
-·. 
It may. be due to . resin product..ion ·, 
. . . . • •. I ' ~ 
be much 'higher f'or Brood I I· trees than. 
for ~Brood? tree/'" : . 
. \ 
. ~ ' . . •' . 
. . ( 
. . .. · .. 
-
· Brood denii ty ·has also be~n rela.t~d to phlo~tn 'thickness 
. . 
. ·wi.th hi'gher densit~e_s · o!-=~ur r ing . i) t~i~~er · ph~oem . (Amman 
-· 1972a,; .Amman and Pace 1976) ~ .J."elat1onship wa·s not 
~... . - I 
ob·served for 0-. ,,~lmplef as regression ~! Stood d~nsijY on 
1<. . . ' ' 
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' 
phloem thickness resulted in a low rJ value of 0.02. Lower 
. -bro6d density ·in B'ood II trees (Table 9) was simply a ' 
. , 
reflection of low attack densitie~. 
The maximum of . four eggs .. per niche is due to there 
being four· ovari_oles per fe_!Jlale. Hence, only four_ eggs can 
mature at~ a time. Thi.s agrees with data pres~nted by S'Waine 
. 
' (1911) for D. simplex. However, Hopkins (1909) reports as 




Flight muscle pi~tolysis, f~t . ~~dy ~egeneration, and 
. -
gon~d enlargement during ·egg gallery construction and 
oviposition is common among scolytid~ (Atkins and farris 
1962; Gray.' a_n~ .Dy_er 1972; McC~~riqge a'nd Mata· ~~69; Reid · 
1958b, 1962). It has been hypoth~sized that _flight muscle 
;,.nd
4 
fat .body degenerat.i~n·.~ur~ng_th: ~ep'ro~uct~:ve phase 
---p~ovic,ies /nergy and materials .for r~producti~tt processes 
. . . ~ "~ . . 
(Atkins and Farri .s 1962; Hocking 195~). While feeding by D • . 
.. . 
simplex adults during gallery con.structio~ likely provides 
. . ' 
- some energy and ltfteriais for repr·oduct ion, . flight muscle 
~ 
. and fat body ~egeneration likely prov~d~s jt ·much fas~er 
. ·.· 
enabling ovipo\i ti~n to begi.n and reach a maximum sooner. 
~pt muscle degeneration. may also function to _provid& more 
· ~ooin f~r. developing gonad;, especially · ovari ,e~, ;yhich e·xterid 
-into the · metathorax fl fligh4uscl ~. d~crea~ke i .n .size (Reid 
. ' ' \ ~ f9sa·br. · · ·· ·· J· · 
\. . 
' 
' The time ·requ'ire/ f~.r 9 d dev lopment· in 0. s lmp1ex 
· ' . . :-". 
accounts lor · females at the star.t of g?· . 
. ~ c ~ . 














the, initial- egg free portion of galleries. Tne egg free 
• 
_term~~l portion ~£ ... galleries may be due to cessation of 
'·oviposition to prepare fo..r flight muscle regeneration and 
---
151 
other internal changes before reemergence. This has also · 
.-
been hypothesized for Dendroctonus frontalis Zimmerman 
I 
· (·Wagner et a 1t 198 f) • \ 
\ • 
-4.1.5 Breod development ·and behaviour 
The observation of four larva.l in stars for D. s lmplex , · 
.. ~ . . I 
.. 
in ~ewfoundl_and (Fig. 18) ·agjees with that of Prebble· ( 1933) 
fo.r ~~~. Br.unswick . .popula,ions. Ho.wever, ~vera9e ht.ad. capsule . 
·widths of iarval ins tars :>ere larg~r phan those ·r~corded by · . . · 
Prebble 1Table 10) • -~ is. !lot Qn ~~~. Lindrot·~ ( t963) . . 
observed that some ground <beetle sp~cie~ were la'l'ger in 
Newfoundland 'than in some other parts of their range and 
. 
Genge ( 198Sr noticed ~he same for caddisfly larvae. Lekander 
(f968)_ reported that the ave.rage · ra.tio between aver_age · head 
capsule widths of two cdnsecutive ins~ars of · larval 
'!tJ ' . 
scolytids 'was ~1.32 (range= -1.17 to 1.48), not much different 




factor of~ort.ed~ here for ' D. Silllplex . 
~ . . -D. $1mpl_ex .\lrood likely obta'in .most of their 
. than the growth 
\. 
nut"rients from host phloem. Although I observed a few newly "'-
. · ~ · . 
hatchec;l larvae· ing~s,Ying egg chorion and exuvia and ma11y 
' \ . larvae and adults ingesting fungus and dead nematodes, the 
nutritiona.~ value _o,._hese materials is not · known. · Moj;t ' of 
the ia·rvae . observed exhibited coprophagy suggesting that 1 
} 
.; 
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chemical changes in the excrement, brought about by action ( 
of .m.icfoorgan'isms, or the microorganisms themselves mi_ght be 
of nutrit·ional value. 
• 
Cannibalism or entomocide (killin~ without ingesting) 




(Birfy~an arid Pienaar 1973: Cole 1973: Schmitz ~ J972; Schmitz 
and Rudinsky 1968). However, ·1 did not observed this ~or D .. 
. . 
slrrtplex proge~y in rearing chambers possi.b1y be~ause · there . 
. . ' - . _, . . . 
were few encounters between progeny~ I al.po d1d not obse'rve 
• . • . - r . • • ' • 
evide11ce of cannibalism or entomocide in ·· f~eld populat·ions 
. . . . 
,_ . ' 
where ~r~od d~nsi ti.e~ -we.rejmuch higher_. 1 t is .- l.ly, .. _ .th~·t . ! 
cannibal i ~ and entomoc ide among progeny is normally' 
·-
~ . . . 
. . . 
. _.·. ~nc identa:-1 but may be an import~~t . ~at ural co~trol' 'when 
populations· are high ( Berr;man :and Pienar 1~3; Schmitz 
-; 
1 ~_7 2). . 
"' \ ' ... 4.2 MORTALITY 
' ~r 
' .. 
Instar specific mortality estimates for most lar~~l 
- -
instars· and 'pupae are thought to' be. accurate . b~c~\ise dea-d 
• i~dividuals of-these - in~tars were' ea'sily detected:' However I 
. -
~C?in~ d~ad -_.eg_g_s a.nd f i rs_t i~star~ 'larvae were· probably 
overlooked. and ·.Some may hav~ been eneirely ingest~d by 
. "' . . . ' 
- predators. Henc_e, mot tali ty f .or these in stars, _espec ia.lJY· , 
. • # . , .• - • . . .. . 
!he ~g.g,_ is· lik~J~ ~nde_restiQl4'ted •.. I f so~hen total 
~~ ~ortality from egg· to adult, calculated by multiplying 
percent mortality ..in each i .nstar by the propor,tio'n · of the 
















-original--number of individuals that lived to reach that 
.. ,_t.instar and summing f ,or al) instars, i .s also underestimated. 
Total mor~ality estimates calculated this way wer,e 
' · 
consistently lower than those based on the difference 
,_,. 
between the average density of eggs and the average density 
I . .I 
of adults after brood maturation (Tabl,e 15). The second 
\ ' 
method is considered better for estimating total mortality,· 
' Like most scolytid~ __ D. s~mplex has a high reproductlve 
rate _which, if ~eft' unchecked, would lejto.overpopulation • 
Many mortali t' factor-s, . along ~i.th foo~ .s pp_ly, a~e ·. . . 
resi>or:fi~le_ for r~~ucing D. _slmplex/ ers. Thes~ mortalit: 
factors are · basica-lly · the same .5 ·for other scotlyt id · spec ~es 
-an~.,.can be grouped into three ·~ategories'·:. host resistance,. 
abiotic factors and. biotic factors • . The mortality factors do 
c 
not exert their effects equally among all D. simplex stages 
.. ' . .... 
but, de.Pending on i'nstar suscep.t ibi 1 i.J:.y or abundance, . are~ 
1 • mot~ effecti~~ agaihst some inst~rs than others. 
.. ,. 
,.,--·· . 4 , . 




Host r~sistance (resin production) to· larcn beetle ~ 
. -
attack and gallery construction was greatest during the 
.,...--..-.. . . . . . . .. . . ' . . ' ' . 
. '-, ___ -----.~·stages _of ·n~t col~niz,ation.--only attacking ad'!lts, 
. ... 
' Et9,9S al\d early larvaltinstall' sustained mortality by · 
__.) . I. ~ .. I . r~sinosi~ • . Although· I observed onl'y four..,.att~cki.ng adults 
pi~~hed otit and k~lled . bi · re~in flow at th~ study site in 
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' among attacking-adults most years. It was common throughout 
" Newfoundland in 19.79, 1981 (Raske 1983..; personal 
\ 
communication) and 1984. Death of eggs by\ resinosis could 
not be iuentified but was likely significant. Many larch 
~ 
beetle eggs were covered with resin but I could not 
determine if this caused mortal~ty. Resinosis is bn 
important m~rtal i Jy factor among eggs of .many other scolyt id 
species (Berrym~n 1968; 1973; . Cole 1975; Reid 1963). The · 
much highe~ res~nosis-caused.mortality ·among first an4 
. . . " I . I . . 
second larval inst~rs in Brood I I trees ·as·' compared to · Br.:ood 
- ~ . 
I trt;.es (Table 16) .is underst.andable· considering the . 
apparent higher -level~ of resin production by Brooll I I · 
....... ' 
~ ,; . 
""". trees •. This may also~ .. explain the- higher total egg mortal·~ ty 
in Brood I I tree~· (~ole 14) eye_n though egg mortality by 
~ resinosis .·could n~t be determin.ecL It i"'s . likely that the 
. . 
·much. lowe~ pe_rcent ·rej!'ergence ·off· sfmp1_ex adults from . 
. .... 
· Brood II 'trees, at 61%, as compared t,o Brood I trees·, at 
90%, may also have 'been inf~uenced by higher resin 
. ( p~oduction in Brood I I t.r_ees. :! 
~ . 
4. 2. 2 Abiotic fact.~p · 
-. 
·-·-... 
- · 'The most_ important abiotic factor observed to cause 
.. mortality among D. simplex iry Newfoundland was low 
temperature whic!).killed 17%· o~ the second brood in. t983 
. . 
' 
.(Table 16) ~~ Temperatures low enough to ki 11 D. s lmp1ex 
' . . ~ 
. ..-
· usually - do .not occur until mid to lat~October and, · hence, 
cause no mortality amo~.g immatur·e instars of the first brood 
·. 
. . 
I . . : 


















which re~ch maturity by August. If a second brood is 
produced it is generally small. Therefo~e, low temp~rat~re 
~s not an important mortality factor among immature D. 
simplex even if the entire second brood is killed. Low 
temperature may be a very important mortality factor· · for 
~ ' 
overwintering adults ~lthough · it was not during the winter 
• • 
of 1982/83. Winter mortality among adults is likel~· 
.. . --
.1' • . 
influenced by w~. nter ~mperatures,, snowfall an,d the 
\ 
proportion of the .beetle population that mi~rates to tree 
• 
. . 
r ' bases b.fore winter. \ . :. ; 
Mortality of D • 
.,- ~ - . 
·. 
SimpleX due to' dehydratiO~·'COUld . not be . 
determined in this1 stu.~y. However, r · believ.e . that 
-, qehydration .may be . an .important mortality factor amqng• egg~ 
. and larvae in trees and po{tion o~ · trees· with thin phloem. 
This has been r~ported for D. pondero~~ . in the northwesterry 
Uni\ed ~.tates (Amman,...a.nd Cole 1983) • 
. { ,. 




Parasitoids were the mo~t importan. t biotic fac~or 
i j • . • 
affecting D. sf_mp1ex .pop.ulations in ·t~is . stu~y. Ail four 
larval instars were par~sitized in 1983 but the third arid 
fourth w~re mo~t severely parasitized (Table· 16) b~caus·e 
these were the instars most .abundant whe~ adult parasitoids-
were searching f o~ hosts. No pu.pal paras it. i sm<as o'bserv.ed 
~ 
,during the stuGy . (Tabl.e 16) although many species that 
- · ... A ! • 
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. . . 















. . . 
. .. 
• 
(Bushing 1965). The appar·ent absence· tf D. sfmp1ex egg 
~arasitism is not suprising sine~ bark beetle egq 
parasi~ids are relatively rare ,.{Dahlsten 1982). Egg 
parasitism maY, have ~een overlook~since egg parasitoids 
., 
156 
feed inside the chorion and are ·difficult to detect. Adult 
parasitism, a~~ may have been over looked heca"llse· parasi to ids 
~ 
of adults feed in~ernally ~nd are not readily detectable 
unless hosts ·are dissected. 
• · 
The higher total p. simplex brood mortal'ity . in. the 
· upp~r· and middle regi~ns of infested b~le as compared to • 
lower region~ ·(Table 15) ~~Y be at~rfbuted ~ainly to 
. .:..----'~ ~ 
parasitism whic~ ·was approx1~ately twlce as ~igh"io thos~ · . 
. , bole .re·gions . (Fig. 26). The ?-ifference iri D. simplex 
I ~· . 
par~sitism along tre~ bciles ·may be related to phloem 
thickness which decreases with he ig~t (Table 2). Adult 
.~rasi to ids can oviposit on or near a D.~ Imp lex 'host only 
~ , - .. 
if it can successfully penetrate . the .bark and phloem layers 
- . ~ . 
with its ovipo.itor. Therefore, the short length . of the 
. . . 
ov,c)sit.ors of D.:~ imp lex parasi:~oids 1 i kely enab_les m~re 
successful· oviposft-i.on in regions of .the bole with thin ( .-t' 
phloem ~iJ. mid~le,and uppe~ r~gion~) ·. Si~ilar results have 
; .-
been t~port~d for several other . scolytid sp~cies . (Dahlsten 





Since mortality due to .parasitism w~s calcul~ed us~ng 
only D. s·lmplex individuals tha.t had parasitoids feedi'ng on 
. ' 
. 
. ·· ·. them or that 'fere para~yzed and · had parasi.tofi _egg~ laid 
'· 
. _ _,_ •. :: V· .. 
, 
• • 
', ,,,. .. _ ... 
• 
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near them, it is likely that percent parasitism is 
underestimated. Total parasitoid impact should be viewed as 
all hpst deaths resulting from the .P..r-esence- of pa.;asi.toids, 
not just those hosts utilized for reproduction (Van D~iesche 
1983). Parasitoid induced mort'ality · must also include 
"' ... . ' . 
• pa~alyzed hosts on whi~h no oviposition occurr~d. 
t .. •. . . 
_Mortality of D. simplex due'to arth~opod predators may 
also ·have b~en underesti~ated since an individu~l was 
counted as prey ·only ··if ~predator was observed feeding upon . 
-~ . ~ 
it< All .0. ·simple?< instars .we.re preyed upon. but first and 
• . ~ 
second larval ins't-~rs ·and pupae rece·i v~d sJ ightly more 
.\ .. 
p~eda t ion pressure than q_ther instars (Table 16) • Ear~·y 
larval instars may hav~ more p~edators feedihg on them or 
. ' 
·',·---~ may be ea~ier p~pf and pupae may _be pr-~yed upon more of ten 
.\ because they are imrnobi 1~. Egg predation was not o.bserved 
j · ·. · 
\t 
,_, . . 
.., (.j' ..... ~JY""undoubtably occurs. ' . . 
- -The similarity in · predator caused mortality between 
sample heights of Brood I trees (Fig. 26) indicates that 
• 
,Phl·Oem thickness had no · effect on P .. redator succf7SS. That is 
not suprising since beetles enter D._ simplex. galleri;s· to/ - .. 
·oviposit pr feed. / , , 
'Jtlthough pathogens cause.d mortaiity among all D. 
- . ~-·' . simplex · instar~ -they ~ere more effect)ye against pupae 
(Table · 16)· suggesting that . this stage was-more susceptible. 
Pathogens 'were n<;>e identified· bu~ ·may have be·e·n bacte·r ial, 
.. ' 
fungal o~ p~otozo~n as all three groups cause mortality ih 
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, other ~olytid species (Dahlsten 1982). 
Intra- and interspecitic competition for food are 
' 11 ' t . 1' '\f D I 1 potent ~a y 1mportan morta 1 ty actors among _ .. s· mp ex 
. . ,_ -
populations. ijowever, neith!!r type ' of competition appeared 
to cause significant mortality among D. slmp.1ex in 198~ The 
.. 
possibtli ty that the number· of eggs laid per em of gallery 
by D. simplex females was influeri'ced by crowding and phloem 
;!lickness ma_Y have· red(c~d 1 intraspecific competition._ Such 
densi-ty- dependent ov.ipositi.on behaviour 'has been $Uggested 
· to r~duc~ i'ntraspeeific compet-ition in other· Dendroctonus 
. . . ' . ·, .. , 
,, . . , 
species (Dahlsten -~98-2). The low incidenc~ of othe'r phloem· · 
feedi~g .spec'ies in trees i'nhabi~~.ct _by_ D. simp lex (Table 21) · 
implies that interspecific competition was ·also low •. 
, . 
. , . 
' 
4: 3 ASSOCIATED ORGANISMS 
' After c.olonization by D. simplex, a larch tree soon 
-beco!JleS i nhabi teg by ~ther species~ ~rgan isms wh.ich are 
. - . ... ' 
·attracted to .the tree fdt one · or more of the following 
~· . \ • r-
reasons: ( 1) ·to prey upon or parasitize D. simplex or other 
organ,isms assof'~ted wi~_h · it,· (2)' to. teed~ ~n phloe~, (~) to 
teed on· fungi ·, (4 )j.to us~ D. ~·lmplex gallerie~ or bar,k 
. . 
crevices for . sh~lter o·r reproduction,' or (5) to scavenge • 
Beca~e an· infested ·t·r-~e proyides so many attractions for 
• I 
- · other organisn\'s - ~ t is not sup'rising that suC:,p a large number 
~ 
.. 
of 'species · (52) were associated with D.· simplex· field 














large numbers of other species of associated organisms 
(Dahlsten 1982}. 
_., 
· 4. 3.1 Predators and paras i toi"ds 
The major predator (Medete~a sp.) and parasitoids 
' <Roptrocerus xylophagorumr Rhopa1 fcus tutela and Spathfus 
canadensIs) of D. sl'17J~lex all have a ~ommo~ 1 i fe history 
. ' 
15,9 
pattern, with adults arriving at beetle infe·sted tree$ one 
.•. 
to two weeks afte·r the D. slmprex hos.t aftac~k period. This 
• suggests 'tha·t ·predators and parasitoiqs are· not attracted ~by 
. . . 
larch beetle pheromones s~nce pheromorfep.r·oduction. likely 
- -
stops ·w.hen females obtain mates,, as with other sc~lytid . 
' 
species (Borden 1982) ~ The interval be.tween. start of host 
' l • • 
' attack by D. simplex and arriva~ ·of parasitoids may ·have. a11 
advantage for the parasitoids. Larvae of most parasitoid 
species generally remain on one ho.st until development is 
complete (Dahl sten 1 982). Hence, larvae feed i ·ng on larger· 
hosts would have a larger food supply and ·possibly a better 
chance of completing developm·ent than t·hose on smaller 
hosts. By the t .ime parasi toids arrived at o: simplex 
& 
infested trees ·i-n 1'983 a large proportion of the b,eetle .......-..; 
brood consisted of large third and fourth in star. larvpe·. and 
. d 
these. were the stages that were most often ~ parsitized . (Table 
-16). ·This would not be of advantage ,to preda.tprs which a .re 
ca~able of consuming more than one host. 
v 
... or ··--• _ .. • - -
.. 
. 










T~e apparently higher densi:y·· of .. ~kdators in the · lower 
2 m of tree Q.o).es than in the higher regions_ may serve - tol 
l reduce ·competition with parasitoids which were twice as 
' 
abundant in the middle an_d upper 'regions-than in lower 
' . 
regions. Therefore, more predation of D ~ .simplex ~ould 
expecte~ i~ the lower bole (G?~ ·pt,edator densi~y was 
' ' ' ~igllest, ·.~ut this was not obs_er~~~- .'.(F·i~. 26).1 
, • . . , . . ·- • . . I_ . . . . .- . . ·( -- .. • ~-
··Specfes ?~ Strati'orriy·id~:~~-- · ~~etera ·al\d . R,J:ilzophtJQU{3 
be 
~re.. 
j ~ > 1 ' ' , I , 
known ·-tti · pr.ey· ·~ . . , ~ on-·scplytids- (ch·ai~,b~i'l in ·19.39 >. ·but Medet~r~ .ie; · .: 
' . 
. •. ·v-:..·. 
· · , . . a.l~·~ · ~now.n ·to 
I • . ,. ~ ' . • . . ' , ' • ' • ' I 
, , o , ' ' ~.J If I 1 "' , 
prey' on .ot-her insects. benea.th the' ba-rk· and may 
' . .. , .. .. . ;._ " . 
~: ·. .. •·. .:.· - ~ · .. be a·~ · i~portan·t. m9rtality . factc;>r of oth~r. ·.pre_dators ·an'd;. 
. : 
._ . 
. : t 
' . 
,....: ...... ~arasitoids (Be~~.er 196G). Although there were numerous 
~· ; .. _ -
othet'•:-:pred~tor , species col.l.ect~d . fr'om o·. '"sImp lex g'aller i es 
in this stu~y _ .i.t i.s not -known.- if they preyea on l·~rch 
beet~es •. oi--.t\ese $~~.cie~ _the. staphyli~id beetl~s. -were· the • 
' ~ 
.. 
· mqst abundant and pot·ent·ially··the most important group~ Most 
. ' ' 
q,f the 's'taphyl.inid ·species assQ'ciat·ad with D. Slf!ipleX are 




- . . r . 
' · . . 
. .. 
tt 
. . . ' .. - ~ --- ··; •' ...... " .. 
. known to ·prey on. other sco~ytid ft.Sp~cies (Ch~mberlin l939·: , ·- .• · . 
. '· . ' . j - . .. l . ! .. 
. ,-:..: ............ 
./ . 
i 
. '-~ .\ · ... ' 
' .. 
· · .- ~··. 
) . ' . 
!: . - ' 
,, 
(.~'· .: . 
·" . . 
.- , • • r -
. .. 
• ; .... , • , ~ ., I ' : I ' 
Hatcq 1957). The .high ~pungance of staphy.lin ~ds, mainly . 
. . ' .. .. . . 
a.leocha r ines ;. ~n the lower parts .of larch boies durc-ing 
. · .. . 
winter sugge~ts ~hat the_y might be using gafleries for '.# 
... , . ) 
. sheit -~r aod t11·b.e~~~~-ion · • . Fly .. 1~ -r~ae ·G)t· the · genus· .fonc~aea . · .
1 ~ 
0 
d • ' o 1 
' ., . ' . . ' \ 
andXy7oPhaaus · abdomJn_aJ.ts · la'rvae are als,o well kno.IJ~ 
. .. ·- .. ' ' 
. . . . ' , • ' . . •• ... . • . • • l t 
predat.or's of ·scQlyt i-ds <·Cbamber"l in 19·3·9 F but. were not 
·, ' ' •' • ' ' ' ~ ' ' • ' ., -.,1 ' I " ~' ' 
fmPOftan,t :~.'th}.~.tudy s i'nce oi1iy, On~ adult .and no 18rva .. 
. _.. .. . ... f' · t. ,4 ' 
• 
' ·, 
' - ., ".__. .... 
. ' .J.~ . . ·. ~ ' , , ' . •' , ~'I 1 ' . • ( - ' , \ 
. .. 












\ \61 I! 
\, . . .. t 
of each was observed. Species <;>f Tetraph'leps are known _ a~ 
' t 
aph.id predators (Kelton 1966}; however 1 some were f~unct- i~ I 
.... . 
o: simp~x galleriE!.s an~ may be egg p_redators. 




Al,l three Hymenoptera SJ2d'6ies observed to parasitize D. • 
~ 1 . 
slmplex ·during this study ate also known to p'arasitize ·many 









')' . ~;.; . 
• ·--... ) 
other scolytid species (BushiQ..9 1965; Chamberlin 1939) •. 
. i • , 
... . 
Altho.ugh these pa~asitoids were very -numer6us n<;> multi,ple, 
· : Y: . • 
parasitism_ or su~~-rpa.rasitism wet'e observed. Sa!JlSOn (.19.84.} 
reported that each_ R .~ · xy.J_ophagorum female ov iposj ts .'on ·up .to: 
' 
.-




0 0 • I 
ol"the othe~ l;;i~~enoptera as~oc iat~w~t~ the ,larch-
·b~etle in this sbudy ~ Ch1orbcytus l sp. ,~rachyS"~sp. I 
Lamprotatus sp. and L lodontofnerus sp. may be parasi to-ids of 
D. simp-lex or other associates ·or may be hJperparasit.oids. ' 
No hyperparasitism was observed . . Graham ( 1969) . reported 
}(/phrdrlophagus meye_..rfnck/1 ·t~ be~ para,sit_oid of w~wasps' . 
' ... 
Coptera atr I corn J.~-l. s a known parasi ~oid . of Lonchaea spP. 
' ' ' ... 0 ~ • 
(Muesebeck l9BO) ar:-d:.Some Gel is spp. are .known . 
... . .... 
h"yperpara·sitoids of. braconi~ and i-chn,eumonid wa~ps (C~rlson 
'• 
· • .t II / ·":' 1979) • . .. •• 
•• ~· , 
4.) . 2 Competitors 
' 
f\ . • •• 
The impac't of ot-her 
• • • 
phloem fe~dirig species on D. 
.. ~
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; s;gnif ~can~e~auS~ o; th~ smail numbe·~ of other ~hloeoi' 
~ \. ..... '... ... . ... . . 
·• . ~_. ... feeders. pres~nt . (·Table ~1). Only one to· two. adu.rts each of . 
. ~ ~e;.l(~tUTQUs pt}s.t7 Jus, Df'yoedetes . autogf'aphus, Pol-y(J_r.aPhus: . 
· ... riff.t,e_iirit;.:n~ Hylobll!l~ P_tniCX:',:_~ere ;.iptUre~,~urin~ t~e . 
'•- · · study ,.and no .9~lleries or. larvae were obser'v'~d ihdicat·ing 
>J. . . J • , ' 
::.~ .. • ·· .. tlu~t .these ~aptun~s·.m~r ·n~~e bee~i~~i.~e_n.tal • . How~ve~,fP. 
' - - ----- · , . .. 
r,uf I ~nn Is can -b~ ab.!Jnd~nt~ on larph · ('Raske 1984 - pe.sonal • 
' • ' '-' • • • I ' C • ' - • ' • ' • • • • : ', • • : o' •. # 
. . . 
. ., 
.· .comm't.micati<4nL Larvae of St tctoleptura ·can_adensl-s .rria_y hav~ · 
s. .. .. .. •' ~ •• • ~~ .. • - .. - • 
· · _.·~ .. ~omp_eted :with.O. slmplex : l~~-y~e_:for food .but · ~ere li_ke~y 
._, ( . . .. ' . ~ 
. . ·more ·.imp'bttant as acciSental predators~ Destructi.on· ·of M 
- 0 
.. . 
.• ' ' • ' . • • • ' • I ' 4 • , - ' ' • ., • "' 
.scolyt id.~r~od by_ ce~a~bycid ,lar_va~ has .~een ... ·reported,.- -~~ -/ 






'- • \ : ~ ' . 1!. . ' ' 
(Coul~on et ·al~. 1979). • :. ~ . ·, ·. 
: ~ 
;.·~ . . ' . .;. 
· · .. _ '·4".,~~ 3 · Mi"~cel.laneous. 
- . ,. . . ( : 
. II ' 
. 
.. ' . 




'--.. ~ '-' .. · . Sp~cier~ ~f _Ptil -idae, Cof'tiCaf'la and Epuraea are fungus 
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( harvestman DdJePlus pl~tus wer~ common 
. ' --• . 
in larch beetle / / 
----- '-
g':lller.es }lo pr;edation .on .beetle'-brood 
. . . . 
was observed •. 
The p~oret: ic· mites ,.ma¥ have :.be~n phloeophagous, 11 . . . . . . ' . . ' 
. ~ m~ceto~~a~ou~ or ·, :~·~d~tors o~(-o·ib~~ · .as.s.~c i~ t ,ed · o·r~~ni"sm~ ~~~ · 
· \ were r)ot observed·· to .prey ·on • sImp lex. The phoret ic • 
. . . . ' ' ' .. 
n·ematodes ·wer:e likel·y my_ce·tophagou~ . (Finney 19'70L .. 
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• 
The bionomics .of D. slmplex•was studied -near St. John's, 
• ~ ol ' 
. . 
Newfo<lndland i'n 1982 .and 41983 and in wester~ 
Newtoundland in 1984; .. 
. . 
. . · . ; .. 
' ~: ' 
Emergence oc~~rred from 7 May to 19 .June· in 1983 and was 
. t·em~~ratu·r~ inffuenced since emergence peaks _c_oincided . 
wi~h periods o~ · high ~ea~ daily air ~e~pera~ure • 
• • ' · I 
. :. . 
. . ___.:- .. .: -:, 
At f i r·~t ·more be~~ les emerged from tje sun~eXP,fS~d 
- - . . . ,. 
south 
\side of tree boles than from the shaded north side and 
\ 
more ~emales than- males. E~ergence at 5 m started -two - to · 
. . . ··~ 
_four· day's la'ter than -at ~ower hei'ghts. T-he pighest .. , 
density o~ beetles · emerged ~t 2.5 m. · 
4 • ., Oi ~\pers.ing larth ib'eetles· were observed to la~d on tfee 
~ . ...._ ' ;11'-. "\ 
;eec ies . other than larch and on la~c'\h ·wh.ich, r 
subsequently,· were not .· attacked". This -appe~J to support 
·'\.the · t~eory -~f rand~m ini tiai l'!.ndin~ _of~les : rathe~ . 
.., 
-
than "prim'\ry" attraction. <: 
. , I 
In . 198~ the fir~~ host att.acjt period occurred ' . ;l _ , :-~--bet~een -15 ~-
.. . ..... . 
May- and 25 .June •. Ho~ttack was initiated py females 
-
• 
' . ·.. " . . .... 







~f b~e·~~es. used . each e 'ntrance ho~e but~,e'ach pair. 
constr-ucted~' ~ ts own egg gailery •. " 
The middle o(; the b~le- ·was· generally attack~d f i'st. No . · •' 
. ., . . . . . ·. " \ -< 
. attacks .·_oc::cur-red in ar~as where phloem was thinner than 
; .. . . # . . ' I ·.· ' 
Production of·. an aggregation pheromone by D. slmp1ex was .·· 
~o~' demonstrat·e·~; buttlikel~ doe~ l ~cc~r. . .. 
,f'< __ ,__ 
























8. In 1983 ' the first reemergence . period occurred between 25 
- ' ~ ' 
June and 27 July,~ety percent of all parent beetles \ ' . ' 
' ' . . 
reemerg~d but none · were observed.' t"'-· .fly. 
. . •. . . 
9 • . ·Some reeme-rged beetles ~ttac.ked· new. tr.ees ,.:t)e~w~en 4 and 
29 July •. produced a _se~~J brood _and reemefged · bet we~ _s 
· and ;0 AUgust.: Parent~ sp';~t_- an average of 30 8nd .32 
· . . . days in ·arQol ·r:· and· Brood I I trees.,. ·respe/t i veJ'y. · .' 
. ... 
10. Attack· peaks., which reflect ~aks .of flight, coincided 
' ' ' I • 
with peaks in 'mean daily air temperature and most 
; · 
· reem,ergerice peaks and decli~S coincided vith, ' ~ 
temperature i,ncr.ease·s and de~ses, 1 respectively, _. 
1ndicating i temperature inf~uence on flight, ~ttack and 
reemergen~e. ·t 
11. No reemergence or f:cks oCc:~red on days ~~e~ meari . 
air temperature was .4 °C ~r less and peaks of hos't · "~-
. ---atta~k, which reflect flight peaks, occurre~6n days 
' when · mean air temper~ture was- - 1~ - 0 .cc-o' higher~ - . ~ 
. .... ' . . 
12. The_ long duration a~d,~~atic•pattern of s~ring _ 
'-e~ergence .and. first atta·c~:period is ·a_refle.ction ~f t:-he · . . 
.,....- . t 
cool, wet and variable spr~ng climate on the Avalon 
.. . 
·. Pe.rlinsula. • \ 
13. Oc~prrence of_emergence, · attack (and~ence flight) ~nd 
I , , 
' - . 
reemergence bet_w~_en_ 19:~0 - ~~d __ 17a·oo hours, i~ • . the .. 
.. . .. ,. ' 
warmest part of .the day, suggests that these .p~ocesses 
.. 4\lre t,einper~tu\e . elated, at. · ~Ja. s_ .~ 'Pa.rti.ally~ on. a .· . 
d i urn a 1 bas i s ·\ . - · · . 
14. The~'Were no 'fli h\ muscles in t.welve reemerged . . 
o. rr . _' ' ' ...... . 
: ~ 


























..J ,) 1.66 
• 
D. simple~ examined in 1983 and.only 17% of 96 reemerg·ed 
r . 
beetles ·.examined· in 1984 at ~s. Brook 
. ... .· 
had· fully 
deyel'opeq flight muscles ana were capable 
. . . .. . * • 
Reemerged beetles lacking fully ~develope·d fl'igpt muscles ' 
"': . . 
of ~ flic2ht. 
. . . . . 
di'd ·not a t~k l~~ch b~ ts _plac·e~ farther _.t~.~n ~ m p~~y. 
' 'i'J:tu~ ·, · m~pme~ged be.~tles w~.re n?t c-'pable ot -flight 
· to ne~ h~s.ts and . . eff1~i:tiv_~y - exc-luded · from the sec.~nd . 
~ ~· 
' · attacking ·population." .· . .. . . • · . 
During, ~he ~eb~nd attac·k · - period~ in . 1983 -!l~-d 1.984 ·o~ly 
. . . -~ ,. . ... . -- ' 
. . . ' . 
two · ~nd three girdled t!.ee~, respectivelyi ·:Jrle'-.Et._ __  ,..... 
attack-ed:. No standing, ' ungirdled . trees were atfacked. 
. ~ 
The ·proportion. 'of. ~eemerged bee.tle.s. capable "f flight i-s 
• 
. probably too small to enable successful attack of 















• · ~tanding, unin\ured tre7' 'Ree~erged_ beetles may be \able 
,. . .to establi.sh second broo_ds only ··in standi~g weakened'~ _ · : 
t·r~ e·s-:, .:s~u~ps . or ~fall;n mate'riai. .-·. , •• ~ .. ~;--/ 
. ;, . { , . 
One generation· and two bro.ods of D. simp lex ca·n .be · · -.- • • 
. . .,.. . - . 
pr~d~ced per year:- in Newfouqdland. Howe..v~r, the se~o .. ond 
' .· __. .... ·-
brood - i~ -~sually - sma~l ·and sust,ins high fuort~l\tY du~ 
·,. . ' ' I 
.. ... to cold te~peratures and~ there1ore, does· not ~QQtr1 
· signi ~ ican~!9-' the. overa~l popula~ion .emerging,- the 
, fpllowin~ spr.ing, I .. • • 
17. Lack of ~om~let• fi~ght muscle regener~tion in~ost 
.. . 
. re-emerged beetles ~ay be . a . ~esuit of selection f~r ·a 
, . .. . . ·.. . . . . . 
aingl.~ brood pe.r ·: yea'r · , i~ Newf~undland w~ere climat.!! ,is 
' . . ... · 
not conducive to produc~ion of a second brood. 
' # • I • 
18 • . D. slmpl_ex is monogamo~s. Only the female elongates egg . •• 
- ~ · .... ~ ~ 1. "' I 
• I 
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galleries. ~~es ~~n~tru~_:~\tion holes and turning~. 
niches. and c ~ear £ rass. · , .. 
. . .,. ' . . . . 
Egg galleries were vertica~, s_lightly-:.sin'uous and often 
inter.:secte~ each ~ther·.- They .. a;.~~J9e_d· : ~ 1 ~m arid 26 em irtJI!. 
. . . ' 
. \ .. . . . " 
. . ··~----~ . fill' leng)il- in Broo.~ _I and(-~rood .· II ~:rees, respect.ively • 
. ( r; ~ ·.) 20. E.99 gallerY, .elon~ation cates by· t.!males · inCreaSed with 
. . . . .. ( . incr~a~in9 iemperatui:e in U1f,iabora:ory: Elongation 
. _./-~~-- .!iJ_.,_ . .. · rates· oy females b~fore ma:!
1 
1ntroduction was only half 
' ~ that wh~n maies were p~esent. 









~of · 1:4. The num~er _of ~ggs - ~er c~ of gall~ry length 
. ~ 
( E/cm) averaged 1. o· in the field an.d 2. 0 in · cageq _larch . 
. 
' 
bc$'lts. Only 4% of the vari·ation·. in E/cm1' betw.een samples 
could· be accounte~ for by total-egg ga~1er~ length ·per \ 
s·a~pl1e : (in~x ·of crowding) and phloem' ~hickness. 
---~ - ·. . . '.. ·.· : . ' ', 
~~-· .. Regr_es~ ~on of number of . eggs per 100 c~~ sample ( ~) on 
galler~ : l~ngt~ per sample (G~) ~ield~d; the equatlo~~ Ea 
. . . . \ .· . '' ' . . . 
5.09 + 0.-833 GL·, where Nc236 and ra0 .• 91. Th~ length...of"" . 
egg _galleries ~easwred 'in . the field - was substituted into 
• '. 
. . . . 
the equat-ion to rjjveestimat~s · of,the.,.numpe~ of eggs per ' 
• gallery :h ich a_veraged 3~ 11nd 27 'for Bror,>~ and Brood \ 
I I~~~ees I respectively • . The average number of egq~ ,per 
• 
~ ., . 
gallery in· ca.ged larch' bol\s w~s ·7o ~ - ~e~\t br.ood density 
· - · . ·· # . 
was 49 aqd 23 indi v _~dual~per . 1 0~ em 2 for . Brood. ~ and 
. . -. . Brood II trees, : <4spect~y. . : . 
23. ~uring egg gaffery c;onst~uc_ tion and _o..,.iposition 
·~. 
' ' . D. simplex flight. muscles completely degene.rated and . fat 
·\' 
" ·~ . ' 
.. 
i 
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. I .. ~. 
body. decreased i.n size, p_resumably to provide ener-gy and 
_ mate~ial's , .for the reproductive processes - ~~.d. ~oom for 
.. 
developing gonads.,. ( 
... 
24. Fou~ · larv~r ~nsiars.occurted. Mean . head cap~ul~. w~dths 
. . ,of- :·suc _ces .siv~ larval iQstars incr;~ -~ed geoD_t~trica~~Y 
" • • • .. .& 
· with an 'verage growth factor. of ·1.33. Adult males were 
.~ ... · .. 
significantly· smaller _ ·than females • 
. 
. ·
' . . 
25 .• I nstar developmental times for D._ ~ fmp1ex decx:eafed with 
- -if1crea~;d. ~~mpera t~ . in. the- labpra to ry. Regression of 
. . . '"\ . . . . . 
~evel·opm'Emtal times of each ~nstar ~n rearing 
temperitu~e yielded r 2 ~dlues of not less than · 0.4~. 
Hence, the regression equations were considered· 
. . ..· .. 
. ., .· . ~ . . . 
satisfactory for estimating _instar deuelopmEmtal time I ... ·.· . . .·. 
from · r .earing ~emp~rature. Cooler .tel\peratures in the 
~ . ~ 
' ·' ~ ~ 
fall 1 ikely ·accounts for the· iong.er duration of the 
• J .. ••• ... • 
• . . J . 
third and fourth lar'val ins tats ·and ._ pupa~ of · ·Brood I I 
I ' I ' , J 
• I! ' -~ 
' . ' 
_khan· for Brood I. :· 
.. .. ~ . . . 
. . ~2 6. Onlf atdul t D. sImp lex overwintered. Immature stages we.re 
. •. ' . . . . \ 
~ot. cold hardy. Low- ·t~mperatures causejhigh m~_r.~ality. -, 
among .the . immature. s~ages of . the. second broo'd. 
' ' . . ' . . . . ~ ~ . : \ .. ' ) 




·· ~ j 
. / · 
' 
• 
~ ' fall anc) ~.r.eentered galleries at the . base of trees for. ... 
••• 
• 
• .: hib'ernation.· This - is pres~mably an adaptation to 
. . ' ' .. . . . . . . 
. · . -. · increase_ surv i v~l s i nee s~ow covet' ~ay P~-~\tic)e · · 




. during the 
. .. ' 
• i 
H~er, on th~ Avalon Peninsula snowfall 




















s~~ificant protection to brood overwin~ering at t~e 
';, . ·. 
. tre·e base. · ! 
•, . 
. . . .. 
-- • 
28. Mortality of D. slmp1ex collected from field populations 
. . \ .. . 
on - ~ October_. 1983. ~ _11 November · 19)3 ._ and 2 January 1984 
• ' -and. subjected . to va_r~ous c'old temperature treatments and . 
. . '\ . ; . 
. • ·t • 
-~ d~rati~ns ~n~'the .labo~atory; d~cr~eas_ed ·_from ear~y- fal.l . 
:. . ~o. winter indicating tha.t beetle_s ___ t:?ec~me .more c.old · . 
. -. . 
hardy • --~The method ... by which cold hardiness is obtai ne'd is ,. 
u~knbwn~ ~ rger size orfhigher concentrati~ns of \ 
- . ,. e> • . -~o~rot~c~t'ants ·_may be respons_ible for _the better 
surviva·l · of cold treat~ent.~ by f~ales than by males • 
. f"9._Third ·anci fourth larval instars had the h·ighest 
' 
. y -- . 
morta_l .. it'y and p~pae the:..-lowest in field PfPulations: . 
· Tot~l mort~lity . was 79% an~ - ~2~ for Bro~~ I and Brood 
. . • . . f ... . 
ii, res~~ctiyel~~ ~nd wa~ · mJch lower - near the base of 
i 
Brood I trees than at middl~ and upper regions. 
. ~ . 
36. ' ~athogerts generally c~~sed the lar~est recognizabl~ 
... . ' - . ' \ . . 
proportion of mortality. among . egg~, second instar larvae 
r · · · · 1 . " . . . . 
and pu~ae, ~~sin~~i-s among .first ·instar larvAe and 
W I ' , , • • 
. paras~ to ids aQtc;mg. third ·and fourth . ins~ar ia.rvae. ~-
.. \ , ' . - ... : 
· · Pf1i'as i _toi_d~ . a·nd P.a thogens caused _the highest··· . . 
recogn i'za:ble proportion of. morta 1 i ty in Brood I and· 
. . . . 
_.., . 
·" ~ 
Brood II, respeeHvely •. Mortality due · tO. ~arasit~i~ wa's · · · 
twice· as high at the -middle and upper .reg1ons of tree · 
> • 
boles than near. the base PO!\Sibly due to thinne~ phloem · .i!f:; 
. . , . . 
which may ha~e allow~d more success.ful · oviposition by. 
· parasitoids through the. bark . 'f·.,.:_;/ 
.. 
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31. ' M~rta1'1fy among teneral . br~od adults before winter was • 
• . . ., J 
6. 1% and ·a. 7% ~in Brood z' aAd..prood I I tre.es, \ 
.. 
~·espectJvely. Overwinter;ing ~ta~ity was z.B% during 
the ~int~r of~1982/83. , ~ortaiit~ durin~ wint~r was 
·si'gnificantly higher . among beetle-s at the north aspect 
. 
of' -tre·es than at the sun exposed s~uth aspect~ · 
. . 
32. A total of -52-. species of insects, spiders, ~ite~. an~ · . 
nt&i:o~es wer~ asSocbtfid with .0.· simplex in J983. The 
m~abundant predator ~as a species of Medetera. Three J 
, Hy~enoptera species .,~ Roptrocerus ·xylophagorum (Ratz·.), 
.. · 
.  ~ ·. 
., ' ' ' . ~ . 
. Rhopf!Jllcus tutela (Walker) and J,BPthlus canadensis · 
·Ash~ad were observed to p~rasitize·o~ slmpTbx. General 
- ' 
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·2. .Brood I trees and bolts 1 





3 Brooq II trees and bolts 1 
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Appe~dix B. One way analyses of variance comp~ring number of eggs per niche in 
Dendroctonus simplex egg galleries betwee~ ~rood I sample trees (test 1), between 
I 
sample heig~ts of Brood I trees (test 2) and between Brood I and Brood II trees 




' ' . 
-
- DEGRESS OF SUM OF MEA!'~ 
TEST SOURCE OF VARIABILITY . 
f 
. . F~EDOM SQUARES SQUARES -F-RATIO 
. 
- . • 
' ~ 
1 Brood· I trees . 1 0.68 0.68 
Error 1169 . 1209.33 1.03 0.66 ..... 
I 
..... 
2 Sample heig-hts 2· 0.30 0.15 0.14 
' 





' . 3 Brood I and Brood II trees 1 0.11 0.1). 0.11 
-- Error 1271 1298.53 1.02 
















Appendix c. Ohe way ·analyses of _ variance comparing number -of egg niches per em of 
- l~ngth of Dendroctonus simplex egg galleries between Brood I sample trees (test 1), 
~ 
between sample heights-of Brood I trees (test 2) and between Brood I and Brood II 
trees (test 3). 
TEST SOURCE OF VARIABILI1Y DEGREES OF FREEDOM SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARES (, F-RATIO 
1 Brood I trees 1 . - . 0.1658 0.1658 




2 Sample heights 2 . 0.2693 0.1374' 
. 
'1. 72 Error 65 5.0811 0.0782 
. 
' 





* Significant at p<.05 
i 
..... 





Appendix D. · One way analyses ·I of variance comparing number of eggs per em of length 
of Dendroctonus simplex e·gg galleries betwee:il Brood I s_ample trees (test 1) , between 
• 
sample heigh~s of Brood I .. trees (test· 2), between Brood I
1 
and Brood II trees (test 3) _ 
and·between galleries in Brood I ~rees and ~hose in caged larch boits (test 4). 
( f 
.,. 
' DEGREES OF SUM OF MEAN \ TEST SOURCE OF VARIABILITY F-RATIO FREEDOM : SQUARES SQUARES ...... .... , . 
' 
- / 
1 Brood I trees 1 ·1. 36 3-6 l. 3636 17.01* Error 184 14.7536 0.0802 
( , ~ . ( -
2 Sample heights 2 0.3341 0.1670 l. 94 . 0. 08162 Error\ 183 15·. 7831 
' . 
3 Brood I and Brood II trees 1 . 0.4580 0.2580 3.33 Error 
• 
234 18.1181 0.0774 
' 
' 
/4 Brood I trees and bolts 1. 19.0673 ' 19:0673 203.22* . 19.-2344 
.. 
O.Q938 Error -205 \ . 
-
* Significa~t at p<.OS 












Appendix E. One way analyses of · variance comparing number of eggs laid per 
pafr.of-Dendroctonus simplex adults per gal~ery . between Brood I and Brood II 
sample trees (test 1) and between Brood I sample t~ees and cage~larch bolts 
·(test 2). 
/ 
. / . 
.. 
PEGREES OF'· SUM OF MEAN 
TEST 'SOURCE OF VARIABILITY FREEDOM SQUARES S()WARES I · P-RATIO 




2 Brood· I trees and bolts 1 10571 10571 
' 18.05* 
\ Error 43 25185 586 ,_ . I , . 
. 
' ~ J 
' 





















~ppehdix .. p,. One way analyses of variance co.mafiring Dendroctonus simplex brood · 
~ensity between Brood I sample trees (test 1}, between sampl~ heights. of Br'ood 




DEGREES SUM OF MEAN ' / 




1 Brood I trees 1 1069 1069 3.36 Error " 166 52837 318 
.. 
) 





· 3 Brood I and Brood II trees 1 26141 26141 97.68* t---~ .214 57270 ~ . 268 . I .. 
-
I 
* Significant at p < .OS • 
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·' Appendix G. One way analyses of variance compari~g within instar mortality between 
three sample hei~hts of Brood I trees for 
Dendroctonus .simplex. ' 






INS TAR SOURCE OF DEGREES OF ·suM OF -MEAN SQUARE_S· F-RATIO VARIABILITY FREEDOM SQUARES . 
I 
·•. 
Egg Tree H~ight 2 0.000031 0. 000016- . 0.02 . Error ·93 0.0~~997~ ·'6 .-000720 
.. ~~ 000101 . ~Larva I ..-Tree Height 2 0.00021 0.05 Error 80 0.15251 ·o.ool91 
. J 
Larva II T~ee Height 2 0~00187 0.00093 • 
" 0.56 Erro.r 69 0.11421 0. 0016.6 · ~--
. 
•• C' 
Larva .III' Tree Height 2 _0 .1541 :0. 077·1 
.5.48* Error 51 o~ 7167- 0.0141 \ 
- l 
' 
" Larva IV Tree Height 2 0.3335 0 .166-B 5.05* 
-~ Error · 33 1. o·Q94 0·;. 0330 . 
' 
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Appendix H. One way analyses o~ variance· comparing _ w~thin instar mortality between 
the two Brood I sample tr~es for Newfound!an~ field populations of Denaroctonus 
simplex. ' \ . 




Egg )Brood I. trees 1 0.000244 0.000244 0.34 Error 94 ~ 0.066784 0.-000710 
~) Larva I Brood I trees 1 0.00313 O.Q0313 (I\ 1. 69 . Error ..;.. 81 -0.14959 0.00185 
- ~521 / > - • Larva II Brood· I trees 1 0.00521 . 
Error 7 0.11086 0.00158 3.29 
-
Larva III Brood- I trees 1 0.1879 0.1879 14.30* Error 52 ·0.6830 0.0131 · 
Larva IV Brood I trees 1 0.4018 0.4018 13. 3_.8* Error 34 1.0212 0.0300 
. 
. 
Pupa Brood I trees .' 1 0.0956 0.0956 8.73* Error 
"' 
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Appendix I. One way analyses of variance co~pa-ring wi.thin _ins tar mortality between 
• 






.IN STAR SOURCE OF VARIABILITY DEGREES OF SUM. OF MEAN F-RATIO FREEDOM S~UARES SQUARES 
. 
I 
Egg First and second broods .1 · 0.1628 0.1628 15.22* 
. Error . 129 .. 1. 3aoo 0.0107 
-










Larva III Fir;t and second broods .. 1 0.02'14 l 0.0214 
Err r - 63 o. 892.6 0.1417 1.51 
\ 
Larva IV First and second broods 1 0.0142 0.0142 0.31 Error 
·-








* Significant at p < ·.OS 1 
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